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Abstract 
While consumption studies have a long history in the field of Sociology, 
consumption researches either focused on the object of consumption or the subject of 
consumption. However, when consumption nowadays involves group level interaction, 
it is no longer a simple purchase action. Rather, this research argues that 
consumption can be regarded as a kind of cultural actions, and more attention should be 
put in examining the consumption process. Employing Goffman's dramaturgical 
approach, this research focuses on the meaning generated during the consumers' 
interaction dynamic that shapes the consumption behavior. Therefore, the primary 
contribution of this paper is to explore the conceptual utility of Goffman's dramaturgical 
approach in the study of consumption process, especially the consumption modes that 
involve group consumption. 
Karaoke consumption is an excellent venue for examining the concept of social 
performance embodied in consumption empirically. As social performance involves 
endless deliberate self presentations, and self expression in karaoke room is a 
conscious and conspicuous manifestation of self presentation, through participant 
observation and in-depth interviews, this thesis analyzes the lived karaoke consumption 
process in terms of the strategies that the consumers employed during their interaction 
and self presentation. The substantive findings in this paper show how karaoke, as a 
new mode of consumption, is made possible through the enactment of consumers' self 
presentation. This illustration aims at highlighting the context-specific characteristic of 
consumption behavior. At last，this research hopes to bring insight to the development 
of consumption theory by highlighting the importance of consumption process, which is 
demonstrated in the light of consumers' self presentation as a practice of everyday life. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Karaoke 一 an Illustration on New Consumption Mode 
Karaoke, an entertainment of singing along with a recorded instrumental 
accompaniment, has enjoyed an ever growing popularity in its homeland Japan since 
the early 1980s. Swiftly, it has swept over East Asia where the Chinese communities 
have responded positively. With no exception, karaoke entered the Hong Kong market 
in the mid-1980s and started to take shape in the early 1990s. Though at the beginning 
it was not a leisure activity for the mass, as consumer often needed to spend about 
$200-$300 for each sessiorV’ it gradually broadened its market by enlisting students and 
the white collars, especially the office ladies，when the charges went down and it grew in 
terms of popularity. Within 2 decades, it experienced growth and expansion, and made 
it an important component of the new entertainment culture^ in the world and a "part of 
the Hong Kong peoples' lives''^. It is common for the people of Hong Kong to have 
"after-dinner K" instead of mere after-dinner chat as you would find in Western industrial 
societies. According to the official website of "Neway", which is one of the leading 
karaoke companies in Hong Kong, its customer traffic grew from 560,000 in 1993 to 
10,000,000 in 20024. Though there was tremendous setback in the karaoke industry 
during the outbreak of SARS in 2003^, it resumed its vitality very quickly in the second 
half of the same year. As shown in the number of karaoke permits issued by the Food 
^HKIM, 2006. "Interview with Mr. Anthony Lock, Managing Director of California Red Limited" in 
Newsletter of Hong Kong Institute of Marketing Issue 13 (15"^ Jul 2006). 
2|n 1991, the word "karaoke" appeared in Oxford English Dictionary, illustrating that karaoke has quite a 
wide appeal in the English-speaking World (Wu, 1997; Mitsui and Hosokawa, 1998). 
^For details please refer to the official website of Neway Karaoke Limited: http://www.newaykb.com/, 
(20-7-2007) 
� b i d . 
®For instance, California Red experienced a 90% decrease in profit, and many of the branches were 
forced to closed-down (HKIM, 2006). 
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and Environmental Hygiene Department and the Licensing Authority of Home Affairs 
Department in Hong Kong, the number of karaokes in Hong Kong was doubled between 
2004 and 2006. There were only 9 karaoke permits and 6 provisional karaoke permits 
issued by the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department in 2004 after the outbreak 
of SARS, in 2005，the figures went up to 23 karaoke permits and 3 provisional karaoke 
permits respectively. By October 2006, there were 49 new karaoke permits and 7 new 
provisional karaoke permits issued together with the 28 permits granted by the Licensing 
Authority of Home Affairs Department. Obviously, its rapid recovery reflects its market 
potentials and demands. 
In fact, karaoke is not simply an instrument for entertainment that karaokists enjoy 
singing along with the “no man band". The proliferation of karaoke technology® 
signifies the arrival of a new form of mediated communication; at the same time, it also 
serves to encourage the formation of a kind of participant-oriented culture consumption. 
Within the hybrid setting where space and technology are combined for singing; 
consumers sing, dance, dine, chat, interact, and express themselves in front of others. 
Karaoke enables consumers to make use of the singing context and the songs they 
have chosen to sing to handle interpersonal relationship，strategically using the social 
®The karaoke technology was conceived in 1971 when Daisuke Inoue and five other musicians recorded 
the accompaniment tracks for a client, who was going on a recreation trip with his employees and planned 
to entertain them at night with his own singing. The recorded accompaniment was "semi-tailor-made", 
which was musically adapted to the client's way of singing. In 1972, Inoue and his colleagues recorded 
on 8-track tapes their own musical performances without vocals as accompaniment for amateur singers 
and manufactured 10 tape-juke-boxes for those recorded tapes. Moreover, these first 10 decks featured 
a built-in coin timer and microphone mixer with reverb echo mechanism, which become another 
characteristic of karaoke ever since. Later, the lyric sheets were not applicable when lyrics were made to 
show on a screen. By 1973, more karaoke manufacturers appeared, and soon the musical 
accompaniments recorded on tapes became much closer to original records in their arrangement and 
orchestration with deliberate modifications for amateur singers. This made the songs easier and more 
pleasant to sing for customers who sought to model their singing on the original records, and this helped 
to conventionalized karaoke singing (Mitsui, 1998:37-9), and made the taste to be a star gradually 
possible. Nowadays, a karaoke machine is inseparable with a television showing the music video with 
on-screen lyrics. The karaoke singer just have to follow the light of subtitles and sing, they do not have 
much pressure in reciting the lyrics. The lighting system and sound effect system are essential for 
imitating a formal performance. In addition, the pitch control system allows the singer to sing in a 
"singer-friendly" way that minimizes the burden of singing out of tune (Drew, 1994). 
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context for self-presentation. 
In connection to consumption theories, consuming songs, music videos, and the 
space of the karaoke box? construct collages that the consumer-performers intend to 
demonstrate relationships to material objects and semiotic devices, communicating their 
own identities as a compound of the meanings inspired by and associated with the 
chosen images, texts and sound bits. Though these meanings are culturally 
determined and socially derived, they are ultimately individually interpreted (Schau, 
2000). Personal music favorite and presentation reveal the ways they consume the 
objects (songs) as symbols in order to create and express identities within the karaoke 
box's social world. Simultaneously, other participants' consumption experience is 
shaped by the combination of signs, symbols and text presented by other 
consumer-performers. Empirically, this research analyzes the karaoke consumption 
process in terms of the consumers' songs selection, consideration or "strategies" they 
have used during the performance. On the one hand, these consumption behaviors 
are regulated by certain decorum and the context; on the other hand, these also shape 
the consumption process conversely and thus construct the unique consumption 
experience. 
Significance: Towards a New Definition of Consumption 
Consumption has long been marginalized in the field of sociology. For many 
^"Karaoke Box" is a small and enclosed space equipped with karaoke equipment for karaoke singing, 
which became very popular from the end of the 1980s to the beginning of the 1990s. Since the 
privatization of Japan National Railways in 1987 let to the disposal of large number of used containers, 
they were recycled as karaoke boxes (Ogawa, 1998). At the beginning, they were set up along main 
roads in the suburbs, but gradually came to be set up in buildings in the amusement areas of cities. The 
size of the room varies, from a room which can hold two people to one that contains thirty people. The 
standard size is for seven or eight people (Mitsui and Hosokawa, 1998). In Hong Kong, most of the 
karaoke consumption activities take place in karaoke boxes. Also, because in karaoke lounges, the 
emphasis is placed on drinking rather than karaoke singing, such karaoke consumption sites would not be 
included in this research. Karaoke box will be the primary target setting for my field work. 
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sociologists, with a noticeable exception of Veblen, consumption behavior is always an 
indicator to reflect something more fundamental, like class, and thus secondary to their 
concern. Nevertheless, playing an important part in the contemporary society, all walks 
of lives are inseparable with consumption, and it is definitely worthwhile to be looked at in 
itself and for itself. Besides, even if there were any studies on consumption, either camp 
focused in the object or the subject of consumption neglects the importance of context in 
affecting the consumption behavior. Despite that many researcher define consumption 
as a means of creating and expressing identity，and ordering social and material 
phenomena, only few attempts have been made to research the way consumers 
actually consume in a particular consumption context (e.g., Chan, 2001; Cheng, 2001; 
Bosco, 2001; Ma, 2001). This research basically suggests that it is through the 
dynamic process of social performance that consumers: a) make sense and interpret the 
cultural text; b) present themselves with their individual association under a particular 
situation; c) construct or conceptualize the realities of self, community, and materiality; 
and d) communicate these realities by manipulating symbols, aligning themselves and 
demand technological development in consumption practice. More interestingly, it is 
also important for us to understand how other participants in the same consumption 
context react to all these aspects and how their reactions in turn form the dynamic 
consumption process as a whole. 
Consumption study is essentially multi-disciplinary. Psychology, Economics, and 
Cultural Studies all have their contributions to our understanding of contemporary 
consumption practices. Yet, quite often, in spite of a shared emphasis on the 
significance of consumption, each of these disciplines poses their research questions 
rather differently. For instance, Psychology places much emphasis on the subjective 
side of the question while Economics adopt a macro market-oriented approach and 
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Cultural Studies tend to go for a text-based paradigm in focusing on the consumption 
object. This thesis is inspired by a “social performance" (Goffman, 1957) perspective 
of understanding the lived practices of consumption in the age of advanced media 
technology. I will examine how individuals present themselves and interpret the social 
reality through consumption of socio-cultural symbols, the interpersonal interaction and 
the karaoke social context, thus develop a new form of consumption practices. 
Goffman and Karaoke Consumption 
According to Goffman, social performance implies that individuals are social actors 
engaging in complex intra-self negotiations and are outwardly projecting a "desirable" 
impression in social encounters (Goffman, 1957). Therefore, every social act is 
intentional, and the collective effort made by the individual forms both an individual and 
a collective experience, as well as a series of episodes happened in a social drama. 
As the possible source of identity and reality construction, social performance is 
influenced and shaped by cuKural and social conventions. In particular, the etiquette, 
or "decorum" in Goffman's term, lays the basic guideline for social interaction. Based 
on those "pre-set social fronts", actors choose among the appropriate ones to interact 
accordingly with reference to their anticipatory socialization (Goffman, 1957). The 
consumption act, in the form of social performance is, indeed, a triangulate process 
between the subject of consumption, the commodity, and the social situation. 
This research argues that consumer behavior is often constrained by social 
situation. It is the process through which consumers make sense of consumption 
objects, symbols and practices and then transform them into behavioral conduct in a 
particular context. As an individual as well as a collective process, individual 
consumption behavior should always take into account of others' response. 
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Consumers' manipulation of goods, symbols, services, practices and communication 
with other consumers is in fact a self-presentation that situated in same context of daily 
interaction. Therefore, consumption process is surely not a simple act of purchase or 
economic transaction. It is constrained by the structure of meaning in a particular 
social context. In this connection, there are some theoretical questions that need to be 
asked: a) What is a consumption process? b) How has consumption historically been 
theorized? c) How does the concept of social performance facilitate the explanation on 
consumption behavior? d) How does social performance relate to karaoke 
consumption? In short, this research examines consumption behavior in terms of 
social performance within karaoke room. 
The Scenic Approach and Empirical Significance 
This research shares with what most karaoke studies' commonly used approach, 
namely a "scenic approach" (Drew, 1994; 2004; Lum 1996; Ma and Chuang, 2002). 
"Scene"® in this research refers to a series of episodes happened in a particular area of 
activity. It is stable in the sense of being coherent and also distinctive from other scene 
wherein we find participants' local knowledge, commitment and their positions in a 
status system. It is assumed that every consumption process enjoys its uniqueness as 
it comes from the various combinations of different kinds of participants and varying 
motivations to participate in a karaoke scene. Even if the social composition of the 
participating group and/or the environment of the karaoke are roughly similar, the mood 
of the participants, and the resultant persona丨 experiences，song selection practice 
®Some scholars argue that any musical scene is a region that produces original music and reflects the 
distinctiveness of a group and/or a locality. However, karaoke scene hardly fulfills this criterion because 
it relies on backing tracks of popular songs, which is often viewed as a standardized form that has no local 
roots in the local culture, and no relation to the original composition. However, when it comes to the 
interactions occurred in each scene, there would never be two identical scenes. That is why the scene 
approach is particularly suitable for this research focusing the "social performance" dimension. 
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would never be the same. Therefore, each field observation is basically a unique 
karaoke scene. 
Karaoke provides a resourceful venue for examining the concept of social 
performance embodied in consumption empirically. As mentioned earlier in my brief 
discussion of Goffman's dramaturgical approach, social performance involves endless 
deliberate self-presentations. Therefore, self expression in karaoke room is a 
conscious and conspicuous manifestation of self presentation. Song selection and the 
way of performance is highly appropriate for the study of consumer self presentation 
because they are illustrations of the consumer-performers' perception of themselves 
and the social situation, who utilize and manipulate song as signifiers and images of self 
expression. Moreover, unlike other kinds of consumption, karaoke box setting allows 
instant and direct reaction from the audience to the performer. So it is difficult for either 
side to ignore the counterparts and the group atmosphere shaping their performance. 
Moreover, unlike other social settings where each actor is usually assigned with a single 
role, the blurred boundary between the stage and the audience area in a karaoke box 
makes the rapid shift of roles possible. This unique feature of karaoke develops 
special karaoke decorum as it is a very participant-oriented form of consumption. 
These interactions take place in a public domain and each individual's self presentation 
contributes in the episode construction and hence forms the karaoke scene collectively. 
They are examples of how consumption takes place in a mediated-and-live environment 
and participant-oriented music genre. In another word, one must participate and thus 
make the consumption possible. 
Research Questions and Analytical Framework 
The substantive issue addressed in this research is about how new consumption 
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theory can be applicable to the study of consumers' social performance in a karaoke box 
a new techno-social reality with new relationships between consumers and new 
consumption practices. More specifically, the empirical component of this research 
addresses the following research questions: a) How do consumers present their selves 
in karaoke box? b) What tools do consumers use to construct their selves? c) What 
strategies or consideration do consumers employ to interact as well as communicate 
with other participants? d) How do consumers relate themselves to the context and act 
accordingly? 
Empirically, this research investigates consumers' concrete self presentation, 
interaction, and communication through karaoke consumption in karaoke box. To 
answer the previous questions, the empirical chapters are going to present the findings 
regarding the three central aspects of karaoke consumption. After reviewing the 
relevant literature and introducing the research methodology in chapter 2 and 3 
respectively; chapter 4 will first introduce the setting for karaoke consumption that 
includes the dramaturgical site of a karaoke scene, the roles of karaoke participants, the 
karaoke decorum, and how do the social performance，i.e., the presentation of a desired 
self in terms of voice and face, in the karaoke context. Chapter 5 will then focus on 
group dynamics within a karaoke room. Playing different roles, karaoke consumers 
take part in different kinds of performance. Most of all, their efforts and strategies for 
handling the most complicated form of interaction 一 embarrassment management will be 
discussed. In a given karaoke performance, which allows instant reaction from the 
audience, how do the performers act accordingly is indeed forming the unique 
consumption process as well as experience in that particular scene. It also serves as 
an excellent illustration of how do karaoke consumers consume according to the script 
of the situation. Last but not least, chapter 6 highlights the communicative nature of 
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karaoke. It will address the question about how do the consumers interpret the song 
with association to their personal history, and how do they manipulate musical text as 
signs in presenting their selves. Specifically, under what circumstances will they 
display their "real selves" to others? How do they communicate through music? In 
short, these chapters highlight the characteristics of karaoke as a hybrid form of 
existence between group consciousness and individualism; also, they aim at showing 
the triangulate relationship between the singers, the songs and the situation where the 
karaoke consumption takes place. It is argued that the consumption process can only 
be understood by capturing the group dynamics. Finally, it is hoped that through the 
characteristics of karaoke consumption, this research can highlight the significance of 
the consumption process, bring insight to the future development in consumption theory. 
All in all, this research hopes to further raise the awareness of sociological research on 
consumption study. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
Between Context of Consumption and Consumer Behavior 
introduction 
As mentioned in the introduction, though consumption has raise its importance in 
sociology, either camp focused in the object or the subject of consumption neglects the 
importance of context in affecting the consumption behavior. So this chapter begins with 
reviewing the past sociological consumption theories and their weaknesses especially in the 
kind of consumption like karaoke which requires high level of group participation. 丁hen, I 
will give a brief account on past karaoke researches in various disciplines. On the one 
hand, this part will highlight the uniqueness of karaoke consumption. On the other hand, it 
is going to point out that even Musicology or Gommunication Studies have brought in the 
significance of context when examining karaoke activity; they are still insufficient to fill the 
gap of sociological consumption theories as they did not pay attention to the group dynamic. 
At last, it is suggested that Goffman's dramaturgical approach will be excellent in accounting 
any group interaction and contribute to a comprehensive framework for any consumption 
study that involves high group level interactivity. 
1. Consumption 
Consumption as the New Basis of Social Order 
Consumption was not a major focus in Sociology in the classical time. It was until the 
1960s, scholars like Baudrillard saw our contemporary society has been entering the third 
stage of capitalist development, which was dominated by consumption and consumption 
has become as the core economic and cultural domain. It was then become the new 
"basis of social order" (Baudrillard, [1970] 1998) when all walks of our lives are overwhelmed 
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by consumption. Even personal identities are no exceptions as they are now created and 
maintained through consumption instead of in the process of work and employment 
(Baudrillard, [1970]1998; Featherstone, 1991; Gottdiener, 2000; Bauman, 2005). This 
implies both a shift away from work and employment as the central life domain of ordinary 
people. As a result, more academic attention is drawn to the field of consumption. 
Basically, the tradition of consumption can be divided into object-centered and 
subject-centered. However, each of them has its own limitation in understanding the 
contemporary consumption activities that involve high level of group interaction. This 
section will give a quick review on the development of consumption theories and their 
weak 门 esses. 
Development of Consumption Theories: From Classical Criticism to Postmodern 
Celebration 
Sociological theory has long prioritized work and industry over consumption. Williams 
(1976) points out that one of the earliest uses of the term "consume" referred to the act "to 
destroy, to use up, to waste, and to exhaust" (Williams, 1976:68). For capitalist societies 
with an emphasis on capital accumulation, consumption, e.g. in the eyes of Max Weber's 
[(1904) 1958], was seen as a threat to the Protestant Ethics, an important cultural and 
psychological ingredient that promoted the rise of the spirit of capitalism. Durkheim (1964) 
also worried about the consequence of anomie as consumption was a challenge to the 
established social and economic order (Ritzer et al, 2001 f . 
Although both Weber and Durkheim did not address the issue of consumption as per se and less direct than 
Marx's work, scholars like Gottdiener (2000) hold that both Weber and Durkheim had sowed the seed for 
understanding modern consumption. For Weber, he particularly sought to show how cultural or symbolic 
aspects of society complemented the economic considerations that Marx emphasized. He believed that 
people behave according to symbolic as well as economic needs. One of his key insights was to 
hypothesize the existence of social ranking based on prestige, or status, in addition to one based on 
individual wealth. Clearly, wealth and status are highly correlated. In the modern world, status played an 
important role in personal lifestyle. This was further elaborated by the American sociologist, Thorstein 
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Marx and the Frankfurt School 
Marx ([1958]1973) was also far more interested in production than consumption. 
Capitalism, in his mind, divorced human labor from the objects they produced and resulted 
in exploitation, alienation, and reification. Later, neo-Marxists, especially the Frankfurt 
School, further developed the idea of capitalist control® by discovering the capitalists' 
extensive control over the consumers through the promotion of an ideology of consumption. 
Like workers under the factory regime, consumers are manipulated by a false 
consciousness based upon the notion of freedom of choice. Their freedom, however, is 
"restricted to the freedom to choose between different consumer goods or different brands 
of the same good" (Strinati, 2004: 54). Media advertisement plays an important part in 
creating new markets and consumers are "educated" to consume the new goods. "False 
needs" are created (Marcuse, 1964). In Bauman's words, "consumers are constantly 
exposed to new temptations in order to be keep in a state of a constantly seething, never 
wilting excitation, and indeed, in a state of suspicion and disaffection" (Bauman, 2005:26). 
Capitalists successfully control almost all aspects of the consumers' everyday lives and 
they are effective in ensuring the stability and continuity of capitalism. Thus, Marcuse 
sums up the situation in his classics The One Dimensional Man (1964) that "the people 
recognize themselves in their commodities—social control is anchored in the new needs 
which it has produced". Consumption plays its new function in reproducing social order 
Veblen's profound idea of "Conspicuous Consumption" (1899), which became an indispensable vocabulary in 
Sociology. 
Durkheim differed from both Marx and Weber for he was fascinated in the power of social bond In his 
classic The Elementary Forms of Religious Life ([1915]1965), he concerned with the kinds of moral values or 
sentiments that people held in common and then reflected as a social bond which he called "collective 
representations". These are expressed symbolically and explain much about contemporary culture. The 
media are literally saturated by images that people share the common meaning. They function as signs, 
something though Durkheim seldom talked about, these images also operate to create commonalities among 
the otherwise diverse populations. What Anderson suggested in his classics The Imagined Community 
(Anderson, 1983) provides an excellent example on how communal experience is brought by the 
consumption of print capitalism. Hence, mass culture and mass consumption unify people in the same ways 
symbolically as other more tangible "elementary forms" of social solidarity like religion (Gottdiener, 2000). 
^Example can see Braverman, 1974. Labor and Monopoly Capital: The Degradation of Work in the Twentieth 
Century. New York: Monthly Review Press. 
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and class relations. In addition, with the proliferation of product lines and the 
segmentation of the product market, consumers, under the influence of false 
consciousness though, experience autonomy and freedom in the consumption process. 
Not only they would not feel alienated，they have become less critical of capitalism. In 
short, consumption plays a critical role in the reproduction of capitalist relations of 
production in contemporary capitalism. 
Baudrillard, the Object of Consumption, and the Semiotics Approach 
Though Baudrillard is critical of the orthodox Marxist analysis of contemporary 
capitalist societies, his theory is, to a significant extent, a modification on Marx's idea by 
bringing in semiotics and a focus on the sign value over the use value of a commodity. 
What Marx had missed was that objects do not only have use and exchange values; they 
also possess sign value (Gottdiener, 2000). In this connection, researchers praised 
Baudrillard's for his contribution to the study of consumption by highlighting the dominance 
of sign value over exchange value when """commodity [is] becoming a sign in the 
Saussurean sense, with its meaning arbitrarily determined by its position in a 
self-referential system of signifiers. Consumption, then, must not be understood as the 
consumption of use-values, a material utility, but primarily as the consumption of signs" 
(Featherstone, 1991:85). 
Gontemporary consumption studies also agree that the consumption on symbolic signs is 
growing in importance (Baudrillard, [1970]1998; Featherstone, 1991; Lury, 1996; 
Gottdiener, 2000). As shown in Baudrillard's System of Object (1968), he applies semiotic 
to the analysis of consumption object and argues that the logic of the commodity is the 
internal logic of the sign: "To become an object of consumption, an object must first 
become a s/gn" (Baudrillard, [1968]2001: 25). Thus, to understand consumption, we need 
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to treat and interpret the consumption as sign (Baudrillard, 2001:25). Consumption 
constitutes a linguistic system, which is about the relation between commodity and signs. 
The abstract code of consumption organizes and differentiates objects as signs, rather than 
individual expressions of need and pleasure in or for the object: "consumption...is a 
systematic act of the manipulation of signs" (Baudrillard, [1981]2001). This implies that 
not only do the consumers consume objects as signs, but also the relations between 
objects. Lury further elaborates that identity and self-expression are intimately intertwined 
in material culture, or "the study of objects-in-use": "One of the most important ways in 
which people relate to each other socially is through the mediation of things" (Lury, 1996:1). 
McCracken also describes the patterned relationship between consumer goods as "Diderot 
Unity", which refers to the triangulation among "the meaning, fashion and the materiality of 
consumers" that "create(s) a consistent meaningful whole" (McCracken, 1988: 119). 
In fact, the object itself does not have intrinsic properties that make it meaningful since 
the same object can carry diverse and even contradictory social messages (Barthes, 1973; 
Saussure, 1974°; Baudrillard, 1981, 1998; Ritzer et al, 2001; Strinati, 2004). The use of 
"commodity-sign" has its environmental effects; they satisfy material human needs; and 
their materiality limits and modifies their use as signs. This echoes much with the 
communication and Musicology scholars' conception about music (to be elaborated in the 
second part of this chapter). 
In a nutshell, the semiotic approach provides important insight in the study of 
consumption objects. What we consume is not the objects or commodities as per se, but 
signs of these objects. Objects no longer have an empirical status in the world except 
they are captured within a sign. In Baudrillard's term, the world is nothing but a "hyperreal 
i°Ttiough both Barthe and Saussure were not necessarily discussing the object of consumption, their 
perspectives in semiology surely laid the foundation for later analysis on the concept of commodity-sign. It is 
fair to say that their concepts concerning cultural studies are largely related to consumption especially when 
the consumption in the postmodern society is always about the cultural products. 
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simulation" of the real (Baudrillard, 1981, 2001). Nevertheless, there is lack of empirical 
support to show whether or not the consumers are really unable to distinguish the reality 
from the hyperreality as the postmodernists claimed (Strinati, 2004). Therefore, a 
subject-oriented approach is brought into the study of consumption. 
From the Subjects of Consumption to the Site of Consumption 
Arguments that the consumers are manipulated by the dominant ideology and the 
dominant class (e.g., Adorno ([1975]1991) cannot explain variations among the consumers 
in terms of their attitude towards the same object of consumption. A satisfactory answer 
to the question of consumption must include an understanding of the subjective feelings 
and interpretations of the consumers. The subjective experiences or desire of the 
consumers 一 emotions, fantasies, hedonistic delights and private sensory experience are 
significant for understanding people's consumption behaviors (Ritzer et al, 2001). That 
said, it is not adequate to simply look at the psychological aspects and/or the biological 
needs of the consumers (Bocock, 1993). Desires are always socially constructed and 
there have been a continuous "flux of desire””（Lacan, 1977 in Bocock, 1993). Also 
taking into account of the concept of symbolic exchange value of the commodities, it is 
important to note that consumption is a social activity rather than purely an outcome of 
biological and/or psychological forces within an individual. 
I门 this regard, the social relations among the - subjects of consumption play an 
important role in shaping the immediate context of consumption and thus affecting the 
consumption behavior. For instance, Miller's Theory of Shopping depicted that 
consumers do not buy simply according to economic calculation and individual wants. 
Rather, they act according to their reasoning about what should be done during different 
11 As Bocock states: "People try to become the being they desire to be by consuming the items they imagine 
will help create and sustain their ideas of themselves, their image, their identity" (Bocock, 1993:68). 
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Stage of shopping (Miller, 1998: 108)^1 They connect their consumption to the real and 
ideal social relationship that makes up the consumer's world^^. Consumers are then 
playing a wide range of roles (Featherstone, 1991; Gabriel and Lang, 1995). They are not 
only hedonist (Campbell, 1997), but also identity-seeker, communicator, chooser and 
explorer. They are the social actors who interpret the images, symbols and the 
commodities and turn them into meaningful blocks in their identity building projects. 
Thorstein Veblen ([1899]1994) was perhaps the first theorist to discuss the relation 
between consumption and consumer identity. He talked about how the upper class 
marked their social distinction by "conspicuous consumption". It was a breakthrough as 
he shifted from analyzing commodities as such to the meanings that the goods (objects) 
carried. His idea not only paved the way for the study of consumption object, but also 
directed our attention to the implications of consumption to class differences. 
I门 Distinction (1984), Bourdieu analyzed the expansion of the "new petit bourgeoisie", or 
the cultural intermediaries, who are the major subject of consumption in the consumer 
society. The term "new petite bourgeoisie" refers to those who are engaged in typical 
occupations of white-collar sectors, symbolic goods and serv ice ’� (Bourdieu, 1984; 
Featherstone, 1991; Lash and Urry 1987, Lee, 1993). Bourdieu argued that the new 
petit-bourgeoisie has its own "taste" for cultural goods and practices - art, food, holidays, 
hobbies, etc. Such "taste" does "not only operates on the level of everyday 
knowledgeability, but is inscribed onto the body, being revealed in body size, everyday life, 
amount of social space and time an individual feels entitled to claim...." All these reflect 
^^According to Miller's Theory of Shopping (1998), he reveals that there are 3 stages in the process of 
consumption. Consumer only "window-shop", i.e., shop by vision at this stage, which is a pure shopping 
experience without any consumption practice. The second stage involves actual practice of consumption, 
where they would employ economic strategies to consume in the most price-worthy way. It is until the third 
stage, consumers consider more about the social factors and thus carry out the consumption act finally. 
i3japanese cultural background that praises the role of karaoke as human relationships maintenance 
provides an excellent illustration on the new quality of contemporary consumption. 
Such occupations included "the directors and executives of firms in tourism and journalism, publishing and 
the cinema, fashion and advertising, decoration and property development" (Bourdieu, 1984: 310-11). 
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the habitus of one's origin (Featherstone, 1991:90). In other words, each group, or class, 
embodies its own materialized class taste and develops its own consumption code. It is 
through the consumption practices consumers conform to their class habitus and thus 
present one's class status. The use of the "marker goods" or the possession of certain 
"positional goods" (Hirsch, 1976) defines one's social status, vis-a-vis the others, in the 
society. Because of the new-petit bourgeoisie's "narcissistic"^^ emotional exploration 
and their self-conscious attempt of maintaining of class status (Bell, 1976; Bourdieu, 1984; 
Featherstone, 1991), consumer goods are used as cultural signs by individuals to produce 
an expressive effect within a social field. This gives an effect of establishing social distance 
from the lower class^ ® (Douglas and Isherwood, 1980:180; Bourdieu, 1984; Featherstone, 
1991; Lee, 1993; Gottdiener, 2000; Ritzer et al, 2001). 
The Aestheticization of Everyday Life 
Similarly, postmodernists assume that consumption not only reflects one's social 
identity, they see that also involves a certain level of aesthetic reflexivity of the consumers 
17 
(Featherstone, 1991:66) . In the case of karaoke consumption, as a kind of musical 
i5AS Featherstone comments: Consumers "consume images, signs and symbolic goods which summon up 
dreams, desires and fantasies which suggest romantic authenticity and emotional fulfillment in narcissistically 
pleasing oneself (Featherstone, 1991:27) 
^®Douglas and Isherwood saw that consumption classes are defined in relation to the consumption of three 
sets of goods: the primary production sector includes basic necessities like food; the secondary production 
sector refers to technology set corresponding to travel and consumer's capital equipment for example. The 
tertiary production included information goods, education, arts, cultural and leisure pursuit (Douglas and 
Isherwood, 1980:180). Karaoke belongs to the tertiary production according to Douglas and Isherwood's 
typology. Combining Bourdieu's classification of the new-pet it bourgeoisie, the top consumption class not 
only requires a higher level of earnings, but also a competence in consuming the goods and services. This 
entails more cultural and symbolic capital and in maintaining such consumption activities, and thus 
theoretically generates high admission barriers and effective techniques of exclusion. By the way, one 
renounced feature of karaoke comes from its gimmick of "anyone can do it". This will be further elaborated 
in the session reviewing karaoke literature. 
i^This can be traced back since the growth of artistic subcultures of Dada and Surrealist movements in the 
1920s. And then developed the rapid flow of signs and images which saturate the fabric of everyday life in 
the postmodern society as the Frankfurt School and then later Baudrillard observed on the commercial 
manipulation of media and images" "sign-value", which constitutes "performance" and "spectacle" in everyday 
life (Featherstone, 1991:66-8). The notion of "let everyday life become a work of art" by Lefebvre (1971) 
stands for the central development of consumer culture in the postmodern society. 
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performance, it is already a cultural material par excellence of emotion (DeNora, 2000). 
Through singing, it is closely constituted with self with human intrinsic aesthetic reflexivity. 
If we believe that under high modernity, self incongruity increases, and the loss of self is 
more likely to be common (Giddens, 1991; DeNora, 2000), then aesthetic reflexivity can 
become a means of re-shaping the self in this high modern world. Since Simmel (1917), 
aestheticization has been regarded as a strategy for preserving identity and social 
boundaries in the modern societies. Thus it is not surprising that consumption of music can 
be seen as an illustration on how people construct or explore their selves in the 
contemporary world (DeNora, 2000). On top of this, karaoke consumption is one of the 
manifestations of consumers' aesthetic reflexivity (Featherstone, 1991:66). 
While the neo-Marxists see consumers consume for compensating their alienation in 
the working environment; sociologists like Veblen or Bourdieu see consumers consume for 
the sake of drawing class distinction. Yet, being rich in variety, nowadays consumption is 
so multifarious that it cannot be reduced to a single motif. Furthermore, as put by 
Gottdiener (2000:24), "[t]he spaces of consumption are the articulation points of individual 
psychology, social pressures, the media, fashion, personal desire the compulsion to buy, 
forms and structures of material culture, and the realization of group belonging". In order 
to understand consumption and its related behavior, we must examine the context of 
consumption. How the social world shapes the consumers' interpretation and action is a 
social process that requires our attention. 
2. Karaoke 一 A New Form of Consumption 
So far, I have briefly reviewed theories of consumption and have pointed out the 
importance of examining consumption in its specific social context. Here I will relate this 
argument to a review of the literature on karaoke consumption. 
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Technological change plays a central role in Benjamin's (1986) approach to an 
analysis of consumption. Technological change gives rise to new consumption items and 
a new consumer culture. Karaoke is an offspring of technological development. Many 
see karaoke as "the combination of space and technology for singing" (Mitsui and 
Hosokawa, 1998; Otake and Hosokawa, 1998) and a mediated-a门d-live form of 
communication. Moreover, it encourages a new, participant-oriented form of consumption 
(Ma and Chuang, 2002). In this connection, karaoke consumption is an ideal case for the 
object and subject of consumption, the site of consumption and the process of consumption. 
It is suggested that a synthesis among the three aspects of consumption listed above will 
contribute to a sociological understanding of the new consumption behavior in the 
CO门temporary society. 
Musical Semiotics as a Mean of Communication 
Karaoke consumption is basically about singing. Gommunication scholars and 
musicologists conceptualize music as a form of communication (Frith, 1983; Lewis, 1987; 
Lull, 1987; Gonzales & Flores, 1994; DeNora, 2000). It is "an ordered system of meaning 
and symbols in social interaction" (Lewis, 1987:99). Adopting what the musicologists call 
"musical semiotics"— music is considered as a symbolic manipulation of a symbol system 
(sound, rhythm, words, and tempo) to react to and modify the dominant values of both 
general and specific audiences. The participation of the audience in the symbolizing 
process, through interaction with the singer, contributes interpretation to complete the 
exchange of symbols (Irving and Kirkpatrick, 1972:272). Moreover, musicologist may see 
listener enjoys certain autonomy in their interpretation of the music's meanings when a 
work's existence nowadays is usually divorced from the composer's intent (at the poetic 
level) and that of the work's reception (at the aesthetic level) (Nattiez, 1990). Similarly, 
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Gonzales and Flores argue that "the musical form can be thought of as a symbolic resource 
for community members to use creatively to reproduce competing and complementary 
values, ideas, and events that are the substance of the shared experience" (Gonzales and 
Flores, 1994: 39). According to Lull, as "a universally recognized synthesis of the Hall and 
Jefferson substance and style of our existence, “ music combines "personal, social, and 
cultural signification that is confused with no other variety of communication" (Lull, 1987: 
10). Lull contends that "listeners create imaginative personal and social uses of music in 
all cultural contexts" through a physical, emotional, and cognitive participation (Lull, 
1987:141). DeNora (2000) also argues that when a piece of music is consumed, it can be 
seen as a unique combination of signs and symbolic meaning. The choice of the song 
involves the singer's or the listener's selective affinity, that is their association with certain 
feelings, moods, or particular memories. They enjoy the interpretive flexibility with 
relevance to their daily life projects. Thus the "favorite" song can be ever changing 
through time and across life course (DeNora, 2000). Music surely provides a virtual reality 
that enables the consumer interpret the world in a symbolic manner, such as heavy metal 
stands for aggressive or anti-establishment attitude. Hence, music is not simply used to 
express some internal emotional state. It is part of the reflexive constitution of that state of 
mind and it is a source for the identification of how one feels (DeNora, 2000), for signifying 
one's lifestyles and beliefs (Willis, 1978; Hall and Jefferson, 1976) and for the building of 
subjectivity. Music enables individuals to construct emotions as well as their own selves^®. 
But music can also facilitate interpersonal interactions (Lull, 1987). It "facilitates getting 
attention and approval... provide topic for conversation, contributes to peer group 
^®But quite often the music's power comes from the circumstances that the music consumption takes place. 
This environmental appropriation, which is a reflexive constitution of music's afford a nces within a context, 
scene or setting, is how experience comes to be made, felt and known to self. It consists of an interlacing of 
experience (feeling, action) and the materials that are accessed as the referents for experience, Ks 
metaphoric and temporal parameters. It is no wonder, then that on rehearing music that helped to structure, 
to inform experience, to relive a particular moment and experience (DeNora, 2000:67). This is what I would 
describe as the "Soundtrack of Life". 
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acceptance and reinforcement,... provide forum for family communication and generates 
constant resource for general entertainment among other uses" (Lull, 1987:149). In sum, 
music is a medium for commu门ic3tio门. 
Karaoke Singing as a Form of Communication 
Previously, research on music focuses on "songs" rather than "singing"""® And when 
researchers look into singing, they focus on the professional performers. However, 
Ethnomusicology had developed since the 1980s an interest in performance and the social 
setting of singing (Mitsui and Hosokawa, 1998:1). Since then, the communicative nature 
of amateur singing activity in the music industry has drawn the attention from Media and 
Communication Studies (e.g., Ma and Chuang, 2002), Sociology (e.g., Sato, 1992), and 
Ethnomusicology (e.g., Negus, 1992; Lum, 1996a). Many researchers have taken into 
account of this factor in their discussion of the growing popularity of karaoke entertainment 
in non-Asia门 societies (Hesselink, 1994; Wu, 1997), the relationship between karaoke and 
identity construction (Lum, 1996a), the emergence of mediated-and-live performance (Keil, 
1984), and the relationship between technological development, cultural transformation 
(Ogawa, 1998) and modernization (Otake and Hosokawa, 1998). Yet, few attempts have 
been made in carrying out empirical research on the micro social world of a karaoke box. 
An exception would be Drew's ethnographic account of karaoke performance (Drew, 1994). 
Drew adopts a symbolic interactionist approach to study karaoke dynamics. However, his 
experience of karaoke bars in the United States is very different from the consumption of 
karaoke in Hong Kong. And the difference in the social setting of karaoke surely makes its 
19丁here was once a volume of cross-cultural studies edited by Welch and Murao in 1994 concerning the 
possible sociological effects of karaoke on "One/?/" (poor pitch singer). For instance, their sociability might be 
decreased in such a karaoke society. But its emphasis was on the methodological and pedagogical 
elements to improve "Onchi's" singing ability instead of regarding singing as a form of communication, not to 
say in a consumption perspective. 
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impacts on the patterns of interaction among the karaoke participants��. 
According to the definition of the hybrid word "karaoke", this literally means "empty 
orchestra". "Kara" comes form "karappo" meaning "empty", whereas "oke" is the 
abbreviation of "okesutora", or "orchestra" (Feiler, 1991: 51; Shelley, 1993:159; Lum, 
1996a:1; Ma and Chuang, 2002: 148). K refers to singing with a sing-along machine that 
provides the singers with pre-recorded accompaniment and vocal. Such 
"music-minus-one" [the lead vocalf (Mitsui, 1995; Lum, 1996a: 1) technology requires the 
karaoke singers to fit-in their voices. This allows the participants to insert more of their 
own personal feelings when doing karaoke. Gombining the "music semiotics" in the 
context of karaoke, this echoes what Lull describes as the nature of karaoke of being more 
"participatio门-oriented" than other forms of musical presentation (Lull, 1987). It performs 
the communication function in a more explicit manner than most the forms of popular 
culture such as disco dance (Ma and Chuang, 2002). 
Karaoke is, indeed, one of the forms of communication (Barnlund, 1989). Karaoke 
participants select songs for their own singing. In this regard, they are directly and actively 
involved in the making sense of their own choice and the dissemination and/or the creation 
of meanings through singing their chosen song. Second, unlike dance or musical 
instrument performance, karaoke allows frequent casual conversations and, indeed, all 
kinds of interaction among the participants. There are active interactions between the 
performer and the audience. At the same time, very often the performer would select 
those songs that can stimulate desired responses from the audience (Ma and Chuang, 
^"According to Ogawa (1998), the manners and styles of karaoke box is different from karaoke bars in three 
ways, namely the consumer group difference and the behavioral code generated among different age group. 
But in terms of the style of interaction, Sato called the style of interaction in the karaoke box a "media-reflected 
communication" (Sato, 1992). People watch the monitor showing some visual images and lyrics, which is 
very unlike with the audience's speculation on the performer in karaoke bars (Ogawa, 1998: 46-8). 
^^According to Mitsui, in the original Japanese conception of karaoke, "kara" carries the connotation of 
"without [the voice]" instead of literally refer to "empty" (Misui, 1995). This highlights the participant-oriented 
nature (Lull, 1987) and the room for individual expression in karaoke. 
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2002: 149). Both the performer and the other participants have to play their parts in 
defining the situation of a karaoke scene: is this an evening of serious singing? Is it a 
friendly gathering for a Iaugh7 丨门 other word, instead of a clear pre-determined set of roles 
dividing the participants into the active performance and the passive listener, karaoke 
singing is highly expressive and interactive. ^^  In this connection, Lum's (1996a) 
ethnographic study on karaoke gives us in the clues for understanding the role that karaoke 
plays in communication in the Chinese communities in the United States. Unfortunately, 
his sample is restricted to the Chinese communities and thus may not be able to give us a 
representative picture of karaoke consumption in the United States as a whole. Also, his 
analysis is conducted at the community level; rarely would it address issues at the micro 
level of communication and interaction in a karaoke box. Furthermore, his experience 
(and also in Drew's research) is almost ten years apart from now. With the growing global 
popularity of karaoke, the consumption of karaoke now would be different from that of ten 
years ago. 
Significance of the Social Context 
Ma and Chuang's study (2002) concentrates on discussing how karaoke is treated as 
a mean as communication and the effects of the social context on karaoke. They aim at 
explaining its popularity in Taiwan in terms of karaoke as a kind of communication. 
However, they pay little attention to the micro interaction in the context of karaoke 
CO门sumption. For example, their study reports on undergraduate students' consumption 
of karaoke after their examination and/or celebrating their friend's birthday. They suggest 
22丁rue, karaoke facilitates interpersonal communication in the cultural context especially the East Asians, 
where they value the integration of interpersonal relationships in unofficial settings which have a direct impact 
on formal decision-making. That is why the non-separation between private and business life in East Asia 
tends to facilitate commercial karaoke by business people (Barnlund, 1989). Lum's study also argues that 
karaoke is used in the expression, maintenance, and construction of social identity among the Chinese 
Americans (Lum, 1996a: 3). 
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that their "pleasant mood" is one of the main reasons for doing karaoke. In my research I 
will also place my emphasis on the social context but the meaning of social context in my 
usage is much broader than theirs. Instead of just looking into the motives of doing 
karaoke, I will look into the interpersonal relations among the participants and how they 
interact in a karaoke scene. Both Wu's (1997) and Ma and Ghua门g,s (2002) studies of 
karaoke consumption are informed by a cultural and ethomusicological perspective. They 
have not paid adequate attention to the micro social world of a karaoke setting. 
Unlike many consumption items, karaoke is not an individual-centered cultural and 
consumption activity. It is not simply an attempt to rent a box and then to sing in order let 
off one's emotion directly. In fact, as a popular entertainment, karaoke consumers always 
sing in a group. Karaoke consumption usually involves a group of participants with 
different expectations and reasons of participation. The participants have to 
accommodate other participants’ expectations. Quite often, they cannot really sing freely 
as many would have expected. Thus, in order to understand karaoke consumption, it is 
important to look into the group dynamics in a karaoke scene. In my earlier review 
consumption theory, 1 argue that it has long been under-emphasizing the contextual or 
situational element in determining consumer behavior.^^ Although both Musicology and 
Communication Studies have pointed out the weaknesses of sociological theories by taken 
into account the context and the communicative nature of singing, they have a rather 
23perhaps the most relevant theoretical development about the "context of consumption" is the study of site of 
consumption. Because of the technological development, art was brought together to produce the 
increasingly fantastic settings, or "dream world" as the new site of consumption (Ritzer et al, 2001). 
Consumers can experience extraordinary experience in such dream world. While the setting has provided 
the settings, goods and services that could offer a uniform experience based on powerful images, it requires 
the consumer to take up the "pre-set social script" for such setting or else the site consumption would not be 
made possible. For example, consumers in Disneyland should believe in the real existence of the cartoon 
characters. Consumers would only find it ridiculous, bored, or unable to enjoy the romantic aspect of such 
kind of site consumption if they stay stubbornly in their daily rational mentality without any imagination. Yet, 
the context of consumption I suppose here is not really implying "site consumption". Instead, it is going to 
examine how "setting" affects the consumption behavior of a particular kind of consumption. Still the 
consumers are consuming the primary service and commodities, which should be popular songs, in a karaoke 
box. 
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narrow interpretation of the significance of a social context and have not dwell upon the 
group dynamics in the process of communication in a karaoke scene.丨门 my attempt to 
analyze karaoke consumption as a kind of cultural action within a given social context, I find 
Goffman's theory of self-presentation and social performance (1959) most informative. In 
the following section, I will try to outline my framework, which is informed by Goffman's 
dramaturgical approach, for analyzing karaoke consumption. 
3. The Goffmanique Approach and Karaoke '^' 
Karaoke Singing as Social Performance 
To Goffman, individuals are social actors engaged in complex intra-self negotiations in 
projecting a "desirable" impression onto their counterparts in daily encounters (Goffman, 
1959). Goffman assumes that, as a social being, "individual offers his performance and 
puts on his show for the benefit of other people" (Goffman, 1959:15). Such intentional 
impression management is a "social performance" (Goffman, 1967:5) in the sense that 
self-presentation always aims at forming a cohesive set of complementary behaviors 
consistently performed in order to sustain external perceptions (Goffman, 1959, 1967). 
Moreover, such performance is believed to "has some influence on the observers" 
(1959:19). 
Drew sees karaoke as a performance, involving what Goffman famously called a 
"keying" (Goffman, 1974), "a transformation of a preexisting activity into something 
24|n the book In Search of a Voice: Karaoke and the Construction of Identity in Chinese America (1996, Lum), 
Lum draws his interpretive frameworks from Goffman's dramaturgical metaphor in investigating the relation 
between karaoke and socio-cultural identity among the immigrants in America. In particular, he argues that 
the practices, participants, and behavioral patterns of karaoke are highly context specific. In fact, in 
examining different communities' behavior, Lum focused on the reason for having karaoke gathering and 
song selection of singers with different cultural background. However, my application of Goffman's concept 
will be used to compensate the negligence of group interaction and the context specificity in sociological 
consumption theory. Nevertheless, Lum's application of Goffman's concept on karaoke singing will be a 
valuable reference for my study. Besides, Drew's (2001) dissertation also touched on Goffman's (1959) 
dramaturgical metaphor. I have generated a different use of Goffman's work in analysis due to the different 
setting in Drew's field sites and mine. 
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patterned upon yet different from itself. And a karaoke performance is a complex, 
multilayered sort of keying, for its template is not a written set of lyrics, nor even song 
composition, but a full-blown, prior performance - a popular recording" (Drew, 1994: 18). 
However, to do such "keying" is not easy since it is no easy thing to stand and sing before a 
group. But karaoke consumption is always done regardless of one's music competency, 
and, as a part of a collective effort, the solo performance is always supported by implicit 
assistance from the participants, many people are able to deal with personal worries and 
fears of performing in front of a group. "Performance takes place within situations that are 
defined by participants, who act toward one another, the situations themselves, and the 
objects they contain on the basis of their definition. People act in specific contexts and 
circumstances" (Hewitt, 1976:105). In different contexts, the nature of the relationships 
between participants within a give门 context intersects with a particular time and space, 
forming a "situation" (Hewitt, 1976:107). Hewitt suggests that understanding the situation 
as a whole is far more complete than using any single concept of "objects", "acts", 
"meanings", "role-taking" and "self to explain how and why people do what they do (Hewitt, 
1976). Along this line, Goffman's concepts can definitely bring insight to our study of any 
highly interactive, participant-oriented, and group level consumption practice like karaoke 
consumption. 
The Dramaturgical Site for Karaoke Performance 
Goffman referred "social performance" as "all the activity of an individual which occurs 
during a period marked by his continuous presence before a particular set of observers and , 
which has some influence on the observers" (Goffman, 1959:22). It takes place in a 
certain region, which is defined by Goffman as "any place that is bounded to some degree 
of barriers to perception" (Goffman, 1959:92). Generally speaking, it happens in the "front 
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stage". In a physical sense, it is where involves the physical layout like furniture and 
decoration that form the "setting" (Goffman, 1959: 93). Actors cannot "perform until they 
have brought themselves to the appropriate place, and must terminate their performance 
when they leave it" (Goffman, 1959: 19). Backstage or the back region refers to the place 
separated from the front stage with physical fences, where the performance is cut off and 
no audience intrudes. Surely, any performance aims at making the audience believe in 
what they have see门 on stage. Yet, back stage is a place where "the impression fostered 
by the performance is knowingly contradicted as a matter of course" (Goffman, 1959:97). 
Therefore, the control of backstage always plays a significant role in the process of 
self-presentation, whereby individuals attempt to buffer themselves from the outside world's 
expectation. However, under normal situation, it is natural to have a clear separation 
between the two regions. 
Apart from this, Goffman also discusses the setting of performance in terms of 
"entering a situation" in an abstract sense: ''the social actor takes on the responsibility of 
standing guard over the flow of events as they pass before him. He must ensure that a 
particular "expressive order" is sustained - an order that regulates the flow of events, large 
or small, so that anything that appears to be expressed by them will be consistent with his 
face" (Goffman, 1967: 9). At any wrongly defined situation, "individual whose presentation 
has been discredited may feel ashamed while the others present may feel hostile, and all 
the participants may come to feel ill at ease, nonplussed, out of countenance, embarrassed, 
experiencing the kind of anomaly that is generated when the minute social system of 
face-to-face interaction breaks down" (Goffman, 1959: 11). So, not only consumption 
should take place in a specific and appropriate venue (Gottdiener, 2000), the actual 
behavior of consumption also takes place in a specific context. The consumers present 
their selves in the presence of others and the formation of a "particular expressive order" of 
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a "situation" is also essential to our understanding social behavior in a karaoke scene. 
Karaoke Box—the Blurred Front and Back Stage 
It is important to note that the stage area and the audience area are not always 
distinguishable from one another in every karaoke setting. "Karaoke box", or described as 
"Micro-Jack-in-the-box“ by Mitsui and Hoaokawa (1998)，is a compartment providing a 
karaoke system with a capacity for five to ten people. A long microphone cable or 
cordless microphones already allow the performers sing without leaving their seat. Hence 
the "line" (i.e., cognitive boundary) between the stage area and the audience area in a 
karaoke box is also blurred. The "line" between the front and back is represented by the 
use of microphone rather than by a physical boundary. The use of a microphone signifies 
one's role as a "performer" whereas those without a microphone belong to the audience. 
Performing in front of an audience, the performer's selection of songs for his/her 
singing is a meaning social action. The same can be said of the interactions inside a 
karaoke box. In Ma and Chuang's study (2002), for instance, it is found that participants 
tend to sing enthusiastically and loudly when a similar life experience is described in the 
lyrics of a particular song. Participants are generally aware with the shared experience 
being implied in the way of their singing (Ma and Chuang, 2002, 158). But whether or not 
every member of the audience can recognize such message conveyed by the performer 
largely depends on the circumstances of a specific scene. The atmosphere inside a 
karaoke box shapes the consumers' response. So, recognizing that karaoke consumption 
is also a kind of symbol consumption, it is also important not to neglect the "site of 
significance" (Fish, 1980)25 �� shaping the consumption process itself. 
(1980) tries to understand how significance or meaning is derived from the scenes. According to him, 
people who congregate in similar dramaturgical sites tend to share social, economic, and ethnic backgrounds. 
In any karaoke scenes they play an active role in the construction and appropriation of meanings. Thus, any 
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The Roles of Performer and Audience 
In carrying out a performance, there involves a number of roles.丨门 most situations, each 
individual is assigned to a single role and these roles are scripted with different 
"well-established fronts" (Goffman, 1959:24). The institutionalized front provides the 
actors with suitable or take-for-granted way to perform. In Goffman's word, "social front" is 
a "collective representation" that includes setting, appearance, decorum, different routines 
(Goffman, 1959:24). Besides, Goffman emphasizes that social front should be selected, 
but not created. The social actors take on different social roles to present different social 
fronts under different circumstances. In karaoke consumption, there may be an "ice 
breaker", a host, a silent listener, or a "clown" to boost up the atmosphere. As Turner puts 
it, every actor can act accordingly by taking "partly for granted the culturally defined roles 
supposedly played by that character (Turner, 1982:94). Actors make conscious and 
unconscious choices about the "fronts" they wish to take and the specific image they wish 
to project. But most of all, these choices are based on the shared background 
understandings (Alexander, 2006:58). 
For the performers, they can work together and act as a team. Occasionally the 
performers would interact with the audience. Of course, the actors would stay in their 
characters most of the time. At the moment of "crisis", however, "a new set of motives 
may suddenly become effective and establish social distance between the characters in the 
previous scene" (Goffman, 1959:147). And because of the ambiguity allowed by song as 
a mean of communication in karaoke, performer can make use of the room to admit into a 
secret communication with an exclusive recipient (Goffman, 1959:155). By 
meaning deemed significant to members of the community is not a static entity prepackaged by the author 
into the text itself. Instead, it is the outcome of an ongoing process of interpretation of what is presented in 
the text through the looking glass of the reader's frame of reference. Presumably, then reader with different 
frames of reference wHI generate divergent meanings from even a single text. But for those who share a 
similar frame of reference for a text constitute an "interpretive community" (Lum, 1996a) 
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acknowledging to one another that someone is relevant in keeping the secrets from the 
others in the same gathering, they may maintain the show by being only the characters 
they officially project. In the time when these roles are involved in any unofficial 
communication, they are indeed engaged in more detailed division of labor. In Goffman 
terms, audience can be differentiated into: the "outsider", who knows nothing about the 
secret; "spy", who is the informed one, or "shill" who responds only in critical moment, 
otherwise s/he would stay as an ordinary audience member but, in fact, in league with the 
performer (Goffman, 1959:127). Whether or not the message can be successfully 
encoded and decoded depends on the actors' roles, the "character", "position" "emotional 
state", "intention", "taste", and "interpersonal relationship" attached. Even when the 
unofficial communication fails to covey the performer's message; neither of them would feel 
embarrassed. 
In another dimension as Lum (1996a) observed, if it recalls the communicative nature 
of karaoke, karaoke consumers are not only passive media consumers who simply read 
what they buy from the market (karaoke music), but also the producers of the indigenous 
cultural products (their own karaoke episodes and performances) that they consume in a 
karaoke scene. In a way, they organize the karaoke scenes where they are both the 
performers and audiences at the same time. In a karaoke scene, participants can set their 
own rules or plot the scene for their own purposes by choosing the specific musical 
versions to be used, shaping a particular atmosphere, and/or defining the objectives of the 
gathering. In this sense, karaoke consumers are in fact the "producers" and the 
"participants” of a scene (Lum, 1996a: 18-9). 
Decorum 
Apart from acting accordingly for external expectations, "decorum" also plays an 
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important role in setting the standard for the actors to follow in the performance (Goffman, 
1959:93). It is more like a set of socializing discourses or a standard developed as a "way 
of karaoke" {karaoke-do) (Kelly, 1997:80), which "with discipline and practice, enables one 
to perfect a chosen piece, performing it with a minimum of effort when the occasion arises" 
(Kelly, 1997:80). Yet, unlike rigid rules, some excuses and some qualifications can be 
added to the decorum or their usages modified (Mitsui and Hosokawa, 1998). According 
to Ueno's Book for Singing Karaoke Much Better (1993), he states that "one should respect 
the rules of passing on the microphone; one should listen to the singing of other customers, 
and not sing too well, too long, too pretentiously, too emotionally, or too bashfully" (Ueno, 
1993 in Mitsui and Hosokara, 1998:18). In addition, knowing how to sing, knowing how to 
behave is the karaoke space is also a serious concern. According to Marauyama, he 
noted seven taboos in karaoke, Do not: "1. sing when you are drunk; 2. sing too loudly; 3. 
abuse the echo effect too much; 4. monopolize the microphone; 5. sing songs written for 
opposite sex unless you want to surprise the audience; 6. sing songs composed by very 
gifted writers (because they are usually too difficult for lay persons); 7. be too narcissistic" 
(Maruyama, 1991:51-7 in Mitsui and Hosokara, 1998:18). Despite, variants in the 
decorum, apparently these are conventions serve to regulate politeness in public space. 
In fact, in a comparatively "private" public space, consumer is free to act as they can even 
interrupt the flow of the activity when others are singing. The decorum may vary slightly 
according to the composition of the group in a karaoke scene. Mitsui and Hosokawa see 
that the "behavior code for young users is growing more relaxed, but has not disappeared 
completely" (Mitsui and Hosokawa, 1998:19). 
Means of Symbolic Production 
Intertwining with the concept of self-presentation, self-expression and self-disclosure, 
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karaoke singing implies how the performers perform a cultural text in front of an audience. 
The performer needs objects that can serve as iconic representations to help them 
dramatize and make vivid the invisible motives and morals they are trying to represent 
(Alexander, 2006: 35). The object can be a song, clothing or any "standardized 
expressive equipment" (Goffman 1956:34-51). In the setting of karaoke consumption, 
such "standardized expressive equipment" refers to those popular songs on the song list. 
The same expressive tool can be used differently for self-presentation in different contexts 
(Schau, 2000). The social actions requisite for self-presentation are consumption oriented 
as they depend on individuals consuming signs, symbols, brands and practices to 
communicate the desired impression. In another word, semiotic is involved in every 
self-presentation and experience (Baudrillard, 1988). So again, how do the individuals 
interpret, associate, transform and accumulate the signs into concepts, understandings, 
knowledge, later know how to manipulate it in communication, becomes the building blocks 
of lived social reality. And this kind of transformation takes place in the same context of 
group dynamics. In this sense, the art of impression management is the semiotic 
manipulation of signs and embodied representation as well as group experience (Brewer, 
1998). 
Interaction: Team Performance 
Among Goffman's concepts concerning social interaction, the concepts of "team 
performance" (1959) and "embarrassment management" (1967) are most relevant to our 
understanding of the consumption process in the context of karaoke. Gonsidering "the 
definition of the situation projected by a particular participant is an integral part of a 
projection that is fostered and sustained by the intimate cooperation of more than [one] 
participant" (Goffman, 1959:69); then put in the context of "front stage" performance in 
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karaoke would be a kind of "team performance" as shown in the form of 
joint-performers-singjng or joint-performer-audience singing. The cooperation among the 
participants involved their shared understanding of the context so that it is ensured that the 
progress would not be disrupted by any team-mates' inappropriate conduct. In another 
word, team performance demands "self-disciplined performer" (Goffman, 1959: 190) and 
sensitivity to the external expectation or else they risk ruining the performance and their 
partners' impression fostered at last. In this connection, when a member of the team 
makes a mistake in the presence of the audience, the other team members must suppress 
their immediate desire to punish and offer any immediate tacit supportive measures to save 
the performance from any disruption. 
Embarrassment Management 
Perhaps the most serious "crisis" in any social encounter is embarrassment. It occurs 
in every social encounter whenever anyone fails to play his or her part in meeting either the 
external expectation or the decorum (Goffman, 1967:105), abdicating from the role, leaving 
the scene without other's mutual recognition, "unmeant gesture", "inopportune intrusions", 
and faux pas (Goffman, 1959:185; 1959:99). If "saving the show" (Goffman, 1959:186) 
is always the common goal for every actor, then it is understandable that there are always 
various "defensive measures" (used by the performers) (Goffman, 1959:186) and the 
"protective measures" (used by audience and outsiders) (Goffman, 1959: 187) to assist the 
performers in saving the show.丨门 particular, he used the term "poise" to define one's 
"capacity to avoid causing oneself or others' embarrassment" (Goffman, 1967: 103). 
Poise plays an important role to "guarantee that those present will not fail to play their parts 
in interaction but will continue as long as they are in one another's presence to receive and 
transmit disciplined communications" (Goffman, 1957:104). The employment of different 
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poises is complicated since it is ultimately context specific. It is impossible to have two 
identically same performances^®. In Goffman's eyes, the arts of impression management 
lie in such sophisticated yet collective behavioral adjustments according to the 
circumstances. At the end, the performance can go on with all actors' desired self 
projection (Goffman, 1959). 
To most people, perhaps the most embarrassing situation in karaoke consumption 
happens when they are asked to break their voices. Even with the growing popularity of 
the karaoke technology, singing in front of others is not a usual routine in everyday life. 
Although karaoke emphasizes that "singing ability doesn't matter" and "everyone can do if 
(Drew, 1994), still poor vocal competence can be extremely embarrassing. As Goffman 
notes that "a person ... cachets his face; his feelings' become attached to it" (Goffman, 
1967: 6). So any mistake made during singing, like singing out of tune, wrong 
pronunciation in word, unclear diction, or violating the decorum in the context may make 
someone feeling uneasy as he has presented himself falsely (Drew, 1994:35). In Drew's 
ethnographic account, it is showed that there are at least three ways to cope with the loss 
of face situation, namely being the "self-deprecator", "clown" and "improviser" (Drew, 1994: 
42-49) It is important to note that face saving always demands a collective effort. This is 
particularly so in a karaoke gathering. 
Summary 
To sum-up, this research basically argues that consumption deserves more attention 
the contemporary sociological studies. In order to look into consumption itself, we need to 
focus on the micro interaction dynamics especially in the consumption mode like karaoke, 
which involves high level of group participation. We started our review with the literature 
26丁herefore, it is noted that all empirical data shown in this paper is also exclusive to a specific social and 
cultural location. 
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on consumption because karaoke singing is a popular consumption activity. Past 
sociological theories on consumption pay inadequate attention to the effects of the social 
context on the behavior of consumption. This is exactly the main point raise by karaoke 
studies done by Musicology and Communication Studies. Yet, after highlighting the 
contextual effects, they have not examined the group dynamics in micro interaction in the 
social world of a karaoke scene. In a group context, karaoke consumers do try to 
accommodate others' expectations in order to have an enjoyable gathering. In applying 
Goffman's dramaturgical approach to our analysis, this research is an attempt to study 
consumption in general, and karaoke consumption in particular, with an emphasis on 
group-based interactions. Drawing upon Goffman's concepts, I would argue for the 
importance of understanding karaoke decorum in understanding how karaoke consumers 
in a karaoke scene. Furthermore, seeing karaoke singing as a kind of "performance”�it 
would be argued that karaoke consumption requires the consumers to act out the suitable 
social front in a group setting during the consumption process. In order to understand how 
a "performance" is carried out, we need to examine the group dynamics in a karaoke scene. 
Finally, karaoke consumption is essentially about singing. It is a kind of communication. 
We shall discuss how the participants in a karaoke scene present their selves in a karaoke 
scene. 
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All data in this research were collected by means of participant observation of 
selected karaoke scenes. It was then followed-up by intensive interviews with individual 
informants. This is intended to gain an in-depth understanding of the informants' 
experience in karaoke scenes. There were altogether 13 occasions of participant 
observation. They began in November 2005 and were completed in the May 2007. 
Follow-up interviews with the key informants continued until June 2007. 
1. Participant Observation 
All the participant observations were done in karaoke box, lasting from 4 to 7 hours 
each time. The 13 scenes took place at karaokes located in four different districts, 
namely Mong Kok, Tsim Sha Tsui, Sha Tin and Causeway Bay. I observed almost 800 
performances (for each gathering there were about 50-80 songs sung by the 
participants), focusing on the participants' routine, groups' decorum, performers' 
selection of song, manner of presentation and performance, team performance, 
embarrassment management, and their communication through songs.丨 noticed that 
only focusing on the participants' performances might not be adequate to make sense of 
the situation because they were highly affected by other participants' response and the 
interaction among the participants in the scene. Therefore, attention was given to the 
actions evolving around the performances, including crowd response and performers' 
pre- and post-performance behavior? I performed a number of times, alone and with 
the participants. This was not done because of temptation, but more out of imperative 
27since both the performers and audience move between the stage and audience area, the observation of 
one's pre- and post-performance behavior is in fact crossing different areas. 
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since it was the most effective way to develop rapport and get into the group.丨 have 
never tried to hide my purpose as a researcher, and 1 jotted field notes on site. I 
informed the participants that I was going to observe how they did karaoke before the 
start of a scene. In most scenes, the participants did not see me as an intruder and 
they continued to sing karaoke in their own way. However, sometimes some 
participants would care if their "disgraceful manner" would be recorded. In response, I 
would put down my pen and make sure that they would not be embarrassed. It is 
hoped that this would allow the participants to relax and to behave in their most usual 
and casual manner. Field notes on such situations were written up when 1 was on the 
way home. 
Indeed, the relaxed atmosphere in a karaoke scene does allow me to observe the 
participants' peer relationship, tacit assistance and other social dynamics among the 
participants. 
Sampling 
According to Bourdieu's categorization (Boudieu, 1984), the "new-petit bourgeoisie" 
which consists of mostly white-collar workers are the major consumers of the popular 
culture, and thus explains the major karaoke consumers are coming from this group. 
Besides, referring to existing karaoke research, and also with reference to the company 
profile of Red Box Karaoke, which is one of the leading karaoke companies in Hong 
Kong, it also highlights its main target group as "youngster" and "family alike"^®. 
Therefore, my target informants are aged from 15 to the 40s, with occupations ranging 
from secondary school studenf®，university student, white-collar worker, teacher and 
28 Red 已 ox Karaoke (2007), http://www. red box. com. mv/red box/ena/com D main.asp (4/12/2007) 
secondary school students are supposed to be the hard core consumers of karaoke. Unfortunately, 
due to time crash, no follow up interview was conducted for the participant observation done with the 
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policeman. 
The relations among the participants are usually friends and colleagues; occasionally 
there are relatives and teacher-student relation. Most of the informants were met 
through informal channels except Mr. J is a teacher of mine.丨 did not initiate any 
observation. I only left my contact to my friends and asked them to invite me to join 
their karaoke gathering whenever that was available. My friends would inform other 
participants in advance about my presence and purpose briefly when they organized the 
gathering. 
In most of the scenes, I was introduced to the group by one of my friends (except 
the scene that was initiated by Mr. J and my classmates). Other than my friend, the other 
participants were strangers to me prior the gathering. Some of them became friends of 
mine eventually after we knew each other at the gathering. In short, it was a kind of 
non-random snow-ball sampling through my network of personal acquaintances. 
The information on the karaoke scenes that 1 have observed is as follows: 
Date Time Participants Age Highlighted Episode 
1 14/11/05 23:00-03:00 Ah Lok, Charlotte, 23-25 • Team Performance: Joint Singing as 
Joe Technical Support 
2 25/12/05 19:30-02:00 Tony, Gladys, 20-50 • "Not Everyone Can Sing / r 一 Tony's 
Christina and difficulties in Doing Karaoke 
other relatives . 
3 14/09/06 18:30-03:00 Jane, Gladys. 21-24 • William: Adopting group norms 
Alpha, William, • Gladys: Voice Breaking and Song 
Francis, Peggie, Selection 
Carmen • Team performance as a catalyst for 
the atmosphere 
• Jane: Singing the Self 
• Jane and Francis: Communicate 
through Songs: 'Who Wants to Let 
Go?" (mmm 
• Jane, Francis and I: Roles of 
Unofficial Communication 
secondary school students. But this serves the purpose in comparing different consumption behavior 
among different age groups. 
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Date Time Participants Age Highlighted Episode 
4 01/10/06 00:00-05:00 Ah Lok, Charlotte 24 • A reference to compare key 
informant Ah Lok's different behavior 
when facing his closest K-mate 
Charlotte and others 
5 17/10/06 19:00-02:00 Mr. J, Ah Lok, 23-40s • Ah Lok and Charlotte: Ice Breaking, 
Charlotte, Ah Imitating singer 
Lok's non-local • Karaoke Decorum 
students A, B & C • "Ritual Applause" 
• Mr. J: Song Selection, Warming-up 
Practice, Singing the Self 
• Ah Lok's difference in doing karaoke 
with Charlotte only and with new 
combination as well as teacher. 
6 21/10/06 21:30-03:00 Tai Hau Wo, Kara, 23-30s • Tai Hau Wo's Embarrassment 
Dao, Anna, Cass, Management 
Alisa, Jason. • Kara and Dao: Displaying 
Cousin, Eric Relationship in Front of Others 
through doing duet 
7 25/10/06 19:00-01:00 Kim, Leslie, 24-47 • Olivia, Christina: embarrassment 
Timothy, Management 
Christina, Olivia, • Kim: Team Performance as 
Tony, Charlotte, "Selective Enabling" 
Joanne, Ricky, • Tacit Assistant from the group to 
Connie, Olivia 
Maryanne 
~8 26/11/06 19:30-23:00 Chris, Desmond, 24-29 • Chris's Embarrassment 
Fanny, Gladys, Management 
Peggy, Michael, _ Gladys and Desmond: 
Zenith Communicate through Songs: "In 
Love With Youf B\og”（戀上你的 
blog) 
• Chris, Gladys and Desmond: Roles 
of Unofficial Communication 
~9 14/12/06 00:00-04:00 Bing Bing, Ah 24-30s • Charlotte and Bing Bing: 
Lok, Charlotte Displaying Relationship in Front of 
Others by "Changing Lyrics" 
10 24/12/06 19:00-22:30 Jane, William, 21-24 • Jane and William: Displaying 
Alpha, Gladys Relationship in Front of Others 
through doing duet 
11 27/01/07 15:00-20:00 Ben, Teresa, 25-30s • Ben's song selection practice. 
Draco, Ah Lok, 
Charlotte 
12 09/03/07 19:00-23:30 Stella, Sandy 15-17 • Different karaoke routine and 
Michelle, decorum between teenagers and 
Debbie, Christine other older age groups. 
13 21/05/07 7:00-23:00 Doris, Ah Lok, 23-25 • Doris: Team Performance made by 
Charlotte, Vicky, "audience" and "Performance" 
Carrie 
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2. In-Depth Interviews 
The observations were always supplemented by intensive interviews and chats on 
Web outside the karaoke context. Some interviews were MD-recorded and transcribed 
afterwards. All of them were guided by a semi-structured questionnaire dealing with: 
1. The informants' demographic information; 
2. Their frequency of karaoke consumption; 
3. Their impression about karaoke; 
4. Their karaoke experiences; 
5. Reason(s) for doing karaoke and in particular, participating in the observed gathering; 
6. Details of the informant's performances, e.g. song selection habit; 
7. Reason(s) for joint singing (if any); 
8. Their evaluation on other participants' performance; 
9. Embarrassment management of their own and others in the scene; 
10. Consumption practice about pop songs; 
11. Habit(s) in expressing themselves through songs; 
12. Singing their selves in karaoke; 
13. Difference between singing alone and doing group karaoke. 
Most of the interviews were conducted in an informal atmosphere. They were 
carried out in cafe, restaurant, informant's home or informant's office. They lasted for 
about 1 hour in average. The shortest one lasted for 45 minutes and the longest one 
and a half hours. The interviews were conducted in Cantonese and then translated into 
English a written format. All names in this research are pseudonyms for the purpose of 
protecting the informants' privacies. 
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Selection of Interviewees 
It is impossible to record every participant's behavior in the scene and to follow up with 
interviewing all of them afterwards. The selected informants are usually significant 
players within their groups playing the roles like an "ice breaker", an "embarrassment 
manager" (doing something in order to ease the tensions in an embarrassing situation), 
or being an active member to respond to some dramatic episodes. The background of 
the informants is in the following (according to their sequence in appearance): 
Interviewee Sex Age Occupation Date Focus of interview/ Remarks 
1 William M 22 Student 28/09/06 • Karaoke Decorum 
• Gender Shifting 
• Different Forms of Team Performance . 
• Imitating Singer 
_ Displaying Relationship in Front of 
Others 
• Follow-Up Interview of karaoke scene 
on 14/09/06 
2 MrJ M 40s University 24/10/06 • Practice in Warming-Up 
Professor • Song Selection 
• Karaoke Decorum 
• Imitating Singer 
• Singing the Self 
• Follow-Up Interview of karaoke scene 
on 17/10/06 
3 *Gladys F 22 University 27/11/06 • Practice in Warming-Up 
Student • Karaoke Decorum 
• Voice breaking 
• Ice Breaking 
• Team Performance 
• Communicate Through Songs 
• Follow-up Interview of the karaoke 
scene on 26/11/06 
4 Ben M 30s Legislative 21/01/07 • Song Selection 
Councilor's • On-site informal chat in the karaoke 
Assistant scene on 27/01/07 
~~5 Ah Foot M 21 University 09/05/07 • Song Selection 
Student 
6 Alpha F 22 Customer 09/05/07 • Song Selection 
Service 
Executive 
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Interviewee Sex Age Occupation Date Focus of interview/ Remarks 
7 *Ah Lok M 25 Postgraduate 18/10/06 • Practice in Warming-Up 
Student • Karaoke Decorum 
• Song Selection 
• Embarrassment Management 
• Ice Breaking 
• Different Forms of Team Performance 
• Imitating Singer 
• Singing the Self 
• Difference between Singing Alone 
and Doing Karaoke 
• Follow-Up Interview of the karaoke 
scene on 17/10/06 
8 ^Charlotte F 24 Postgraduate 19/10/06 • Ice Breaking 
Student • 丨imitating Singer 
• Displaying Relationship in Front of 
Others 
• Follow-Up Interview of karaoke scene 
on 17/10/06 
9 Leslie M 30 Administrative 28/10/06 • Karaoke Decorum 
Specialist • Imitating Singer 
• - Follow-up Interview of the karaoke 
scene on 25/10/06 
To^ Kim F 35 Administrative 26/10/06 • Team Performance 
Specialist • Singing the Self 
• Follow-up Interview of the karaoke 
scene on 25/10/06 
I T *Jane F 22 University 20/09/06 • Ice Breaking 
Student • Team Performance 
• Song Selection 
• Difference between Singing Alone 
and Doing Karaoke 
• Singing the Self 
• Communicate through Songs 
• Follow-up Interview of karaoke scene 
on 14/09/06. 
12 Doris F 23 University 23/05/07 • Team Performance 
Student _ Follow-up Interview of karaoke scene 
- o n 21/05/07. 
13 Chris M 25 Sound 29/11/06 • Embarrassment Management 
Engineer • Communicate through Songs 
• Follow-up Interview of karaoke scene 
on 26/11/06. 
14 Christina F 40s Administrative 27/10/06 • Embarrassment Management 
Specialist • Follow-up Interview of the karaoke 
scene on 25/10/06 
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Interviewee Sex Age Occupation Date Focus of interview/ Remarks 
15 Tai Hau Wo M 27 Computer 21/10/06 • Embarrassment Management 
Engineer • On-site informal chat in the karaoke 
scene on 21/10/06 
16 Sara F 25 Teacher 12/06/07 • Singing the Self: Soundtrack in Life 
• Difference between Singing Alone 
and Doing Karaoke 
• The Pre-packaged Self: Music as 
Language 
17 Surrealist M 20 University 07/05/07 • Singing the Self: Soundtrack in 
Student Life 
• The Pre-packaged Self: Music 
as Language 
(Note: The names with * are the key informants, who kept providing information apart 
from a single follow-up interview. I have interviewed or chatted with them at least 2 
times or above.) 
3. Textual Analysis 
Another method to understand the personal histories of the informants is to read 
their online diaries. After obtaining the approvals from four informants, I had the 
chance to verify their consumption experience with their pasts through reading their 
online diaries. In different occasions, they would post different lyrics to sketch their 
experience and sentiments. This is significant in illustrating how the informants 
interpret the cultural text, their habit in consuming pop song, and the way they make use 
of the media to represent themselves. This method is helpful since pop culture, 
especially pop music, is all about feelings (Drew, 2000). To some of the informants, 
pop song is always a way of expression and describing their life experience. Such 
personal biography analysis serves as an excellent source of evidence to triangulate 
with their performance in karaoke, and their sharing during the interview. Besides, by 
reading their online diaries, I get closer to my informants' personalities, interests, their 
past histories, their self-perception, and most importantly, their way of self-presentation. 
These are all valuable resources in initiating a fruitful chat by showing certain 
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understanding to my informants' personal accounts. By the way, although these 
textual materials are supposed to be read by public, they cover mainly the informants' 
daily lives, which are rather private. Furthermore, in order to grasp accurately the 
association between the informants' interpretation and songs, in-depth interview is still 
needed because it would allow me to probe and to ask follow-up questions. The 
analysis of textual materials is primarily a supplementary source of materials for 
interpreting the actions of the informants. 
Limitations 
Participant Observation 
Basically, studying karaoke ethnographically poses role challenge. Researchers 
are often advised not to get too close with the subjects in order to avoid bias. Yet in 
karaoke, going native is essential as karaoke consumption can only be shown in 
participation. Once participated, the role of audience and performers is already blurred. 
This applies well when the researcher plays both roles. In some cases, when 丨 was 
involved in any “unofficial communication" (to be elaborated in chapter 6)，my role would 
be shifted from an "outsider" to an "informed audience". This makes the separation 
between the observer and being observed difficult. But only this can allow one to get a 
more thorough and accurate picture on the informants' motivation behind their actions. 
In-depth Interview 
In general, I could only get the data I want from those friends who are eager to 
share their own karaoke stories, and had strong reflection about doing karaoke. In my 
field experience, there are always people sitting quietly, concentrating on dinning, or 
mainly watching TV with friends while others are singing. Their only purpose in 
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consuming karaoke was indeed looking for the relatively private space. The karaoke 
machine to them was just a jukebox that plays background music. My research does 
not cover this kind of passive consumer of karaoke. Their role in the group and the 
karaoke scene is minimal. 
Secondly, only those informants whom I have established a closer relation in the 
observation could be interviewed. Only this could allow me to catch up the linkage 
between their personal biographies and their abstract motivation as well as emotional 
flow while they were doing karaoke. Therefore, the data collected for this research 
mainly came from those "sociable", "reflexive", and "talkative" karaoke consumers. At 
least, not every participant 丨 have met was able to be interviewed in this sense. 
My Afterthought 
Originally, some informants were worried before the interview as they found it hard 
to explain details of their "inner thought" as well as their very individualistic "selves" with 
me as such a “new friend". Yet, my identity as a 24-year-old karaoke 丨over facilitated 
the smooth running of interviews and participant observation. Young informants felt 
comfortable to share their experiences, while senior informants felt happy to share their 
past to a young listener. Especially when the researcher could resonate with them on 
their karaoke experience, and listened not only to what they have done in a particular 
scene, but also their personal histories，I can collect a lot of interesting data or their 
"secrets" which cannot be obtained by other research strategies if the researcher shares 
no common interest with the informants. 
Lastly, it is interesting to see those informants are so willing to share with me their 
experience. It seems that they are not only enjoying talking and having me to listen to, 
but more enjoyment comes from their self-reflection. For those who had not been 
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thinking much on their behavioral pattern before, found the interview process 
inspirational since it was an opportunity to re-think, or "debunk" their 
"take-it-for-grantedness" to their interaction pattern in daily lives. Most of all, they 
re-confirm their interests on karaoke with its value and meaning defined after the 
interviews. 
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Chapter 4 
The Site of Karaoke Consumption 
I argued in Chapter 2 that it is important to examine the context or setting of 
consumption activity in order to understand how the act of consumption is carried out. In 
this study of karaoke consumption, the karaoke scene is the site wherein the act of 
consumption of karaoke takes place. Informed by Goffman's dramaturgical metaphor for 
the analysis of social interaction, here the karaoke scene is understood as a definable 
social environment where the consumers play various social roles in an ongoing process 
of interaction and impression management during their consumption of karaoke. The 
area of actions, roles of karaoke participants and the karaoke decorum will be discussed 
in the following sections. 
The Dramaturgical Site in Karaoke Scene 
A karaoke scene consists of karaoke singing and interactions among the 
participants. Similar to any social event, every karaoke scene involves certain 
episodes, and they are set in a specific time and social context. From my field 
observations, these occasions can be a Christmas party, birthday party, after-work 
karaoke gathering among colleagues, after-school karaoke among teacher and student, 
family gathering, or friends' casual gathering. There are prescribed "scripts" governing 
the expectations, interactions and roles of the participants for the achievement of a 
common purpose in a karaoke scene (Lum, 1996a). In other words, there exist a 
"selected" "social front" and "anticipatory socialization", together they "guide" the actor to 
act accordingly. Once the pattern of behavior is institutionalized, individuals would 
simply act out the appropriate social front and know how to "perform" appropriately in the 
particular scene. 
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Every karaoke scene is located in a setting, the physical context where the 
interactions take place. The physical layout and decor of the environment of the 
karaoke event also provide symbolic meanings. What is more, "the karaoke equipment 
and costumes such as the clothing and accessories that participants wear support the 
progress of the scene and offer a symbolic reference to the nature of the occasion" (Lum, 
1996a). Specifically, the setting, props, and costumes express the participants’ style, 
taste, and social class. As I have gathered from my field observations, to my 
informants karaoke is a kind of popular entertainment, no special dress code would be 
required for participating in an event (among all my observed participants, only 
university professor Mr. J wore a suit to the scene after work). Every karaoke box was 
equipped with similar furniture and facilities. Only occasionally would some consumers 
rearrange the setting by moving the small tables aside in order to provide extra space for 
dancing. So, difference in the setting arises from the consumers' preference rather 
than the physical layout of the karaoke box. This will be further discussed in this and 
the following chapters. 
Area of Action 
In Hong Kong, karaoke consumption usually takes place in karaoke box. The 
karaoke box is run on a rental basis. Consumers usually rent a room for 3-5 hours 
each time. Inside the box, there will be a set of television, a karaoke machine, two to 
four microphones, amplifiers and a lighting system. The equipment is placed at one end 
of the room, opposite to it is a sitting area where the performer and the audience will sit 
together. Between the sofa and the equipment, there are usually two small tables for 
dining and drinks. Each "box" is a small room with a size usually of an area of 50 to 
200 square feet and a capacity of accommodating two to about 20 persons. Extended 
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microphone cables or cordless microphones would be provided, allowing the consumers 
to perform without leaving their seat. The "boundary" between the "stage" and the 
audience area in a karaoke box is thus unclear as there is no forma丨 platform for 
performance. The significance of such a setting is to show the permeability of the 
boundary between the stage and audience areas. This is somewhat different from 
karaoke settings in Western societies where karaoke consumption usually takes place in 
a karaoke lounge^®. 
Habit of Karaoke Consumption 
The physical setting constitutes the material side of a karaoke scene. Equally 
significant is the fact that a scene is in operation only when there are participants. Social 
and demographic backgrounds of the participants vary. Indeed, as a kind of mass 
entertainment, class background does not affect much of the consumption pattern in 
karaoke^° and it is affordable to all age groups. The fees range from $50 - $200 per 
person, depending on whether the participants have ordered alcohol, the time of visit, 
and the venue they patronize. Usually, the so-called "lunch K" (11:00 - 14:00, 
sometimes extended to 16:00)^ ^ in weekdays would charge no more than $70 per 
person, including two non-alcoholic drinks and a set lunch (with one main course). 
Those university student-informants and secondary school students usually visit 
karaoke during the lunch hours. According to my secondary school student-informants, 
^®Generally speaking, overseas karaoke consumption, except the East Asia, usually takes place in night 
club or karaoke lounge. The stage and audience area is separated physically by a platform which is 
specialized for singing. 
Instead, the consumption habit varies slightly among different age groups. This will be further 
elaborated in the following part of karaoke decorum. 
31 丁hese are all rough classifications on the time slot. In normal situation, the company would not force 
the customers to leave except for peak hours with long queue waiting outside. Most likely, the "lunch-K" 
(11:00-14:00) can be extended to 16:00, whereas "happy hour" (17:00-20:00) can be extended to 23:00, 
which is always welcomed by the secondary school students and the ones who were having dinner-K 
gathering or party respectively. 
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they would also do karaoke after school, especially in the summer session when school 
finishes around 1:00pm. The charges for "happy hour" (17:00-20:00, sometimes 
extended to 23:00) and evenings in weekdays and weekend are slightly more expensive, 
charging about $100 per person including a set dinner (one main course) and two 
non-alcoholic drinks. Adding an extra of $20 per person would upgrade the set dinner 
to buffet in some karaoke companies. The "happy hour session is usually a popular 
time slot for the white collars to have after-work gathering. In the mid-night hours 
(23:00 一 5:00), the charge is around $60 per head with two non-alcoholic drinks included. 
I observed during my fieldwork that quite a lot of my university student-informants took 
this time slot for their "after-dinner K". In recent years (after the outbreak of SARS and 
the resultant economic recession in 2003), room rent would be waived and the charges 
have been changed to the format of "charges per head"(人頭費) .Also, expensive 
plates of nuts and fruits)�’ more or less like a kind of service charge irrespective of 
customers' preference, would no longer be provided. This is one of the new 
arrangements to lure the customers back to karaoke in an environment of economic 
unc6rt3i 门 ty. 
Role of Karaoke Participants 
Adopting Goffman's dramaturgical approach (Goffman, 1959), I see ail karaoke 
participants as social actors, giving a "social performance" by playing their appropriate 
"roles" in a karaoke setting. The uniqueness of this spatial arrangement (stage area vs 
audience area) in karaoke assigns two different roles to the participants. In the 
32|n the days before the outbreak of SARS, when the karaoke industry is prosperous, it was common to 
have nuts and fruit plate provided compulsorily for each room. The charges for these items were 
unreasonable. A fruit plate with half an apple, 5 slices of pineapple, 4 slices of water melon and no more 
than 5 grapes would cost $110 per dish. And the number of the fruit plate is provided in proportion with 
the room size. For a room of 5-7 persons, there would be 2 plates served already. That means the 
consumers have to pay over $200 in minimum for each consumption. 
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observed scenes, participants move between the two areas by playing two different 
roles. All karaoke participants, as of their presence at the scene, are potential 
performers as well as audience. 
Because the audience are expected to take turn in singing during the course of 
event, no karaoke participant, knowing that s/he may be the next in line, risks criticizing 
other performers' performance. So, a kind of tacit understanding among the 
participants is developed. Reciprocity inherent in the dual roles of being performer and 
audience helps create an understanding about how to behave, as karaoke participants, 
in the scene 一 this kind of an implicit behavioral code of conduct can be called karaoke 
decorum (Lum, 1996a). 
Karaoke Decorum 
Karaoke decorum involves a set of conventions for deciding what behavior is or is 
not socially acceptable in a karaoke scene. Though specific karaoke decorum varies 
from one karaoke setting to another, there are still some basic behavioral codes. 
Acquiring the Karaoke Decorum 
By entering a situation, an individual is expected to acquire a particular "expressive 
order", or the implicit rules of a setting that are learned through socialization. Yet, it is 
assumed that each social grouping would have their "single matrix of possibilities" 
(Goffman, 1967: 13). Therefore, apart from the habitual and socialized basic principles, 
how far would an individual be able to follow with a particular group's practice also 
depends on one's social skills. William, who is a 23-year-old psychology graduate, 
knows how to adjust his behavior to a new group. 
William: "You know, everyone has a social identity and a personal identity. 
For instance, even though every one of us has some knowledge of 
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what a karaoke is, still the point is that when they get there 
(karaoke box), they would need to adjust their personal identity to 
the social environment there, especially when there is a role 
discrepancy. There is a certain kind of conformity. Each group 
has its group norm, but that's unknown before you get into it. So 
you have to test, see where the boundary is; that is to see what can 
be done, or what would be regarded as undesirable to the 
participants involved. If the boundary is too "narrow", I may try to 
relax it a bit. I do think doing some little trick here is funny!" 
William's sharing is insightful in pointing out the uniqueness of a karaoke room, 
which is neither a completely public nor a private space. As an institutionalized group 
entertainment in the contemporary society, there are norms governing how to do 
karaoke and they serve to bring participants of different expectations together. 
Theoretically, once the consumers close the box's door, they can define their own group 
norms and conduct karaoke singing in their very special way. In this regard, doing 
karaoke enjoys an ^xtent of group autonomy that largely absent in other forms mass 
entertainment. That said, there exist some basic karaoke decorum shared by the 
informants. 
1. Song Selection 
The first thing to do before singing is to choose a song. Yet, contrary to the 
common belief, the participants do not freely choose from the catalog.^^ In the first 
place, there is a clear understanding among the informants about the importance of 
impression management, especially the first impression. 34 Individuals are very 
33From the advertisement of both Neway and California Red, which are the 2 leading karaoke companies 
in Hong Kong, the computerized song selection catalog consists of over 100,000 songs since the 
millennium. Basically, most of the consumers' preference should be covered in such wide range of 
songs that includes canton pop, songs in 8 different languages, Chinese opera, children's song, song for 
celebration etc. So their constraint in song selection absolutely does come from the limited choice. 
Goffman writes: "The teller's proper relation to his tale, his telling it as if this is the first time he has told 
it, is generated not by him, but by his first-time relation to his current listeners", and "There might be 
someone out there who's never seen me play before" (Goffman, 1974 "Frame Analysis") Base on this 
logic, each new audience, is an impetus for the actor to perform his script. To make it simple, it is the 
first-time relation effect allows one to expose another possible social self. Thus individual tends to be 
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conscious in impression management when making new friends (Goffman, 1959: 11). 
Moreover, individuals have different social selves and they generally show a different 
side of themselves in front of different groupings (James, 1917, Goffman, 1959: 42). 
Hence, when facing new friends or the first occasion of joint-singing, participants would 
try to avoid those songs that they believe would give the others a poor impression. 
A. The Warm-up Tunes and Impression Management 
To some participants, even though they do not have a very well rehearsed 
repertoire, they would like to start with a first hit in order to give a desirable first 
impression. With an unready voice, many participants would consider a technically 
easier tune for warming-up. This can avoid any accidental drop that may ruin one's 
"first impression" as a competent singer. I discussed the issue concerning the warm-up 
tunes with a mid-forties university professor Mr. J after a gathering I had observed. 
Here is Mr. J's view about his choice of a warm-up tune: 
Researcher: "Last night you chose "Sam sing gang ming"(心聲共鳴’ 
"Echo with my Heart")....you said even your students might 
not be familiar with it, but it was your habitual warm-up tune. 
So, do you have any regular sequence in choosing song? 
That means; do you need some warm-up exercises every 
time at the beginning?" 
Mr. J: "Yup, I have to warm-up my throat first. Usually I like to use 
this as my first song." 
Researcher: "Oh I see. That means you use to sing this song as a 
warm-up tune. But why this song?" 
Mr. J: "Why this song?... No specific reason....Well ... that night I 
sang also "Monica", right?...That song requires you to yell. 
If you start with such a kind of song, and you are going to 
sing for a night, then you'll hurt your throat at the very 
beginning....“ 
Researcher:" Then you are not able to enjoy yourself afterwards.“ 
careful in managing his first impression. 
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Mr. J: (showing his agreement) "That's why the first tune must be a 
gentle one, letting you to warm-up your throat. It doesn't 
mean I must have to sing that song. I have another choice 
too, which is also the kind of song having similar effects." 
Researcher: "What do you mean by "that kind of song"? 
Mr. J: "That means it doesn't require you to yell at the beginning of 
your singing; it is not very fast, BUT it has its style, not that 
"plain"...." 
Researcher: "...You mean quite tuneful....?" 
Mr. J: "Right, quite tuneful. As the first song, you hope to arouse 
people 's interest in you... This depends on your judgment. If 
you make it wrong, then you don't have that effect [in drawing 
their attention]... But it became my pick only in recent years. 
In the past I had another one .... But that was also a song by 
Andy Lau.". 
Researcher: "What was that?" 
Mr. J: "That was Jan Ngoh Dik Fung Choi (真我的風采 The 
Wonders of Thyself).... This kind of song would enable you to 
"untighten"[relax] your throat gradually.... Being the first song, 
others would expect you to sing some good songs. If you 
ask whether I have any pattern in selecting songs, then the 
songs I chose afterwards would come from different 
singers ...., the gentle and tender kind of song. But when 
the atmosphere is getting jolly, then I will choose some songs 
that require me to yell.“ 
Mr. J explained how he managed to foster a good first impression and the 
functional purpose for relaxing his throat by choosing the right first song. At the same 
time, he pointed out that the selection of song also depended on the crowd's response. 
If he judged the crowd's response wrong, he could not maintain a good impression 
within the group. Therefore, these two warm-up tunes of his were tested repeatedly for 
their reception before they had come to constitute Mr. J's habitual first hit. This is an 
example of how the interactions among the participants affect a consumer-performer's 
consumption habit in karaoke. 
Similarly, Gladys, a 22-year-old university student made the following lines in a 
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night when she sang her first song: 
Gladys: "(playing the prelude) I have a sore throat, so I sing "Hung 
Luk Dang"饭綠燈�The Traffic Light) to warm up first" 
Researcher: "Oh? What makes it a good "warm-up tune"?" 
Gladys: "Well, it is not very high in pitch and thus more comfortable to 
the throat" 
It is important to note that for most of the karaoke consumers it is not a must to have 
a warm up tune. To Ben, who is now almost 30 in age and works as an assistant to a 
Legislative Council member, he is used to choose the latest hits as his first song and 
then other songs in a descending chronological order. According to him, he only did 
the familiar "classics", like songs of the 1980s at the very end. He did so because he 
did not want to give others an impression of being out-of-touch. Besides, it was also 
his karaoke companion's habit. They felt excited and were eager to try new songs to kick 
start the karaoke gathering. 
Ben: "Usually I'm driven to sing K by the popular tune that's broadcasted all 
around you everyday. Thus it's natural for me to sing the latest hits 
once I get into the K room. And my friends like to do so too. I won't 
choose Alan Tarn's titles^^ to start the evening. Usually I would sing 
from the most latest, then songs in the past …I would only choose 
those songs in 80s when there's still time left." 
Though not all informants have a clearly worked-out strategy to impress the others 
by picking their first tunes, most of them seem to be conscious of the reactions from 
other participants. And for those who are experienced karaokists, like Gladys and Mr. 
J, they would have work out a plan of song selection and the sequencing of their chosen 
songs (to be further elaborated in the following part of "Crowd Favorite'). On the whole, 
first impression management and an estimation of audience reaction matter in a 
^^Alan Tarn is a male singer in Hong Kong who was made popular since the late 1970s. He is well known 
as one of the all-time greats of Cantonese pop music, dominating the scene in the early-mid 1980s. His 
popularity in the 80s makes him the icon of that decade. (Alan Tarn Biography, 
http://us.imclb.com/name/nm0848355/bio 28-5-2007) 
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karaoke scene. 
Also, the informants do not choose their songs casually. They are aware of the 
composition of the audience and would act accordingly. This is particularly important 
when they join a new group to sing karaoke for the first time. 
Informant Ah Lok is a 25-year-old young man who is now doing his postgraduate study. 
As a "K-fan", he can sing karaoke whenever he and his closest K-mate have time to do 
so. They often sing 3-4 times a month. One time, after Ah Lok was doing karaoke with 
his professor and other university classmates, who were having their first karaoke 
encounter the day before, Ah Lok explained to me about his choice of a warm-up tune. 
Ah Lok: "I have to choose those songs that are 'safe'. That's a must". 
Researcher: "So the songs you chose last night were really 'safe'?" 
Ah Lok: "They were, like "Jung Sang Hok Jap"〈終身學習，"Lifelong 
Learning"). 
Researcher: "What do you mean by 'safe'?" 
Ah Lok: "First, I have to be familiar with it. Second..... how to say.... 
less likely for me to slip.." Hei, you know I always have to 
chase after the lyrics, that's really a problem!" 
To Ah Lok, reading the lyrics is rather a difficult task. Therefore, in order to avoid 
embarrassment, he would choose a "safe" song in a sense that he was familiar with the 
lyrics and did not need to follow the screen closely. This can assure him of a better 
performance, especially in front of a new group. Again, this is an attempt to give a 
desirable first impression to other participants. 
B. Don't Repeat the Songs List 
Apart from the warm-up tunes, there are also other concerns in song selection. 
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These include avoiding boredom and competition between different singers, and acting 
considerately. Quite often we would hear participants asking the group if "anyone has 
chosen this song before?" For those who join the group late, they have to do so for 
various purposes. Four of my informants, who are in their twenties, explain to me 
about their reasoning. 
Ah Lok: "When singing a 'hit' song... I mean, if the song I chose is the 
latest hit at that time, I will ask this question. I'm afraid if others 
will get bored if I repeat their earlier selection.“ 
Ah Foot: "No... I won't care if they have sung the song already. Singing 
karaoke is to express my feelings. I need the song to express 
myself then I will choose it right away. But of course, that's 
because I used to sing with my buddy, so that I don't need to 
care about that. But only if I'm singing with people that I am not 
so familiar with, I would think twice at every step ("步步爲 
營”)…And I would ask them." 
Alpha: "Of course I don't want to get them bored. But also, I would like 
to know whether they've heard that song before. If not, then I 
can introduce them to my favorite song." 
Gladys: "What if I find that someone has already chosen the song I'd like 
to sing too? ... If that guy is my close friend, I would get the mic 
and sing along. But if he or she is not close to me, I would ask if 
I can join. If he or she doesn't mind, I will join and not to choose 
the same song for my solo later... You know, time in a karaoke 
box is limited. That's why I'd like to sing as many songs as 
possible. 
These four informants suggested that they would take into account other 
participants' feeling when they made their choice. To avoid boredom (as a result of 
repeating chose门 titles) and/or to show respect to others, they would make a gesture by 
asking for their "permission" prior to choosing a particular song. However, both Ah 
Foot and Gladys highlighted that this code of behavior was not applicable to karaoke 
singing when they are partying with close friends. Their friends were expected to each 
them well and thus they could skip the formal or ritualistic part in interaction. 
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C. The Group's Favorite 
Another norm that is related to the context and song selection is choosing the 
favorite song shared by the audience. In the case of Ah Lok, he behaved quite 
differently in the evening when he did karaoke with a group of three non-local 
classmates, a local classmate and a professor. He would behave casually when he 
sang with his close K-mate. But this would be changed when he joined those who did 
not know each other well. 
Ah Lok: "I seldom have any plan in song selection... Usually I page up 
and down the song list: while I'm searching A, I may end up 
with the choice of B ... No special reason for that ...Just sing 
whenever I like.“ 
Researcher: "But happened last night?" 
Ah Lok: "Of course not [the way I described earlier]!" 
Researcher: "Why?" 
Ah Lok: "Why? Because the situation is not the same! Last night... last 
night... how to say.... I have to think twice before making my 
song selection. 
Researcher: "Does it mean that you have to care your audiences' 
feeling?" 
Ah Lok: "Yes, I have to choose some songs that everyone is not 
unfamiliar with ... In another word, I must not choose Chet 
Lam's36 song. 
Researcher: "What a pity, you can't choose your favorite]? freely." 
Ah Lok: "Put in that way, I won't select song casually in front of those 
who may have an opinion about the song I've chosen. 
Facing the same group, Mr. J would consider other factors in selecting his 
36chet Lam is a renowned Hong Kong independent singer-songwriter whose style has been described by 
many as “city-folk" {Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ChetJam (28-5-2007). Being an independent 
singer, his songs are not as popular as the mainstream singers. Therefore, his songs are not the common 
"K-song", and it is assumed that even K-fans may not be all familiar with his works. This is why Ah Lok 
considers Chet Lam's song may be a bit alienated to the group, especially to his non-local classmates. 
37Ah Lok told me about his preference on Chet Lam in our daily casual chat. This can be observed from 
his song listening habit too as there are always Chefs song in his mp3 play list. 
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repertoire: 
Mr. J: "To cater for those non-local students, I would like to sing 
some songs in Mandarin so as not to make the night to be 
over-dominated by Cantonese songs. That's why I chose 
"Sam Taai Yuen"(心太軟,Too Soft-Hearted). It was a 
mandarin song that I could handle it well... My Mandarin was 
just so-so. And I sang an English song "Longer" too; just to 
let you guys have a chance to listen to my singing in English. 
In order to arouse the participants' interests and to get them engaged, the two of 
them adopted different strategies in song selection. Ah Lok gave up his chance to sing 
his favorite singer's song and Mr. J tried to do multi-language performance. They paid 
attention to the interests of the audience and acted considerately. They might behave 
very differently if they sang karaoke with their close friends. In other words, their 
repertoires were, to some extent, determined by the concerns of the group. They 
would also pick up a few popular choices among the participants so that they could 
achieve "having fun together". 
D. Avoid "Gender-Shifting", Demanding Song and "Show-Off 
In most cases, karaoke consumers would not sing songs written for the opposite 
sex unless they want to surprise the audience, or they had such a special voice that 
enables them to sing in an unusual register. However, when they are doing so, it is 
better for male to choose female songs, but not vice versa. Generally speaking, it is 
because male song is usually 4-key or 5-key higher than female songs.^ ® From my 
field observation, when a female singer tries to do a male singer's song, at the beginning, 
the pitches are always too low for female voice that they have to sing an octave higher. 
But if they keep this voice, it will be extremely high when it reaches the chorus session, 
which is the climax of the song with the highest pitches in the song. Thus it is common 
^®Takes a recent pop song" Tung Wah"(童話’ "Fairy Tale") as example, for the original singer Gwong 
Leung's(光良)'s male key, it is sung in Eb. But in Joey Yung's female version, it will be in Bb, which is 
4-key lower to a male singer. 
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to hear expressions like "Why it can be as low as such..." in the beginning, and "OH! It 
just like singing Chinese opera!" during the chorus. Nevertheless, both sessions 
require a female singer to sing in an unusual range of voice that makes the singing very 
difficult. So, it is seldom for female singers to choose male singers' songs. One 
interesting thing is that, despite the karaoke key control function which allows the 
singers to adjust a more comfortable key, throughout my observations, however, I have 
only see门 one informant, Draco, who could adjust to a suitable key successfully. Most 
consumers seldom adjust the key since they were always unsuccessful and finally gave 
up the function. Later, Ah Lok, who had participated in that karaoke gathering with 
Draco, described Draco as "someone who has demand in their performance". So it is 
concluded the most effective way for not scaring the audience is to avoid doing opposite 
sex's songs. But for male, because the female songs' range is only a few key lower, 
male singers can handle female songs with quite a normal range of their voice. 
Nevertheless, Butler (1990) highlights the gender shifting issue in singing from 
another perspective. Indeed, she is talking about a male karaoke singer who sings in 
the original key as a female does. In another word, he may be singing 1 or even 2 
octaves higher than a male's usual range. This is always an admirable act because of 
the singer's excellent technique. 
As William recalled one of his friend Stephen's (a 22-year-old university graduate) 
singing habits, he said: 
William: "Stephen used to sing Celine Dion^^ .... He can't sing male song.... 
His lowest range allows him to sing Cass Pang，。. Some people 
sing girl's song with falsetto, but he uses his real voice. Yet he 
speaks like a male, only sings like a female. And he would do 
39celine Dion is a Canadian pop singer and occasional songwriter. She is renowned for her technically 
skilled and powerful vocals (Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celine_dion) (28-5-2007). 
4�Cass Pang, a female Hong Kong singer who was popular in the past decade. She was famous with her 
soprano voice, which confirmed her uniqueness in Hong Kong's music circle. 
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Mariah Care/\ His voice sounds like a violin!" 
Surely William's comment over Stephen's performance on "gender-shifting" is a 
kind of compliment, especially when Stephen is able to perform such femininity in "an 
unexaggerated way with conviction and even reverence" (Butler, 1990, Drew, 2001). 
But this is an exceptional case. To most of the layman, there is an implicit rule that 
they would not prefer opposite sex's song. Also, it will not gain any appreciation for a 
woman to sing like a man. More often, people would describe that woman voice as a 
"He-Goose Voice"(鵝公喉）that is not pleasant to hear. So such gender-shifting act is 
not universally accepted in the karaoke context. 
Besides, most of the karaokists would not sing songs that are too difficult for lay 
persons. Songs with rapid lyrics or high notes are not found preferable because of the 
potential embarrassment of singing out of tune. Except for an episode once happened 
in Tony's (a 47-year-old policeman) family gathering, a group of people in their mid-40s 
choosing to sing Chinese opera in karaoke, seldom have our informants mentioned to 
have performed songs with high technical requirement. Since the interaction in 
karaoke box is a kind of social performance requiring the maintenance of the 
participants' image that has been developed since the start of the gathering, a wrongly 
defined social front would upset the situation. So, the participants are very careful in 
avoiding the presentation of an undesirable image because this may upset other 
participants (e.g., they may feel bored). This is particular when they perform in front of 
the newly acquainted. Therefore, in the karaoke scene, it is common for the 
participants to try to find out what the others think (e.g., if they would mind of repeating a 
chose门 song or another participant asking for joint singing). Of course, it would be very 
41 Mariah Carey is an American singer, songwriter, record producer, music video director and actress. 
She has earned five Grammy Awards, and is well-known for her vocal range, "melismatic" style, and 
extensive use of the "whistle register" (Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariah 一 Carey) 
(28-5-2007).So it is why William described Stephen's voice as violin-like. 
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different if the karaoke gathering is one for close friends or people who know each 
others well enough and have some tacit understanding. In short, it is important to 
recognize that there are quite a number of implicit rules in selecting a song for 
performance in a karaoke scene. They serve to maintain a "social order" in karaoke 
singing. 
2. Don't monopolize the microphone 
After choosing the song, it is time to sing! Ogawa (1993) observed a tacit rule for 
joining a karaoke function in Japan is that one must not sing two songs in succession. 
This is especially true when the scene involves more than five persons. Because of the 
limited time of a karaoke session, and the bill would be shared among the participants, 
except for those who refuse to sing, all participants are supposed to be karaoke 
enthusiasts and would not accept someone in the group to hold the microphone and to 
sing one song after another. They would work out a way to allow everyone to have 
his/her chance to sing. As I found out from my field observations, there are at least four 
ways to deal with this issue: ‘ 
A. The participants take turn to pick their choice. Each of them would pass the 
remote control to the others after s/he has chosen a song. For instance,丨 saw some 
participants passing the remote control to the others and said "I've chosen a song 
already, now it's your turn". 
B. Theoretically, once a participant holds the remote control in hand, s/he can 
choose as many songs as s/he can. But they would alert other participants that they 
have to pick their titles. For example, after making his choice, informant Ah Lok 
would say: "I've chosen many songs, please insert yours or else I will keep singing!" 
His "warning" is a humorous way to avoid embarrassment and the accusation of 
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putting too many titles on the list. Then, other participants would do the same as he 
did and would occasionally insert one or two songs in between others' choices so as 
avoid consecutive solo performance by a single singer. 
C. 丨门 some karaoke scenes, there is a host to manage the play list. S/he would 
insert a few songs into the list on behalf of those passive participants. S/he would 
not deliberately stop those active participants from singing several songs in a row. 
What s/he would do is to create opportunities for the passive singers to get involved in 
the scene. Jane, a 22-year-old university music student, who used to be a host in 
organizing karaoke gathering, often reshuffled the play list. Sometimes, as the only 
person in a party that all the participants are familiar with, she would invite someone 
who remains silent to sing by suggesting: “XX, I'd like to hear you sing first!" 
Sometimes, she would also deliberately insert this friend's choice in front of her own 
so that the participants would get their opportunity of joining the group in singing. 
D. The last tactic is to avoid the scene from becoming one participant's solo 
"concert" by "randomizing" the play list. By making it a random list, no one can 
predict which song would come next. This may help prevent one participant from 
singing several songs in a row. However, this random selection function is only 
available in one karaoke, namely Neway, one of the largest karaoke chains in Hong 
Kong. 
3. Applause is not a must 
Usually in a performance, applause is expected when a song is sung. In karaoke, 
though the term "performer" is used to describe the singer, it is not really a formal 
performance as in a music performance scene. Most of the time, not only is there no 
applause between verses and at the ending of the song, even the audiences' attention is 
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not guaranteed. Similar to Ogawa's analysis (1993), I also observed in the field that as 
long as people do not disrupt the performance, they can chat with others, eat and drink, 
watch the screen, or page through a list of songs so as to select the next one for 
themselves. In other words, it is not necessary to pay a lot of attention on others' 
singing. Sometimes, an occasional clapping at appropriate moment is enough for the 
purpose of showing respect and the karaoke decorum is thus maintained (Ogawa, 1993). 
Sato (1992) had also given an account of a kind of "media-reflected communication”�i.e. 
participants are connected through watching the same monitor showing visual images 
and lyrics. There are little direct interactions among the participants. A new form of 
mediated-and-live relationship between body and medium is found. Therefore, casual 
or inattentive audience is always expected. 
According to Ogawa's typology, the compliment coming from audience can be 
roughly classified into three types. First, it is a "heartfelt applause", which is given to a 
performance that is musically accomplished and highly appreciated. Second, it is a 
"blind applause" that is given by the performer's friends or supporters simply for showing 
support. The third one is a "ritual applause" that is given in accordance to the basic 
karaoke decorum. The audience would give such a courteous response to a 
performance. Like the second type, audience applause is given regardless the quality 
of the performance. 
In those scenes that I observed during my fieldwork, it was quite common that there 
was not a single applause in an entire evening. Therefore, there is seldom any 
"heartfelt applause" found. Though from my observation, there has been once an 
episode that a participants Francis praised my key informant Jane very sincerely, there 
did not involve any applause (this case will be elaborated in chapter 6). However, if 
someone did applause, its meaning might vary. For instance, in the evening when Mr. 
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J, the university professor, sang with his students, he sang out a vowel and his three 
non-local-students all reacted by screaming and giving him a big hand. And there was 
an even bigger compliment when he did the last part of his singing of that particular song. 
Honestly, being one of the audiences, I could hardly hear Mr. J's singing because the 
room was filled with cheers like: "hooray", "bravo". Such a kind of applause was more 
of a ritual in reacting to any attempts made by the professor. That was given blindly 
without careful listening to the performance than an outcome of serious appreciation of 
technical sophistication in singing. As the "supporters" of Mr. J, his students continued 
to clap their hands regardless of the performance's quality. In turn Mr. J also 
understood that this was a kind of atmosphere booster and not a true compliment at all: 
Mr. J: "I know because I'm their teacher, they must do that I get used to that 
kind of applause, haha. So if you take this as a judgment of my 
performance that would be dangerous, hahaha." 
The clue for figuring out the second type of applause is this: Whenever a group 
contains new members, participants would behave politely and tactfully, an issue we 
have discussed in the above section on the "management of the first impression". So, 
"ritualistic applause" is common in response to a new member's performance, it is a 
kind of face-work that shows respect. More importantly, this it to tell the new member 
that the "we are listening to you". Undeniably, it is essential to give such 
encouragement and attention to anyone who is new to the group and to sustain his/her 
participation in the gathering. However, this is difficult to sustain throughout the 
evening. One song followed by another, gradually the audience would return to their 
chat or eating after giving their applause to the first couple of songs performed by the 
new member. Some kind of detachment and role distance emerge. But they would 
continue to show that they are listening to the performance by clapping quite 
passionately or praising the performer for good performance immediately when the new 
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member finishes his/her song. Sometimes they may over-react but the purpose of their 
applause is to give a friendly gesture and to some respect to their newly acquainted 
friend. Ogawa (1993) suggested that dapping at the appropriate moment was enough 
for showing respect as well as maintaining the scene. A shared understanding of such 
a ritual is important because this would avoid misinterpretation and ensure that such 
"face work" would not be overly done. 
4. If you take it serious, that's nonsense 
As mentioned, the dual role of the participants, both being an audience and a 
performer, helps ensure the smooth running of the scene (as they have to take turn to be 
the performers and they would not openly criticize others for their poor performance). 
This is especially important to those who simply treat karaoke as a social occasion for 
having fun. They do not care much if they do not sing well at all. Leslie, an 
administrator in a computer company, shares with me: 
"Since all of us are amateurs and we will never be able to sing as good as 
Lau Tak Wa"^, we should then just do our best, be ourselves, enjoy 
ourselves. To express ourselves is the most important thing. It is 
meaningless to compare our performance with the singer. Any criticism 
on singing technique is irrelevant.“ 
Gladys, the 22-year-old university student holds a similar view: 
"Usually I avoid judging others. You know, everyone is both an 
audience and a performer. So while you are judging others, you are 
talking to yourself as well.... telling yourself not to commit the same 
mistake as others did.“ 
Tao (2007) offers a philosophical view on such a kind of avoidance strategy. 
"Basically, the "permeability" of roles enables a remaking of self image. 
You can experience to be a star. The core of karaoke is not vocal 
42Lau Tak Wah is one of the most successful Chinese music celebrities, with an extensive list of 
Cantonese and Mandarin hits to his credit. He along with Jacky Cheung, Aaron Kwok and Leon Lai are 
also named as the "Canton-pop Four Heavenly K i n g s " ( 四 大 天 王 ） . (Wikipedia, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lau_Tak_Wah) (28-5-2007). 
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competence, but performance. All the facilities provide the participants a 
chance to be gazed. However, both the performer and audience is in fact the 
same person during the process. Therefore, the physical distance 
between the two parties is absent. If the two roles can be interchanged 
within a short time, then how other participant responses to one's 
performance would not be that important For the performer, most of the 
enjoyment comes from the remaking of self presentation, which is 
experiencing a "star-like" stage effect. Though the role setting is open to 
everyone, at the same time, it isolates the performer from his or her "self 
performance" from the outside workf” 
Criticism is usually kept to the minimum, in fact if any at all, in the social 
performance in a karaoke scene. Since most audiences always go on with their own 
conversation while the performer is singing, criticism is not expected under such 
decorum. The same applies to any "heartfelt" applause as participants are not expected 
to get serious about the quality of performance. If anyone takes the issues seriously, 
they are mis-presenting themselves according to the decorum. 
5. An Extension of Daily Norm 
As mentioned, in the gathering of Mr. J with his university students, it was obvious 
that some everyday life behavioral codes were also applied to this setting, though they 
were enjoying themselves in a karaoke room. When Ah Lok was asked about his first 
karaoke consumption with teacher, he was very nervous. 
Ah Lok: "Sure! I was very nervous!" 
Researcher: "Yup, you was so nervous that every time when you picked up 
the microphone, you would say "I'm very nervous" 
Ah Lok: "Yes!! I was really really nervous... Well, that's because he is 
my teacher, and he is a teacher that we all know he can sing." 
Researcher: "But your teacher encouraged you guys to relax by treating him 
as friend there. He is only your teacher in the classroom, but 
friend in karaoke" 
Ah Lok: "That's useless, everyone knows! At least I won't call his 
43陶國境 ’ 2 0 0 6 �現代青少年的自戀潮（下丫 http://hk.myblog.yahoo.com/taokc03/article?mid=197 
(11-8-2006) 
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name casually [in that situation]. Still I would call him 
'professor'." 
Towards the end of the interview, Ah Lok made another remark on this point: 
Ah Lok: "....As I mentioned last night, I would only sing in front of 
teacher in a singing competition. So I was nervous.... Unless 
the new friend I met is a very playful person, then I would relax 
a bit and play with him, but not with a teacher. Even he 
declared we could be casual with him, I won't do that... I won't 
jeer at him, at least" 
When asked "Was there any difference for your behavior while your teacher is 
performing?" Ah Lok recalled: 
Ah Lok: "I gave face to him. Although towards the end of the gathering 
I kept selecting songs for myself while he was singing, at the 
beginning I did pay attention to his singing, haha. Most of the 
time I was sitting still and concentrated in listening.... Since we 
all didn't chat a lot last night, then there was no much room for 
me to be inattentive.“ 
Researcher: "Why didn't you guys chat as usual?" 
Ah Lok: "Haha, the mood of last night was rather foreign to us.... We 
were not very close friends, and there was a teacher, so we 
have to be respectful. Even when chatting; we would keep it 
short... stop in 1 or 2 phrases... Sometimes people can chat 
throughout other's performance.... it is no big deal in fact, but I 
don't intend to let others feel being neglected... I think that's 
kind of politeness." 
In the same evening, there was an interesting episode happened between Mr. J 
and Ah Lok. Mr. J reminded Ah Lok twice with his poor pronunciation of a couple of 
words, and suggested to him some better ways to handle the ending note of each 
phrase. Ah Lok was not surprised about that since he perceived this as a usual 
practice for a teacher to do in front of his students. 
Ah Lok: "Oh yes, I was nervous... but I was not surprised by it. As a 
good singer as well as a teacher, his comment is not 
surprising. Only if a student comments back on a teacher 
would be strange unless that student is professional in 
singing." 
Researcher: "Then are you someone who is open to criticism?" 
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Ah Lok: It doesn 't matter! I know my standard.... poor pronunciation... 
I know my intonation is not very accurate, that's not 
something new. So it's good if someone correct me.“ 
In this connection, Mr. J replied in his interview: 
Mr. J: "Haha, he is the first student that really feels nervous about my 
comment.... hahaha. In the past people reminded me of the same 
kind of error, so now I would do the same. I don't mean to be picky; 
sometimes I treat it as a joke. Not only to students, even in front of 
my friends I'd do the same. Such as telling them "Gwok" instead 
of "Gok"(各);"Gwong"(光)instead of "Gong"(M(/)- My friends would 
know I'm joking by saying "hey J, why are you so picky on me huh!" I 
don't mean to be serious. Just because our relation is teacher to 
student, sometimes I know it would be funny if I joke with this kind of 
normative relationship. It can be a kind of fun. 
Norms work at different levels of our everyday life. In a karaoke scene, the 
participants usually are friends and would treat each others casually. However, when 
the group is composed of a teacher and his students, norms governing a 
teacher-student relationship would be brought into the karaoke room. If "friends" would 
not comment on other participants�performance, a teacher would do so to his students, 
even when they interact in a karaoke scene. Generally speaking, as a specific social 
setting, karaoke has its own set of decorum. Serving the purpose of regulating the 
conduct in a public space, the karaoke decorum maintains the harmony in a karaoke 
room by allowing every participant to mind their own business as long as their behavior 
would not disturb the situation. But, as we have seen in the above discussion, norms, 
status and role of a broader social setting would affect the operation of the karaoke 
decorum. 
Difference among different age groups 
The karaoke decorum is context-specific. It is also shaped by the participants. In 
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this regard, the demographic background of the participants matters. Among my 
informants whose age falls between 15 and 50, high school and university students 
would choose their favorite songs once they have entered the karaoke room. To 
maximize their entertainment within the paid hours, they would sing continuously without 
making any break. Their singing is sometimes accompanied by body movements and 
they enjoy the kind of group-excitement in karaoke singing. When they are not paying 
attention to other participants' singing, they would choose their songs or go to the rest 
room. Rarely had I seen the student-informants doing irrelevant activities like reading 
magazine or playing dice. But for those salaried employees, they usually visit karaoke 
boxes with their colleagues in the evening and, in addition to singing, they would also 
enjoy drinking alcoholic drinks. Karaoke box to them is a place to release their stress. 
Singing is only a part of the many activities in karaoke consumption. 
In a gathering of a group of white-collar employees working in a computer company, 
most of the participants aged from mid-20s to mid-40s, I observed that the audience 
simply ignored the performer, regardless of his/her singing ability. Occasionally there 
were attempts of joint-singing (to be elaborated in chapter 5) but it seemed that many 
enjoyed chatting. The performer would join the chatting briefly and then went back to 
singing. And the rest of the group continued to chat, paying little attention to the 
"on-stage" performance. 
There was an episode when Leslie, a 30-year-old administrative clerk, sang a song 
entitled "Lok Fa Lau Su\"(落花流水，Fall Flower and Flowing Water), Timothy and Ricky 
were playing dices. Kim, sitting next to Timothy and Ricky, watched them playing. 
Meanwhile, Olivia, Joan and Christina were chatting. Suddenly, Olivia interrupted 
Leslie's singing by asking him about the progress in finding a new job. Leslie answered 
her immediately and allowed the music to continue without his singing. After awhile, 
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Leslie got back to his song and others returned to their activities. Again, his 
performance was largely ignored by the other participants. As noted above, this is 
rather different from the karaoke practice by high school and university students. 
Ogawa (1998) discussed such differences in karaoke practice. According to Ogawa, 
participants who gather "because they work in the same office, usually they differ in age, 
values and taste. There it is expected that heterogeneous people know one another 
and feel that they belong to the same group" (Ogawa, 1998: 48). In contrast, karaokist 
"of the same generation", such as high school and university students ''who get on well 
go to karaoke box, their main purpose is not to strengthen the cohesiveness of the group, 
but to share the pleasure of singing. In karaoke boxes pleasure in small groups is 
pursued. There, in general, conversation among participants does not exist. In other 
words, it is avoided naturally. The relationship may be very superficial, but there exists 
a human relationship which can be constructed only by sharing the pleasure of singing" 
(Ogawa, 1998: 48). 
As suggested by Lum: "Because each dramaturgical web of karaoke necessarily 
reflects the organizational, material, and symbolic orientation of the people who build 
and use /r(Lum, 1996a: 14), the web may also reflect the style of the concerned group. 
Age and the group identity are surely the major factors in explaining such differences. 
Voice Breaking ~ "Anyone can do it!" 
Quite often we would hear people saying "I can't sing", but they do "sing it anyway". 
First as noted by most karaoke researchers, nobody will really mind if someone cannot 
sing well as long as that person would not continue to sing for an extended period of 
time (Shelly, 1993; Lum, 1996a). Second, karaoke is supposed to be a place for 
everyone. Even if you were someone who has never received any vocal training, and 
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has never sung in public, still you can sing like a star with the facilities provided. 
Therefore, it can be of great fun to get away from our everyday lives by singing in a 
karaoke box. There is no risk in face losing when nobody would be critical of one's 
singing ability. As Drew remarks, "ability doesn't matter. Anyone can do it" (Drew, 
2001:31). 
Despite such an emphasis on casual singing, the most difficult part in a karaoke 
scene is always that about breaking the voice to sing. This is largely due to the 
problem of "face-losing". In our everyday life, the presentation of one's self starts with 
"face-work伸’，in which "face" is defined as "the positive social value a person effectively 
claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particular contact" 
(Goffman, 1967: 5). It is "an image of self delineated in terms of approved social 
attributes" that others may share through the individual in "making a good showing for 
himself (Goffman, 1967: 5). Since it is clear that "first impressions" are important 
(Goffman, 1959: 10), and once an individual "takes on a self-image expressed through 
face he will be expected to live up to it" (Goffman, 1967: 8), when there is lack of 
judgmental support from the counterpart in an interaction on the personal image one 
intends to project, one may get confused and become uncertain about what to do next. 
One may also fear that his/her action may cause embarrassment (i.e., perceived as odd 
by the others) and, therefore, s/he may "lose face". To avoid from being trapped in a 
situation of "losing face", there are two kinds of face-saving practices. They are: first, 
the "avoidance process" and, second, the "corrective process". At the time of entering 
a karaoke encounter, the avoidance process is often used. 
''"By face-work Goffman means "to designate the actions taken by a person to make whatever he is doing 
consistent with face. Face-work serves to counteract "incidents" - that is, events whose effective 
symbolic implications threaten face" (Goffman, 1967: 12). 
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Voice and Face 
Goffman saw that the most effective way for a person to prevent from "losing face" 
is to avoid contacts with any threats that are to likely occur (Goffman, 1967: 15). Such 
a kind of avoidance practice involves "making a gracious withdrawal" from the encounter. 
Gladys, the 23-year-old university student, shared with me her face-saving tactic in a 
karaoke gathering. One evening, she was brought to a gathering by her friend Jane. 
Among the seven persons (not including me), Peggie, Carmen, William and Jane were 
university schoolmates for one year. (Jane has changed school after her second 
semester in that university). Francis was Jane's ex-boyfriend. Alpha was a 
secondary school classmate of Jane's, and Gladys met Jane in a hobby class a few 
months ago. Basically, this group was formed as a combination of newly acquainted. 
Except for Jane, most of them did not know the others prior to this gathering. 
In that evening, Peggie and Carmen arrived early. The rest joined them 15 
minutes later. The gathering started at 7:00pm. When we arrived, it was found that 
Carmen and Peggie were listening to the latest hits already. Jane, who was the only 
person who knew all the others, acted like a host and invited every participant to sing. 
With Jane's passionate invitation, Gladys however, remained sitting still and did not act 
in the way she normally behaves in a karaoke. She began to sing only after Jane had 
finished two of her solos. Later, she evaluated her flow of thought when Jane was 
singing. 
Gladys: “ uh... They are all strangers to me except Jane. But to be honest, 
Jane and I are Just new friends, and it was the first time for us to 
sing karaoke together. 
...Why didn't I sing actively? Well, I don't think that's because I'm 
shy... I'm not that shy, and I really enjoy singing karaoke. While 
Jane is singing, I try to observe both Jane's and her friends' habit 
of doing karaoke. You know, some people would just sing it 
casually, treat it as an activity of a social gathering and do it just for 
fun. While someone sings, the rest would chat and eat And the 
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performer can sing "freely"...without much concern of the 
technique. But once Jane sang, I understood that they were quite 
serious about singing. /As I supposed Jane was the focal person 
in this group, her behavior should somehow reflect their 
established practice. Jane sang really well... with accurate 
pitches and most of all, expressive as I could see that she had 
closed her eyes while singing the chorus. Maybe that's because 
Jane has been trained. She sings like a singer, with serious 
attitude, not that playful. And the songs she chose were ordinary 
karaoke songs, meaning most of the karaokists would pick for 
singing, but not any "gag" song for fun. Originally, I would like to 
watch 1 or 2 [songs] more, especially songs sung by her friends, 
before choosing mine...It's bit early for me to sing in front of 
them... I'd like to confirm if my assumption about this group is 
correct or otherwise. But anyway, she had been pushing me, so I 
sang for "giving face" to her. 
Gladys's first song was a song by Joey Yung^s: 
"I was thinking that most of them would have heard of this song 
and I do not want to give them any "strange" impression to this 
group. I thought they were felt OK with my singing... at least I 
thought my singing was average. Of course not better than Jane, 
and they seemed to accept my choice and my performance. So 
in the rest of the night, I keep choosing song from Joey Yung and a 
few pop female singers in karaoke." 
Gladys's reflection, according to Goffman's categorization, is a kind of defensive 
measures that she kept herself away from the group activity at the very beginning. 
While she thought that only a short span of time (lasting for two songs) for observation 
was not enough, it seems that she was cautious until she had found out more from the 
response from the group. By understanding the group's norms and practice, she 
chose her first song with preparation and consideration - not to choose a song that 
would create a wrong impression. When it was rather clear that she would not lose 
face, Gladys finally broke her voice in front of a group of strangers. In fact, her 
situation is very similar to Ah Lok's and Mr J's consideration in fostering a well accepted 
first impression in the group. Again, the site and its atmosphere were at work. 
45joey Yung is named the "Canton Pop-Queen" in Hong Kong, whose songs are always among the top 10 
in the karaoke singing chart. 
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Not Everyone Can Do It 
Yet, for those who cannot position themselves in a group, they would have 
difficulties in managing their self presentation well. Their fear of losing face would stop 
them from believing the idea of "anyone can do it" in a karaoke. In order to enjoy 
karaoke singing, one needs to know how to position oneself in a group inside a karaoke 
box. 
Tony is a 47-year-old driver in the police force and is a music lover. Whenever he 
has free time, he would listen to his mobile phone-mp3 player. As he said, '7 always 
got a certain tune in mind, and I can sing them great on the radio or mp3 player". But 
the karaoke setting makes him "hardly able to find my voice!!" 
Goffman notes that a person "cachets his face, his "feelings" become attached to it" 
(Goffman, 1967: 6). When it combines with the rule of "self-respect" (Goffman, 1967: 
11) and the rule of considerateness, individual would compose himself during an 
encounter so as to maintain both his own face and the face of the other participants. 
However, on the other side of the same token, individual may feel guilty when he thinks 
he has presented himself wrongly. In a karaoke environment, singing ability can come 
to anchor one's face. Therefore, vocal competence can give, temporarily, a 
performer's sense of self and only those who can sing well tend to develop a positive 
self-feeling. In Tony's case, it is quite difficult for him to break his voice. 
In a family gathering, Tony went to karaoke with his family and a relative's family. 
He is quite a shy person, and always needs the accompaniment of his daughter, 
Charlotte (a 24-year-old university student and a frequent karaoke consumer) for 
singing karaoke. He does not resist karaoke at all, but somehow always refuses to be 
the ice-breaker in most of the scenes. Yet, it is common to hear the following from him 
whenever he sings his first song, in which he has a bit slip or out of tone in the high 
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pitches: 
Tony: (During the interlude, turning to his daughter Charlotte sitting next 
to him, whisper and giggle) "Why would I sing like this....? I didn't 
sing like this normally... I can sing it well most of the time! How 
come...? Why the key of this karaoke version is so weird? ....And 
the tempo... it's so difficult to catch with.... I don't wanna sing 
anymore...." 
Charlotte: "No dad, let's go on!! It's fine!! I don't think that's bad-" 
Tony: "Then sing with me please!" 
Charlotte: "0K~" 
丁hen they continued the song. However, Tony sang only three more songs during 
the four-hour long gathering. He simply left the microphone to his daughter and other 
relatives. He kept listening or lip-singing next to the singer. But he rejected most of 
the invitations from others. Only when some of his favorite songs cropped up in the list, 
he would then join. Indeed, one needs to get rid of the fear of losing face in order to 
enter the karaoke scene with comfort. 
Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter,丨 have outlined the karaoke decorum and the informal rules 
governing one's behavior in a karaoke scene. The point is that, despite that karaoke is 
a popular entertainment; one cannot simply assume that karaoke is simply just another 
item for consumption. In order to understand how individuals participate and behave in 
a karaoke scene, we need to understand the consumption site, its informal rules and the 
expected manners. Indeed, the consumption of karaoke cannot be abstracted away 
from the scene itself. What I would do in the follow chapter is to further development 
this argument by probing further the social dynamics in karaoke consumption. 
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Chapter 5 
Group Dynamics in a Karaoke Box 
In last chapter I described the karaoke decorum and the conventions and rules 
governing the participants' behavior in a karaoke scene. But how the karaoke decorum 
is reproduced depends on other participants' reaction. Every social performance is, in 
fact, a "team performance"/® As a group project, each member finds his/her part in the 
performance. "Reciprocal dependence" among players implies that the show would be 
ruined by any inappropriate action taken by one of the members in a scene. To 
maintain a given definition of the situation; players have to react to each other's action 
appropriately. Besides, "reciprocal familiarity" explains an individuars impression 
protection to other players (Goffman, 1959: 72). Hence, the "team spirit" ensures 
cooperation among the members in a performance. Players must cooperate especially 
in concealing any disruptive measure and keeping the smooth running of the 
performance. In this chapter, we shall discuss the group dynamics in a karaoke scene, 
with particular reference to the question of embarrassment management. 
Ice Breaker 
Although karaoke is a popular entertainment, many people, in fact, have never 
experienced karaoke singing. Many simply stick with their drinks and take other 
participants' singing like songs from a jukebox. - But, ultimately they would be 
encouraged to break their voice. An "ice breaker" has his/her role in the facilitation of 
karaoke singing, especially when a new member enters a karaoke scene. According to 
'^ ^G off man used the term in the sense of performance in which there are clear distinction between 
performer and audience (Goffman, 1959: 70). Borrowing his concept, however, because of the dual role 
of karaoke participant, and I treat every social encounter as a kind of "performance", everyone plays a part 
that even "audience" is a social role, and audience is also an actor in constituting a social performance. 
So here I refer every social performance as a "team performance", and it would not be given by one 
performer only as there are at least two individuals involved in an interaction. 
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Goffman: "In order to prevent the occurrence of incidents and the embarrassment 
consequent upon them, it will be necessary for all the participants in the interaction, as 
well as those who do not participate, to possess certain attributes and to express these 
attributes in practices employed for saving the show" (Goffman, 1959:186-187). In the 
following cases, it is found that the primary tasks carried out by the "ice breakers" were 
taking care of the "routines" in a karaoke room. Interestingly, this is not about singing, 
but a series of actions to assure the new comers that they can easily join the group and 
sing. 
Thus it is not surprising that, throughout the 13 observations that I have carried out, 
in the first 5-10 minutes of a karaoke scene the first task to be accomplished was not 
selecting songs and building up a song list. Rather, the gathering was always started 
with the "ice breaker" welcoming the participants, especially the new comers, by 
assisting them in ordering drinks, putting on the microphone covers*?, and adjusting the 
room temperature and lighting effect. Only after these initial steps would the "ice 
breaker" begins to encourage the participants to sing. 
Tony, the 47-year-old policeman mentioned in last chapter, joined a party with his 
wife Christina's colleagues. It was Tony's first time to meet the group. In that evening, 
Kim, the team leader in Christina's office, took up the role of an "ice breaker". She 
asked Tony several "warm-up�’ questions in the first 10 minutes after his arrival: 
Kim: "Halo Tony! What do you want to drink? I can order for you. 
And food? What kind of song do you like ？" 
Tony: "It's ok ... everything is fine with me. Please sing as you like, I 
will help myself." 
Kim: "Let me help you choose a song" [keep asking) "...What about 
Jacky Cheung? I heard from Christina that you know Jacky 
Cheung's songs quite well" 
47provided by the karaoke company, since the outbreak of SARS in Hong Kong in 2003, such microphone 
cover is used to prevent the spread of any respiratory syndrome through spatter. 
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Tony: "Yes, I know some." 
Kim: "Oh no! Christina said you don't like old songs... you're quite 
trendy... you sing Eason Chan's! Let's start with Eason Chan's 
song! Which song from Eason Chan?" 
Tony: "Let me think about it “ 
Kim: (Turn to the page of Eason Chan in the computer by pressing the 
remote control) 
Tony: "Ah... I remember a song.... Is that song called "Yan Loi Van 
Wong"(“人來人往”，"People Come and Go")? That's a nice 
song... right?" 
Kim: "Yup! I like this song too! (Try to sing the chorus without 
accompaniment) "bai hei seung ngaan neijui gwa nim sui, ngaan 
jing jeung hoi san bin ging si sui"(閉起雙眼你最掛念誰，眼睛張開 
身邊竟是誰；Who are you thinking of when you close your eyes? 
Who are by your side when you open your eyes?) Is that one right? 
OK! Tony wanna sing "Yan Loi Van Wong"(“人來人往，，"People 
Come and Go")...." 
In a minute's time, the music started, and Kim accompanied Tony to sing the first 
few phrases. When it came to chorus, Kim faded out her voice and let Tony do his solo. 
Finally, Tony broke his voice as the first singer that night. 
Recalling the karaoke scene where Mr. J, the university professor organized for his 
class, he arrived late and his students had already started the night for around 30 
minutes. Among the five participating students, there were three non-local students, 
who seldom went to karaoke in Hong Kong, and two local students, namely Ah Lok and 
Charlotte. These two local students are frequent karaoke customers and they were 
long time "K-mates". After the two had arrived at the karaoke room, Charlotte went to 
the restroom, leaving Ah Lok to serve his non-local classmates. He assumed the role of 
a host by singing the first song for the evening. 
On the next day, I asked Ah Lok why he did that: 
Ah Lok: "In fact the situation last night was a bit special as Charlotte was 
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in the toilet and the 'fire safety promotion clip^。门 the screen 
had just finished...Then there had to be someone to start 
singing! In that context it seemed that I had to be the host so 
as to lead them to get involved in the gathering." 
Researcher: "...Why did you feel that you had to be the host to them?" 
Ah Lok: "...Because they were students from the Mainland...em... That 
meant I thought I was more familiar (with the setting), then I 
tried my best to... avoid creating a kind of "dead-air" [i.e., 
embarrassing silence]... and at the same time，Charlotte was 
not here, otherwise I would force her to sing first!" 
And by the time when Mr. J arrived at the scene, Charlotte took the lead to welcome 
the professor by helping him to engage in the karaoke routine. 
Charlotte: "Hi Professor J! Please take your dinner order! We have 
ordered some food already! (Showing him the menu)" 
Mr. J: "Oh thanks! (Taking off the jacket and reading the menu). ...I 
want set C: 
Charlotte: "What about drinks ？ What do you prefer? 
Mr. J: "OK, I will order it (calling the waiter by the intercom 
telephone provided in every karaoke room) 
Charlotte: (Right after Mr. J finished ordering) "Hey professor, please 
choose the songs you like (passing the remote control to 
him)!" 
Mr. J: "Maybe you guys sing for me. I would like to finish my dinner 
first... I'm quite hungry, haha" 
Charlotte: “OK, OK, then let's continue!" 
(The five of them kept singing. Mr. J ate and praised some of the performances.) 
Charlotte: (When he finished his dinner) "Professor, it's your turn! 
Please sing us some of your favorites!" 
Mr. J: "OK... Can you please help turn to the page of Andy Lau? I 
would like to sing....” (For about 30 minutes after his arrival, 
Mr. J sang his first song). 
� F o r the karaoke chains in Hong Kong, they would play a short video clip in promoting fire safety and 
introduce the evacuation path of the karaoke box, which is compulsory for the consumers to watch. 
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After this gathering, Charlotte was asked for the motivation behind her action: 
"Among the group, I think Mr. J is relatively more familiar with me since 
he kept contacting me from time to time for this gathering. So it's natural 
for me to welcome him... to assist him in ordering food and choosing song. 
Luckily this group of classmates as well as Mr. J were not that shy, they 
were all willing to sing... I didn't need to "beg" them to sing the first 
song..." 
From the above it can be seen that the primary task for the new comers to handle 
is not about selecting songs or singing but rather ordering food. This serves the 
function (perhaps unintended) of easing anxiety among the new members arising from 
mixing with new acquaintance. Partly out of courtesy and partly out of the need of 
taking care of one's friend, a person would be informally assigned to take the initiative 
in inviting every participant, especially the new comers who are expected to be more 
reserved in expressing their views and preferences, to get involved in the scene. 
When there are karaoke newbies (i.e., those who have not been to a karaoke 
before) joining the group, an "ice breaker" has to teach them how the machine works. 
In a family gathering when I saw Charlotte helping her mother, who was totally unfamiliar 
with the song selection machines, Charlotte did the following: 
Charlotte: "First, you can press "#5 Select by Singer", then choose from "#1 
Local Singer". And Joey Yung is a female so choose female 
singer..., #01 Joey Yung, then you can search your song by keep 
pressing the up and down arrow button. When you find the song 
you like, simply press the song number... (Keep turning the pages) 
Oh yes (pointing a song's name on the screen), that's the song!"*^ 
The main 'duty' of an "ice breaker" is to get the people into the mood of singing 
karaoke. By doing so, the "ice breaker" facilitates the running of the karaoke scene as 
a social performance. Jane, an 'established' "ice breaker" (i.e., frequently taking up 
this role in karaoke gatherings), emphasized how she would take care of the 
4吁he song selection system is more or less the same in different karaoke chain. Usually karaokists can 
select a song by "New Release", "Top Hit of the Week", Singer, Language, Category (Hit Duet, All Chorus, 
Occasion songs, Chinese Opera, Classics etc). 
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participants' feelings, especially at the start of a gathering. 
Jane: “ I would only choose my solo after the group has got into the 
mood...say they started to be "hyper...very happy, such as 
singing at the back while others are singing, or started to have 
some body movement with the music...." 
Researcher: "From then onwards then you think you can choose solo?" 
Jane: "Yes, because everyone has warmed-up already, they won't feel 
being alien to one another. 
Researcher: "So you are meaning that even you sing alone at that moment, 
others would not feel being neglected as they at least have some 
connection among themselves?" 
Jane: "At least they can chat while I'm singing. In addition, since I'm 
the only common friend among them, I can't neglect them and 
only sing whatever I like. Otherwise, I don't need to call them 
out... Also, it depends on my friend's character. For a friend 
like William, I don't need to care him much since he is easy to get 
along with others. I don't really have to look after him. He can 
manage it. But to Alpha, I'd ask her to sing; and I'd appoint a 
song for Francis to sing too." 
Researcher: "So after you have warmed-up, you pay attention in whether the 
group is in the mood, and then choose song accordingly, right?" 
Jane: "Yes yes." 
How the "ice breaker" would handle the scene depends a lot on the needs of the 
group and there is also a kind of "reciprocal dependence" of the group on the "ice 
breaker". According to Gladys, familiarity with someone plays a large part in deciding 
whether she should take the initiative or not. In short, the participants would also 
respond to the actions taken by the "ice breaker". The scene of karaoke consumption 
is, indeed， a dynamic process and role performance has its contribution to the 
facilitation of group participation and the building of the right mood for fun. 
Building on this recognition of the significance of group dynamics, we shall discuss 
the idea of "team performance" in the following parts. I am going to show how people 
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take up different roles in a karaoke scene, their motives, and how role performance is 
associated with the way they consume karaoke. 
Karaoke as a Team Performance 
For many people, singing in front of others is quite a difficult task to handle. A 
strategy to cope with such challenge is "team performance". At the surface, "team 
performance" refers to "on-stage" performance made by the singers. But at a deeper 
level, the karaoke scene as a whole is in fact a team performance, featuring the 
"ever-shifting" role between audience and performers. This is specific in the context of 
a karaoke room in which the dual-role provides the karaoke participants with a possibility 
to choose different appropriate social fronts during the interactions. 
In the actual karaoke setting, that audience joins-in and thus forms joint singing is 
as often as a participant leaves the song in the midst of a performance. This 
constitutes one important aspect of the group dynamics in a karaoke scene. Apart from 
duet or all chorus song, the reasons behind group singing can be "we both like the same 
song", "boosting the crowd's mood", "aiding others ”�and/or "emboldening someone". 
But it is more likely for the performers to do so in the form of concealing each others' 
mistakes. This will be further elaborated in the part of embarrassment management. 
Different Forms of Team Performance — ^ 
1. "I will be short of breath!" 一 Joint singing as technical support 
My key informant Ah Lok and his friend have a signature piece for karaoke singing 一 
George Lam's "Sap Fan Sap Yi Chuen"(十分十二吋,10 Centimeters and 12 Inches). It 
is a medley with the verses from 19 Canton pops and 1 Mandarin pop, together making 
the song to last for almost 12 minutes. It was originally a solo by George Lam. And it 
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was a pop song in the 1990s. Just a few years ago Lam performed it live with another 
top Hong Kong singer Eason Chan in a concert. Soon this became one of the most 
common KTV in the local karaoke scene. But with its abnormally extended length as a 
pop song, it is a rather difficult song to handle. Because of the availability of the duet 
KTV version, Ah Lok and his friend used to make it an ensemble piece for two or even 
more singers for karaoke performance. During my fieldwork, I have seen Ah Lok 
singing this song for three times. Every time he would sing with his partner in 
alternative verse so as to ensure they can finish the whole song. Along with the music, 
they responded to each other's eye cues and then fed each other's lines. Tacitly, they 
sang the refrain together. And while one was doing his/her part, the other two would 
keep moving his/her body, knocking his/her head on beat, and at the same time both 
kept watching on the screen. Then, gradually others would join their singing. In fact, 
except me as an observer, before long there was no audience left since all the 
participants had become performers in one occasion I observed. So instead of doing 
an "on-stage" performance, they were all enjoying themselves. Yet, Ah Lok would not 
choose this song every time he attends a karaoke gathering. In the three occasions 
that he made such attempts, twice he sang with his closest K-mate Charlotte and once 
with both Charlotte and Joe (one of his best friends). One reason for Ah Lok to select 
this song and to sing it with these friends is that the three of them are all fans of George 
Lam. Their interests in singing this song as well as their familiarity with the tune are 
guaranteed. They would cooperate well and enjoy the fun of joint singing. 
In the same evening, I observed that these three fans of George Lam kept choosing 
their titles from their idol's list. I also noticed that the chorus session of Lam's songs 
was always staying in an unusually high range instead of one or two occasional high 
notes in most of the pop songs. To Ah Lok, Lam's songs were rather difficult to handle 
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in comparison with other "K-songs". For instance, they did a song "Chin Yik Goh Ye 
Maan"(千億個夜晚，A Billion Nights), which is a typical Lam's work. The keyed-up 
chorus stayed in the range above middle C, spreading from D to the high C. It was a 
usual female range, but definitely an unusual range to a male vocal (in terms of a pop 
song). After finishing the song, Ah Lok commented: 
"(Blushed) Lam's songs can't be sung alone!! We must sing it 
together, and it is perfect to have 2 boys and 1 girl to do it together.. • 
the range is sooooo high that does not suit a male voice at all... that's 
for girls, isn't it? No man can do it except Lam!!" 
Recalling Gladys's experience reported in last chapter, she met a group of new 
friends in an evening. As the group was new to one another, there was not any team 
performance except for duet songs. However, when it came to the middle of the 
evening, the music of a long medley "Ging Goh Gam Kuk"、勁歌金曲，"Golden Pops') 
started and William, the 22- year-old psychology student, passed the microphone to the 
audience and asked them to sing together. The first joint-singing performance was 
then made. In the follow up interview, William explained to me that it was of his 
technical consideration that he asked for group singing: 
Researcher: "Suddenly you passed the microphone to us and said 
"Friends on the peak [literally meaning people sitting in 
the upper section of a concert hall; an expression 
referring to music fans] let's sing together!!” 
William: "Yes yes! I aimed at boosting up the atmosphere 
because I was running out of breath at that time. I can't 
sing anymore, haha. I was sick at that moment" 
Researcher: "Oh yes, you had a sore throat". 
William: 7 couldn't continue when I reached that part of the song. 
s°The original script is"山頂 0 既朋友一齊唱！". It was a typical Hong Kong saying since most of the 
concerts in Hong Kong are held in the Hong Kong Coliseum, and it was quite a tall building that much 
audience would be like sitting on the top of the hill to look down upon the stage. So it is common for the 
singer to describe those who sit at the back as "the ones on the peak". In the observation, it is common 
to see the performers said such phrase so as to imitate the singer or concert effect. This is consistent 
with the characteristic of karaoke too. 
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I knew that. So I took the chance to ask everyone to 
join. And the atmosphere was good too!!" 
So far we have discussed joint singing and how the participants helped their "team 
mate" to do a song. By joining in singing, the group members are able to contribute to 
the building up of the evening's atmosphere. 
2. Boosting the Atmosphere ——Getting closer to one another 
In the same case that was mentioned above, William admitted that though Jane, the 
"ice breaker" and the only friend-in-common among all participants, did a lot to motivate 
everyone to get engaged, still the participants were new to each other and were slow to 
get fully involved in the gathering. K was into the middle of the gathering, with the 
playing of the music of a long medley "Ging Goh Gam �勁歌金曲,"Golden Pops'), 
that a turning point was reached and the atmosphere of the evening had made a drastic 
change. William first took the initiative to arouse other participants' interest by 
standing up and saying: 'Wow/- "Golden Pops"... Good!! That's fun!!! Let's sing 
together!" William recalled: "Yes I wanted to boost the gathering's atmosphere!" 
From then onwards, the group sang as a team and the atmosphere was boosted up. 
Shortly after the song, they kept recalling their performance, such as "Haha, Now is the 
fun time!", "We were great!" That song marked the turning point of the whole evening 
as everyone was getting closer to each other and sharing a common topic to chat with. 
. Similar to "Sap Fan Sap Yi Chuen"(十分十二吋，10 Centimeters and 12 Inches), 
"Ging Goh Gam Kuk"、勁歌金曲,The Golden Pops) is another lengthy medley consisting 
of 36 Canton and Mandarin latest hits and classics. Because there were only 4 
microphones provided, Jane, William, Francis, Gladys and Alpha, the five of them, took 
turn in singing different verses in order to do the song cooperatively. Basically, they 
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sang with a gender division of labor. When the verses coming from a female song, 
Jane, Gladys and Alpha would take the microphones; both William and Francis would 
stand-by waiting for their turn or do a lip-sync. This was how they played their parts in 
the performance: 
Group Chorus: ^ '0 / nei ngoh goon bat liu si who 
(愛你我管不了是• 
(Loving you, no matter it is disaster) 
Mei seung gwoh si wai hoh 
(未想過是爲m 
(Never think of a reason) 
Nang oijeuk nei too ya mei hui doh 
m愛著你苦也未去m 
(I'll never escape from any bitterness as long as I can in love 
with you) 
Francis & William: ^^Yau jeuk ngoh bin yau jeuk nei 
(有著我便有著你) 
(Whenever there is you, there is me) 
Jan oi si wing bat sei 
(真愛是永不m 
(True love will never die) 
Chuen gwoh hei who bei 
(穿過喜和m 
(Across happiness and sorrow) 
Kwa gwoh sang who sei 
(跨過生和m 
(Striding across life and death) 
William (Speak): "Friends on the peak let's sing togethe严!!，，(Passing his 
microphone to the girls) 
Jane, Gladys & Alpha:斜See me fly I'm singing in the sky 
Ga si ngoh suen san wa 
(假使我算神m 
(If I'm a legend) 
Yan nei chong gang yue faai 
(因你創更愉m 
(It will be more great if that's made by you) 
55Pang ngoh chit dai dik yung hei 
51 Extracted from a Canton song "Oi Nei"(愛你’ Loving You), sung originally by a male Hong Kong singer 
Andy Hui 
®^Extracted from a Canton song "Oi Si Wing Hang，，(愛是永疲,Love is Eternal), sung originally by a male 
Hong Kong singer Jacky Cheung. 
53Refer to footnote #51. 
s^Extracted from a Canton song "Ngoh Dik Giu 0”（我的驕傲,My Proud), sung originally by a female Hong 
Kong singer Joey Yung. 
s5Extracted from a Canton song "Oi Si Jui Daai Kuen Lei"(愛是最大權利,Love is the Greatest Right of All), 
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繊徹底的勇M) 
(With my ultimate courage) 
Oi si jui daai kuen lei 
(愛是最大權秈 
(Love is the greatest right) 
Bat lei cheung min bat wai daai 
(不理場面不偉大) 
(Even it is not grand) 
Ngoh gung nei chijung tung yau sang sei 
(我共你始終同遊生m 
(Still we have been passing through life and death) 
Wang yau na yat Jung git mei 
(還有哪一種結m 
(Can there be other ending) 
Fa gwong yat chaij'oi foo nei 
(花光一切在乎你) 
(deserve me to devote everything for you?) 
Moot yau seung gwoh taai doh 
(沒有想過太多) 
(Never thought for too much) 
Ngoh ji sui yiu nei 
m只需要你) 
(I just need you) 
In fact, these songs were all classics to this group. Although it was a new group 
combination and surely there was hardly any tacit understanding among them, due to 
the popularity of this medley no one in the group found this song unfamiliar and all the 
participants could do the joint singing smoothly. With the singer-friendly pace, a high 
volume throughout the song and most importantly familiar lyrics and tunes, everyone 
relaxed the throat and sang it out loud. Moreover, when the group gradually got use to 
the turn taking practice, the members began to act like a performing team. As a result, 
everyone felt at ease to join the singing. At the same time, every member also worked 
on covering errors made by the others. Lastly, there emerged a kind of "team spirit" in 
the joint singing by synchronizing their body movements (like clapping, foot tapping, 
finger snapping, and head nodding). It is a clear example on DeNora's “entrainment”一 
sung originally by a female Hong Kong singer Kary Ng. 
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"the alignment or integration of bodily gestures with some recurrent features in the 
environment" (DeNora, 2000: 77-78). Once the group became "outer directed", 
everyone concentrated on singing without any one of them trying to quit in the middle of 
the song. The atmosphere was vibrant. Having finished a "common task", they began 
to build up some mutual understanding. They became open to joint singing in the rest 
of the evening. 
3. The Co-Story-Teller 
Some pop songs are written for several singers to perform together and the joint 
singers act as the "co-teller" of a story as described in the lyrics. As the story proceeds, 
singers would express their views, play the role as prescribed by the story and react to 
one another's performance. In doing such a kind of song, the participants may have to 
use a "special tune" to perform it. 
"Saam Yan Hang" 三人行’ A Journey of Three) is a song describing three different 
phases of a child's growing up process. The song was originally recorded by a child 
called Sze, a female artist Tina Lau, and pop singer George Lam. These three 
characters co-tell their stories of not being understood by the others. The lyrics®® 
5®The original lyrics of "Saam Yan Hang"(三人行，A Journey of Three) 
小 孩 ： 童 年 時 逢 開 窗 便 會 望 見 會 飛 大 象 而 旁 人 仍 鎮 m 話 我 現 已 太 深 近 視 但 我 任 人 胡 說 只 是 堅 持 
飛象兒共我常在那天上漫遊要用笑做個大門口打開天上月球齊話聲漫長漫長路間我伴我閒談 
漫長漫長夜晚從未覺是冷 
劉 ： 年 齡 如 流 水 般 驟 已 十 八 與 星 做 伴 沒 有 別 人 來 我 心 內 敲 門 而 旁 人 從 不 知 亦 懶 靜 聽 我 心 內 事 
但我現能尋到解悶鎖匙星與月兒共我常在晚空內漫遊笑著喊著結伴攜手空中觀望地球齊話聲 
漫長漫長路間我伴我閒談漫長漫長夜晚從未覺是冷 
林 ： 從 前 傻 頭 小 子 現 已 大 個 更 深 近 視 而 旁 人 仍 不 歡 罵 我 自 滿 以 心 做 伴 但 我 任 人 胡 說 只 是 旁 觀 
心就如密友長路裡相伴漫遊聽著我在說樂和憂分擔心內石頭齊話聲漫長漫長路間我伴我閒談 
漫長漫長夜晚從未覺是冷 
For the child, he was so creative and imaginative that others can never share his view. In the eyes 
of others, the child is rather abnormal. By the way, he insists his point of view. Instead of asking for 
others' listening, he accompanies his soul. It is always warm in his heart even he is being teased all the 
time. 
As grown up, the teen girl keeps more secret in her mind, but there is seldom anyone knocking the 
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describe different kinds of loneliness in different stages of life. The only way to solve 
such loneliness is "chatting with myself"、“我伴我閒談、、which is also the only way to 
preserve one's true self in the modern society (Chu, 1998: 109). In order to express in 
a more "authentic" way, Charlotte imitated a child voice to sing the first verse, and her 
partners played the other roles by using a "mature adult voice" to perform their parts 
accordingly. 
Similarly, when Charlotte did the song Somewhere out There with her two male 
classmates, she shifted her voice into a child-like one so as to Imitate the original 
version that is really done by a child singer in the first verse. In short, quite often we will 
see that joint singing involves dramatic role playing and other participants' collaboration 
in order to make it an interesting performance. Should any one of them disturb the 
performance by being overly serious or questioning the meaning of role performance, a 
smooth performance can be turned into an embarrassing situation. Some titles are 
especially suitable for this kind of joint singing and role performance. Yet, it is not the 
song per se that would make it work out smoothly. The smooth running of the 
performance depends on some tacit understanding among the participants on how the 
singing should be conducted. 
4. Team performance that made by "Performers" and "Audience" 
Occasional thumbs-up, yelling "you're doing great", clapping, whistling and shouting, 
doing lip-sync... All these happened in almost every karaoke scene. In fact, 
participants need not to take up the microphone and sing all the time. Instead, showing 
door of her heart, paying her any patience to listen from her. Yet, she gets along with her boredom by 
chatting with the stars and moon. 
Lastly the male singer tells that the young boy yesterday is now grown up. However, he is still 
blamed for his arrogance. To cope with, he chooses to ignore others, and he himself act as the only soul 
mate for his own. 
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that one is paying attention to the performance and acting like a fan or a member of a 
cheering team would be equally significant to the making of an enjoyable karaoke 
gathering. 
As mentioned in the part of karaoke decorum" in last chapter, Mr. J，the university 
professor, had once gone karaoke with his students. Facing their professor, the 
students participated actively during his performance. They had not only synchronized 
their body movements, they also screamed in every interlude showing that they were Mr. 
J's "super fans" (supportive listeners). Of course, Mr. J also played his role 
enthusiastically by acting like an expressive singer. He shook his body when he was 
doing some lively songs. Though these supporting actions could be superficial and 
nothing more than friendly gestures, both the singer and the audience did get involved in 
playing their roles and this helped sustain the mood of the karaoke scene. 
Another observation was made in an evening karaoke gathering of a group of five 
ex-university classmates, namely Ah Lok, Vichy, Carrie, Doris and Charlotte, who were 
all in their mid-twenties. This was a new combination in the sense that, though they 
were all friends and some had been singing karaoke with one another in other 
occasions, the five of them had not been in the same karaoke gathering before. In 
order to get themselves into the mood of singing, one of them deliberately chose a 
number of mixed-duet songs. Since there was only one man in the group, he had to 
join singing mixed-duet song in all these selected titles. For the female participants, 
they might share a microphone or randomly take turns to sing. 
I observed that Ah Lok, the only man in the evening, was fully occupied by singing 
while the group played a series of male-female-mixed-duet songs, but the female 
participants could take turn to sing. There was an episode that Carrie, Doris and 
Charlotte, who did not hold the microphones, listened to Vicky and Ah Lok's duet piece 
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"Ho Ho Luen Oi"、好好戀愛’ Love Well) quietly as an audience. Yet, it could be seen 
that the rest were all staring at the screen. Once either Vicky or Ah Lok strayed off a bit, 
Doris would join in and sing the missed phrase slightly louder so as to feed gap and let 
the singers to catch up again as soon as possible. It turned out that both the singers 
were only familiar with the main melody and they would slip in some sections of the 
song. The following happened when the chorus repeated the second time. 
Ah Lok: Yuen liu ba 
完了吧 
(It's the end) 
Vicky: (Missed, not sure with the melody and stray off, Doris backed-up immediately 
without microphones) 
Jo goi fong hoi 
早該散開 
(I should let go earlier) 
Ah Lok: Yue mo yi oi 
如無意外 
(If everything is alright) 
Vicky (Voice disappeared): Jung yau gam koi 
(Doris) 縱有感慨 
(Even there's regret) 
Ah Lok: Chung gam hoi chi goi ho ho luen oi 
從今開始該好好戀愛 
(\Ne should love well from now on) 
Vicky: (Doris) Wai hoh ngoh jik mok bat loi 
爲何我寂寞不來 
(Why Can't I stand loneness?) 
Ah Lok: Fong ha chung chin yat duen gam ching 
放下從前一段感情 
(Leaving the past) 
Choi nang jui kau jeung loi 
才能追求將來 
(Only then we can look forward to the future) 
Vicky & Ah Lok: (V) Neijau chi moot chuen joi 
你就似沒存在 
(Just like you do not exist) 
(L)Dong jo ngoh moot chuen Joi 
當做我沒存在 
(Pretend that I don't exist) 
Vicky: Yuen liu ba 
完m 
(It's the end) 
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Ah Lok: 7 Don't know this phrase!!" (Shout) (On screen lyrics changing their color) 
Ying goi fong hoi 
應該放開 
(I should let go) 
Vicky: Ying nang chang hei loi 
仍能撐起來 
(Still I can stand) 
Ah Lok: Jung yau gam koi 
(Doris) 縱有感慨 
(Even if there's regret) 
Vicky: Chin jun bin yeung ji Juen sam fong hoi 
前進便讓自尊心放開 
(Step forward and thus release your self-esteem) 
Ah Lok: Kei mong nei nang cham mik oi 
(Doris) 期望你肖旨尋覓愛 
(Wish that you can find your true love) 
Vicky: Go bit chung chin Jung si bat yi, yin yi ga yue 
告別從前總是不易然而假如 
f S a y goodbye to the past is not easy. But if) 
Vicky & Ah Lok: (L)Bat ji neijoi 
(Together with Doris) 不止你在 
(There's not only you) 
(V & Doris) Ji dak ngoh joi 
R得我在 
(There's only me) 
(V)Nei hoh yuen ying dau lau joi je oi hoi 
你可願仍逗留在這愛海 
(Would you still stay in this "love sea"?) 
(L) Joi bat yuen mang muk lau joi Je oi hoi 
再不願肓目留在這愛海 
(Never would I ever blindly stay in this "love sea") 
Doris, the original audience of Vicky and Ah Lok's performance, became the 
"off-stage substitute singer" of the song. Her active participation in the audience area 
saved the performance. Later Doris explained to me why she played her role: 
Doris: "uh....l don't want to make the situation embarrassing. Well, 
don't you have such feeling too? It's natural in making 
something complete, just like singing that song. When I sai/v 
that Vicky seemed to need help, I would fit in. Also, that's the 
fun for a group to sing karaoke together. ..It's very natural for me 
to Join-in as an audience. The most important thing is the 
atmosphere.... I sing in the audience area all the time, 
regardless the singers' ability. ONLY if someone sings really 
brilliantly, I would keep my mouth shut and appreciate the 
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singer's performance. But usually I would sing together.“ 
Researcher: "Then why didn't you use the microphone?" 
Doris: "I regard myself as an audience... Just like following your idol's 
performance in a MV (music video) or listen to a song. You 
won't take a microphone to sing, but just follow. If I take up 
the microphone, that means I'm the performer. But I'm not at 
that moment." 
It is interesting to observe that, for Doris, to support, to participate or to assist in 
finishing a song performed by other participants is an acceptable and, in her eyes, an 
appropriate way to behave in a karaoke setting. To do this does not require her pick up 
the microphone and to assume the role of a performer. She sees herself as a 
participant among the audience. Yet, this would not stop her from playing a part in a 
performance. 
Furthermore, she played her part with an attention of avoiding embarrassment. 
Her contribution was to fill in a gap in the performance, when the performers had some 
difficulties in finishing the song. Indeed, she saved the performance and the 
performers were also saved from being embarrassed by their inability of doing the 
singing part accurately. Doris saved the scene as a whole. 
5. Selective Enabling 
Of course, participants are always careful and tactful in offering assistance to the 
performer. Despite that such assistance may avoid embarrassing situations, not every 
performer would be comfortable with such an 'intrusion'. First, the performer may find 
his/her voice 'covered' by such unsolicited assistance. Furthermore, the assistance 
may unintentionally work as a reminder to the audience that the performer has made a 
mistake in his/her singing. And this can create embarrassment to the performer. So, 
the offer of assistance has to be carried out skillfully. Knowing whose performance can 
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be ‘assisted��when to join in and when to fade out is very important in a karaoke scene. 
Jane: "Yes, when my friend is singing, I would lip-sync at the back. I 
think it's rather a kind of support and politeness... let her know 
that I'm paying attention to her, without throwing her off by singing 
with a microphone together...you know, it can be annoying when 
my vocal is too loud or covering her voice. 
Charlotte: "Sometimes, I would do so as per my dad's requesf\.. you can 
see, when my dad [Tony] looked at me helplessly, he's indeed 
asking for my help. Then I would sing softly to back him up in 
case he strayed off key or not sure about the melody. I won't 
pick up the microphone because since it's a male song, not for my 
voice. Also, I have confidence in his singing, so once he could 
catch up again, I will step back and fade out, silently appreciating 
his performance." 
In the interview with Kim (Christina's team leader), she further elaborated about 
how a karaoke audience could join the performance in the form of assistance. Kim is 
surely a kind and sympathetic woman, always ready to help in all aspect of her friends' 
lives and assists her colleagues at work. Yet, based on her understanding to different 
performers' characters, she explained to her approach to this issue. In the interview, 
she had briefly evaluated a number of her colleagues who are her frequent karaoke 
companions. 
Kim: 'Timothy... I don't mind to assist him. You know, he is an "ABC" 
(American-Born Chinese). As you had seen, he didn't know how to 
pronounce many Chinese characters. So whenever he sang, I used 
to stand-by and teach him the pronunciation. 
(During the observation, Kim did teach Timothy word by word, especially when 
there was a more difficult Chinese character, Kim would demonstrate to Timothy 
1-phrase in advance.) 
"Olivia? She is so playful in doing karaoke and likes to do it in her own 
style. Even she made mistakes, she would just laugh. ..she is the one 
who gave the loudest laughs! It seemed to me that she "enjoyed" 
making those mistakes. Sometimes it's really funny when someone 
mispronounced a word... haha, that made the lyric nonsense!! I won't 
interrupt in such a situation... while everyone was laughing about it 
Her mispronunciation usually created a good atmosphere, HAHAHA， 
57 It is the same case mentioned in chapter 4, in the part of Voice Breaking - Not Everyone Can Do it. 
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that's why I'd never thought of helping her." 
"Leslie? No, I won't assist him. He's quite shy and would not like to be 
criticized... My daily experience tells. So not to say "help", I won't even 
not dare to interrupt... just let him solo.“ 
While there are participants like Leslie, who would not be happy with the offer of 
assistance, there are others who are shy and want to receive motivation and 
encouragement from the audience. Yet, it does not necessary mean that they need 
"accompaniment". Informant Tony, whose experience has been reported earlier, 
belongs to the second category of shy participants. Thus, Kim did a lot to welcome him 
and lead him to the group, she had not thought of accompanying him in singing. In a 
different situation, Tony would ask for his daughter's help in case he thought he needed 
her accompaniment. Besides, to a shy person like Tony, reciprocal familiarity is 
significant in deciding whether the back-up from the audience is appreciated. As 
shown in the interaction between him and his daughter, it can be seen that firstly, it was 
his daughter, by whom he was willing to be helped. Secondly, he did not want to 
receive any unsolicited assistance. 
After discussing several forms in team performance in a karaoke room, it comes to 
the core in the team performance dynamics 一 embarrassment management. 
Inappropriate action would make an already embarrassing situation worse. Further 
developing the concept of team performance, the following section is an attempt to 
investigate how the performers and the audience save one another's face and how 
embarrassment management is handled. 
What If I Sing Out of Tune? 一 Embarrassment Management in Karaoke 
To be frank, singing is not as easy as karaoke claims. It is often to have poor 
singer who fails to complete a song and end up with an embarrassing episode. In most 
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of the karaoke scenes, singing is the main medium of communication. Thus, singing 
out of tune, misreading the lyrics, and falling behind the tempo are the most common 
causes of embarrassment. Goffman sees that embarrassment arises when there are 
unfulfilled expectations over one's given social identities and the setting (Goffman, 1967: 
105). In order to guarantee every participant not fail to play their parts and sustain the 
performance, and to uphold his image portrayed at the very beginning of the 
performance, individual would conceal his embarrassment, try to bring his feelings and 
himself back to the play as soon as possible (Goffman, 1967: 102) in an "appropriate" 
manner. Here, Goffman uses the term "poise" to refer one's "capacity to avoid causing 
oneself or others embarrassment" (Goffman, 1967:103). Surely, the most direct way to 
prevent embarrassment would be avoiding any encounter in which these threats are 
likely to occur. However, instead of avoid doing karaoke; it is more common to see the 
informants handling the situation with different tactics when they are embarrassed. 
The followings are the general measures that have been taken usually. 
Improvisation 
A very common way to hide one's mistake in singing is improvisation, i.e., to 
hybridize with some nonsense syllables in the slipped phrase and thus save the song or 
the performance. This is especially so when singing a song with dense or rap-like 
lyrics, "improvisation" arises naturally. 
One evening, seven classmates of a hobby course met after class. Although they 
have been classmates for one and a half year, it was the first time to have a karaoke 
gathering. As a new grouping, a high level of face-work was expected. The gathering 
started at 7:00pm. In the next one hour, all participants only did solo song. Then the 
first duet song began at 8:00pm when Chris and Zenith sang Eason Chan's "Jui Gaai 
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Sune Yau" ('The Best Bad Friend”,”最佳損友 
Chris and Zenith sang in unison: 
Chung chin gung nei chuk sat ba j'au BLA-BLA-BLA (king tung siu) do bat gau 
[從前共你體把酒BLA-BLA-BLA (傾通宵)都不夠) 
(In the past, we drank and got wasted till dawn.) 
Ngoh yau tung faai gwoh nei yau moot yau 
(我有痛快過你有沒荀 
(I had a great time and did you too?) 
Man ngoh yau moot yau 
(問我有沒萄 
(I ask myself) 
Kok sat DOO'LU'DOO (ya moot yau) DOO-LU-DOO-DOO (Yatjik doh bei) dikj'ik 
hau fei sam moh daai sau 
(確實DOO-LU-DOO (也沒有)DOO-IXJ-DOO-DOO(—直躲m的藉口非甚麼大仇) 
(There's nothing really hateful between us.) 
Wai hoh gau ji geij'oijui hau bin bat do lo yau 
m何舊知己在最後變不到老友) 
(But why we just can't be buddy forever as in the past?) 
Bat ji BLA一 (nei) si ngoh dik yau yi moot LA-LA-LA (faat mong tau) 
(不知BLA-(你)是我敵友已沒LA-LA-LA(法望m) 
(Are you my friend or enemy? It seems unclear to me) 
Bei LU-LU (tuijeuk) j'au gan jeuk sang woot lau 
mLu-Lumm^跟著生活流) 
(Now we are both floating in the rush lives) 
Loi nin mak sang dik si jok yat Jui chan dik mau mau 
(來年陌生的是昨日最親的某m 
(Stranger in the future, was my closest friend yesterday.) 
Later, Chris discussed his performance about his handling of the difficult parts: 
"My friend chose this song... I didn't know all the words... It comes too 
fast! My tongue got twisted, so just keep blurring the word until I can 
pick up again. I'm always like that... can't chase the words all the time, 
haha!" 
While the two were singing, the other participants were expected to be listening to 
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the performance. But one of them was finishing his dish and another was tittering. 
Chris's and Zenith's slips could be easily identified by this group of participants because 
they were advanced musical instrument players with sharp ears. Yet, interestingly, no 
one pointed out their mistake or interrupted their performance. The two singers 
continued to sing until the end as if the lyrics were written in that way. After they had 
finished the song, Chris and Zenith did not say a word about their performance. When 
the music of the next song began, the next singer took the microphone and continued 
the scene. While the two singers tried to "improvise", the audiences remained silent as 
a kind of tacit cooperation in saving the show. As one of the participants vindicated 
later: "I don't know how Chris and Zenith felt... They tried to hide their slips, then why 
bother to point them out? What if they stop singing from that song onward?" Clearly, 
because the night was the first karaoke encounter for this group and they were not very 
sure of others' karaoke practice; they were very tactful in remaining silent and dared not 
to make a joke out of it. This echoes Goffman's saying: ''When a person fails to prevent 
an incident, he can still attempt to maintain the fiction that no threat to face has 
occurred. “ (Goffman, 1967: 17) 
Sing in my way 
Christina, a mid-40 administrative specialist of a computer company, is not a 
frequent karaoke singer. She visits karaoke once in every two months only. In the 
past few years, most of her karaoke visits were done with her colleagues. However, all 
of her colleagues are younger than her for at least 10-year. Though she is not the boss 
of her colleagues, she is the most senior staff within the group. It is no wonder why she 
receives a lot of respect among her karaoke companions even though her repertoire is 
old, and most of all, her singing is poor. Whenever they go to a karaoke, Christina 
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would not choose the songs of her colleagues' taste. On the contrary, she is not afraid 
of being a bit different. This also applies to her performing style. 
Christina is someone who would get slipped even when singing her "signature 
song". It is easy to hear her making pitch inaccuracy and off-tempo mistakes. When 
compared with her colleagues, her singing is quite bad. Still, she sings actively, and 
her colleagues would not mock or stop her from singing. Here, Christina shares her 
poise: 
"I know I am not talented in singing. But I treat it lightly as a social 
gathering activity. I don't mind to sing badly.... Many people said 
that I'm 'reciting'(朗誦 the lyrics instead of singing. Yup, I admit that 
I don't treat singing karaoke seriously. With my style ... haha, so I 
can sing almost every song I like even I haven't heard before. You 
know, most of the songs my colleagues would choose are new to me. 
But I don't like to remain silent. Here's karaoke, everyone should 
participate by singing songs. So I should try my best to engage 
actively. Whenever I sing like chanting, my colleagues may mock 
me that 'Oh no! That's not singing at all'. But the atmosphere is 
boosted up. At least I would not be neglected by them. All of us 
feel happy. What's more, since I use to 'sing' in such way, then even 
sometimes I was really 'singing' but poorly, they would let me go. 
They may think that I'm joking again. This will effectively hide my 
weakness in singing: 
In her case, Christina chooses to give an impression that she has "no ears" and 
would stay stubbornly off-key. Surely, this would easily create embarrassment. But, 
she handles this by cracking a few jokes as a poise, which would allow her colleagues to 
feel good about their own singing ability. She explicitly treats karaoke without a serious 
attitude and this has become her "survival tactic" (singing karaoke without the ability to 
sing) in karaoke encounters. 
3. "I don' know how to sing!!" 
Most karaokists are enthusiastic in trying new songs. But the word "new" implies 
that they may be not familiar enough to do it independently. Olivia, the one who has 
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been mentioned by Kim in the previous section, is no exception. Last year in October, 
there was a TV series "At Home with Love"(樓住有情人）broadcasted in a major local 
TV channel. In a gathering held in the same month, Olivia was eager to try the theme 
song of this TV series. She asked her colleague to sit next to her in order to confirm 
the song title several times. After two rounds of singing, it was finally Olivia's turn. 
She was very excited when the prelude played on the machine was the one she had 
been expecting: 
"Yes yes yes!! That's the song!!! Here I go!" 
(Music began) 
"Seung dui dik hei wan yan yeuk yue Jim kaau gan" 
(相對的氣溫人若如漸靠逝 
(Relative climate, people seems to be closer gradually) 
(Olivia stopped after singing the first phrase, leaving her eyes scanning the 
screen silently for a familiar tune to get her bearings. The on-screen lyrics kept 
rolling with the music. There was dead-air for a few seconds. But silence 
screams in karaoke. At the time being, audience who hadn't been watching turn 
to see what's wrong; those who had been watching the screen now turned to 
stare on Olivia's face.) 
(She tried again) “••.…foo kap yuen chue .••，， 
(M影像留住了)….呼吸….(像凝住了我不斷回M).…遠處…） 
(Breath... holding... Keep looking back... faraway) 
In a second, Olivia shouted suddenly, "I don't know how to sing!!" 
Everyone laugh immediately. But very soon, the group tried to ease her straits 
by narrating the lyrics collectively since none of them really knew this new song. Also, 
it was even more fun for them to perform this song in such way. This act continued 
the laughter that Olivia brought. Lifted by the group effort, Olivia finally recovered her 
tune and went on: 
"Mooi yat mok cheung j'un um gei, chui si yau hap seung ngaan mong nei，， 
_一幕詳盡暗記隨時又合上眼望働 
fEvery episode secretly stays in my mind, seeing your face whenever I close my eye.”� 
And when the line came to the chorus (the most tuneful part of the song) again, all of 
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them shouted out "jeung ying jeung lau jue liu, foo kap jeung ying jue liu"(將影像留住了 
呼吸像凝住了, Keeping the image, holding the breath).... Finally, Olivia got through the 
performance and the song was ended with appreciative applause from everyone. 
Similarly, recalling Ah Lok's experience in missing a line when doing "Sap Fan Oi"(十 
分愛,Love Perfectly) with Vicky, he suddenly yelled and told the participants that he 
was unfamiliar with the song. This drew Doris's attention and she came in to do the 
back-up immediately. At the end, the three of them finished the song together. 
In this case, the interesting point is, sometimes a vulnerable singer can win the 
audience's approval if the singer excuse himself before the outbreak of an embarrassing 
incident. Though most of the textbooks on performance suggest to the actor of not 
asking for sympathy from the audience, in karaoke the crowd shares a stronger sense 
of inclusion and they are always ready to accept self-deprecators or any humble act 
(Drew, 1994: 45). So, quite often some performers would preface their songs with 
disavowals: "It's the first time I sing this song"; "I don't know if I can make this"; "I'm so 
nervous!!') "It is a difficult song"; "My voice is not ready" etc., expressing an apologetic 
attitude. However, unless they are overly done, such apologetic gestures are often 
found acceptable. In a karaoke scene, it is the resistance to singing that is not 
appreciated. Singing poorly is still better than all kinds of excuse for not singing. The 
persons who can grant the performer the excuse from singing are the audiences only. 
"The favorable judgments about oneself always come from the others; but the 
unfavorable judgments of oneself are usually one's own contribution" (Goffman, 1967: 
30). 
What I gathered from all my 13 observations was that no matter how awful the 
performances were, no one would seriously complain a humble (and an apologetic) 
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performer. To some extent, audiences were obliged to accept a performer's apology. 
"It's not that bad!" was a phrase I often heard in many scenes. Perhaps this explains 
why people, despite differences in their interests in music and singing, are so fond of 
karaoke singing. 
4. The Clown 
If Christina's "not-too-serious" strategy works, then assuming the role of a "party 
clown" is another. Labeled as a "clown", such a singer usually would sing wildly, 
dramatically, and sometimes shamelessly off-key and off-lyrics while others continue to 
sing their own songs. On one hand, playing the role of a "clowning" is a poise, used by 
those who are less capable of singing properly to avoid a situation of embarrassment. 
On the other hand, many participants also enjoy the company of a "clown". After all, 
karaoke is for fun. 
A typical example is to sing a song in different languages or dialects. In Hong 
Kong, the majority of karaokists sing Cantonese and Mandarin songs. Yet, it does not 
mean that the singer can command both Cantonese and Mandarin with similar level of 
proficiency. In karaoke, some singers would deliberately sing an original Mandarin 
song in Cantonese as a way to save themselves from the embarrassment caused by 
their poor Mandarin. 
Tai Hau Woh, a 27-year-old man, who loved .singing but with extremely poor 
Mandarin pronunciations, used to sing his favorite Mandarin song "You Duo Shao Ai Ke 
Yi Zhong Lai"、有多少愛可以重來、Can Any Love be Repeated?) in Cantonese. 
Starting from the first phrase, Tai Hau Woh's mispronunciation would trigger laughter 
from the audience. Instead of singing in Mandarin: 
"Chang chang ze gwai zi ji 
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(常常責怪自己） 
(Always blaming myself) 
Dang chu bu ying gai" 
(當初不應該） 
(I should not do that) 
He sang in Cantonese pronunciation: 
"Seung seung jaak gwaaiji gei 
(常常責怪自己） 
(Always blaming myself) 
Dong choh bat ying goi 
(當初不應該） 
(I should not do that) 
For the chorus, the original lyrics should be pronounced in this way: 
"You duo shao ai ke yi zhong lai 
(有多少愛可以重來) 
(Can any love be repeated?) 
You duo shao ren yuan yi deng dai 
(有多少Am意等待) 
(How many people are willing to wait?) 
Dang dong de zhen xi yi hou hui lai 
(當懂得珍惜以後回m 
(Come back after I realize how precious it is) 
Que bu zhi na fen ai 
(卻不知那份愛) 
(Yet don't know whether the love) 
Hui bu hui haijai" 
(會不會還在) 
(Would it be still here?) 
And Tai Hau Woh sang expressively but miles off-key and off-tempo with the 
Cantonese pronunciation: 
"Yau doh siu oi hoh yi chung loi 
(有多少愛可以重來) 
(Can any love be repeated?) 
Yau doh siu yan yuen yi dang doi 
(有多少人願意等m 
(How many people are willing to wait?) 
Dang dung dak jan sik yi hau wooi loi 
(當懂得珍借以後回剩 
(Come back after I realize how precious it is) 
Keuk bat ji na fan oi 
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(卻不知那份動 
(Yet don't know whether the love) 
Wooi bat wooi wang Joi" 
(會不會還在) 
(Would it be still here?) 
Before long, all the participants were laughing in tears. They described Tai Hau 
Woh in this way: 
"He is funny; always bringing us so much fun.... We just wonder how he can 
hold his laughter for the whole song!? It is so weird that Cantonese does 
not fit the music for even a single note, but he can stand until the very end 
without laughing a second. He was wonderful, hahaha!" 
And Tai Hau Woh explained his behavior: 
"I don't know how to pronounce every word.... most of the words. Then I 
better sing in Cantonese.... still Chinese! Yes, Cantonese does not match 
the tune so I choose to sing in an almost speaking way... just reading out the 
words. But I like this song a lot And they [his friends] like it Sometimes it 
is my friends that ask me to sing this song. I don't sing it every time.... 
Only when they want me to. It's OK; at least, this is my favorite song.“ 
Clowning here works as a face-saving strategy when the performer has expected to 
fail. But that does not mean it will always work irrespective of the social context. First, 
it depends on the song itself. K is only because the Cantonese intonation cannot fit 
well into an original Mandarin or English that the clowning effect can be achieved. The 
clowning effect has to be a kind of exaggeration, dramatizing the poor performance and 
turning it into a funny situation. Second, it also depends on the group's perception of a 
karaoke scene: are they serious or playful performers? For serious performers, they 
may react very strongly to a clown-like performance, being unhappy with its effect of 
spoiling a party. Being playful would be defined as an inappropriate way to do karaoke 
singing. And other kinds of embarrassment are likely to follow. 
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Concluding Remarks 
If every social performance is a team work, then any face-saving work must be 
cooperative in nature (Goffman, 1967: 27). It can be initiated by the person whose face 
is threatened, or by "the offender", or "the witness" (Goffman, 1967: 27). Since each 
participant is a part of the performance, there would be some tacit cooperation among 
themselves to save the victim or others' face. 'The language of innuendo, ambiguities, 
well-placed pauses, carefully worded jokes" (Burns, 1953; Goffman, 1967: 30) may be 
applied to the situation. Similarly, in a karaoke scene, where singing composes a 
major part of the communication, these tactics would be used with slight modifications in 
order to keep the embarrassing scene from the audience. They can act as if they have 
not received any message or hint about the possible face-losing episode. This is 
always effective to keep the performance running smoothly. According to Goffman, it is 
only if "an encounter with people whom he will not have dealings with again leaves [an 
actor] free to take a high line that the future will discredit, or free to suffer humiliation that 
would make future dealings with them an embarrassing thing to have to face" (Goffman, 
1967:7-8). But in most of our daily encounters, individuals tend to conform and align 
with the different expectations within the group and to ensure that the "team work" can 
continue. 
Last but not least, saving an interaction is a shared responsibility. 
"Embarrassment is built into the establishment ecologically", as suggested by Goffman 
(1967:110). How to avoid embarrassment depends on the actions and reactions taken 
by the participants of a social scene. Should one member depart from the shared 
perception and take a different course of action, the entire situation would be handled 
very differently. 
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Chapter 6 
Karaoke as Communication 
Unlike other consumption items, the consumption of karaoke demands more than 
just turning on a TV set or an amplifier. It requires individuals' active participation. A 
participant of a karaoke scene has to be able to follow the musical accompaniment 
played by karaoke and then sing the right melody and rhythm. But the more difficult 
part comes from social interactions within a karaoke box. After all, singing karaoke is 
not an individual entertainment. We have discussed how one has to accommodate 
other participants' expectations and reactions in Chapter 5. There we have also 
analyzed how the participants can act as a team. It is shown that karaoke consumption 
is more than just a front stage solo performance. But the more intriguing aspect of 
karaoke singing is that, give门 its primacy of orality (Wu, 1997), it is also a kind of 
communication between the singer and the other participants. Apart from the most 
common practice of explicitly dedicating songs to others, communication can also be 
carried out in an implicit and symbolic way. In this chapter, I will examine how the 
karaoke consumers make use of singing and their songs to present themselves in front 
of other participants, and how they communicate with others by their performances. 
Presentation of Self through Songs 
Karaoke music or song is, by definition, incomplete in its contents ——it is an 
orchestra without the lead vocal. Karaoke music is designed to be reprocessed, and to 
be interwove门 with live vocals (Drew, 1994). It is of course true to say that the karaoke 
music producers have already set up in their studio the musical-technical parameters 
that their consumers can or are expected to perform in their karaoke singing. Also, 
many karaoke consumers try to sing "cover" 一 that is, to imitate the original singer or 
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conform to the musical-technical specificities of the original music. This explains why 
karaokist often gives us a门 image of mere imitator of the pop stars. Indeed, some 
karaokists deliberately imitate the original singer's practice for the purpose of soliciting a 
positive response from the audience and to cheer up their mood. Others do so for 
showing their singing ability. But our analysis needs to go beyond the front. One of 
the reasons why karaoke singing is so popular is that many see it as a medium of self 
expression. 
Imitating Singer 
H. Stith Bennett commented: "your ability to copy music [is] the exhibition of [your] 
technical accomplishment" (Benette, 1989 in Drew, 1994:39). Singing can be a means 
for self expression. But apart from that, for many they are also interested in imitating a 
singer's performance. They see this as an opportunity to test one's singing ability. 
Indeed, instead of being a mere imitator, some karaokists imitate singers both in the 
technical sense and in terms of the way the song is performed. For instance, Mr. J 
would 丨ear门 the way of how Andy Lau sings and tried to apply such technique in singing 
Andy Lau's song. 
Mr J: "Although his [Andy Lau] singing may not be perfect, I see it at least 
a way of performance that most people accept So if I adopt his 
way of singing, I can sure that not many people would dislike it.“ 
Others adopt a different attitude. They dislike the idea of imitation and treat 
karaoke as a way of self expression. 
Researcher: "Have you ever been imitating any singer while singing 
karaoke?" 
William: "Never! Sing out myself! I won't intimate any singer 
deliberately. That's because when I say I like a song that 
means I like the lyrics, melodies and the singer's voice. But 
that voice is not mine. So what I can do is to sing it in MY 
way.“ 
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Researcher: "What if others comment on your voice that sounds like a 
certain singer?" 
William: (Scornfully) "I'd simply reply by "HAHAHA"...then I'll ignore him". 
Researcher: "So what do you think if someone imitates any singer?" 
William: "Why bother to do so? Show your own style!! Isn't it 
meaningful to sound like others? What for?" 
Similarly, Leslie shares a slightly negative view to those who are imitating for 
"show-off' purpose: 




Leslie: "You would feel that's very inauthentic ...'sing in for the sake 
of singing'(爲唱而mr 
Researcher: "Well, you know, karaoke basically is a place for people to 
learn the taste of being a star! It's for performance 
originally!" 
Leslie: "Maybe they want to gain other's appreciation, I think.“ 
Researcher: "But it seems that you don't really appreciate it in a karaoke 
environment, right?" 
Leslie: "Not really like or dislike. I can only say there's such kind of 
person." 
Researcher: "What if you see someone imitating a singer deliberately? 
What would you think?" 
Leslie: "That's cute! An entertainer there!" It depends on that 
person's motivation. Being an entertainer is OK, but not for 
showing-off!" 
In the gathering of Mr. J and his university students, there was an episode that Ah 
Lok and Charlotte imitated the artists Cheng Siu Chau and Liza Wong as a performance. 
Their voices were very similar to the original singers. For those who have heard of the 
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song, they would think that they were singing with the analog function^®. After the 
performance, they recalled: 
Ah Lok: "Well, Charlotte and I often use this song to entertain others". 
Charlotte: "Somehow it becomes our regular performance, ha-ha�” 
Obviously, what Ah Lok and Charlotte did was a mere kind of entertainment as 
described by Leslie. It was fun but there was little emotion in their singing. In general, 
the primary reason to imitate singer usually is not about expressing one's very true 
feeling. Quite often it is only a way to build up the atmosphere or to entertain the 
participants. 
In the previous chapters I discussed the influence of technical concerns and 
embarrassment management on the choice of song and the way of handling the singing 
part. But much of karaoke's delight comes from using song to express oneself. So, 
the singers also assume the role of an interpreter. The variation in the interpretation of 
the chosen songs introduces another kind of dynamics into karaoke consumption -
using karaoke as a mean of communication. This is specific in the karaoke room 
setting when instant interaction between the performer and audience is possible. 
Though I have argued that our study of consumption should not simply focus on either 
the object of consumption or the subjective side of consumption, I must admit that 
karaoke performers can be an active text interpreter in their singing. How they would 
handle this role of an interpreter, expressing themselves through music and lyrics, 
depends on the situation. Many informants suggested to me that they would express 
their emotions only when they were doing karaoke with their closest K-mates. 
^®The original singer's voice is recorded in the karaoke machine too. Karaokists usually sing by 
themselves without this lead vocal. However the analog function allows them to sing together with the 
pre-recorded singer's voice when they need some hints while doing the song. 
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Karaoke Performer as Text Interpreter 
The media-centered paradigm in cultural studies suggests that "mass media 
content is fixed and has a direct influence on receivers' knowledge and behavior" (Lum, 
1996a: 15). Yet this neglects the active role played by the cultural consumers in the 
process of consuming mass media products. Indeed, in our analysis of performance in 
a karaoke scene, it is interesting to observe that karaoke performers are not passive 
readers or interpreters^® of the given "text". In fact, the consumption process involves 
endless significations through which the performers transform the songs (sign) into 
signifier, signifying their identities or their thoughts. This process of signification takes 
place in accordance to the performers' interpretation (Baudrillard, [1970]1998) and the 
interpretation comes from their "aesthetic reflexivity", by which musicologists refer the 
way the performers "associate with everyday experiences and thereby allow audiences 
to see the shared dimensions of their assorted lives" (DeNora, 2000). An 
audience-centered paradigm in cultural studies would agree on the audience's ability of 
re-interpreting the text in their own terms. This reinforces my contention that the 
audience is not a passive reader of media texts. Because of the negligence of the role 
of an active cultural actor, some researchers fail to explain how karaoke participants can 
act as active agent in localizing existing mass-mediated products with their personal 
experience and express their thoughts by "singing it out". 
Singing the Self 
A good performance involves "analysis and reflection....the art of making, as 
opposed to simple imitation" (Drew, 1994). Furthermore, a performance can be an 
elaborated means of articulating personal and collective identity. In the context of a 
eg 
Suggested by the musicologists, it should be noted that active interpretation over the text is always 
cultural specific (DeNora, 2000). 
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karaoke box, where "front stage performance" constitutes the major part of the 
consumption activity, it is essential to analyze how the performers express their 
affiliations, thoughts, fantasies and feelings through singing. Borrowing from the lyrics, 
performers express by not stating their message directly, but by their passion to a song. 
These are all vivid evidences of karaokists' creative engagement and emotional 
investment in singing their chosen songs. Thus the "front stage performance" in 
karaoke is "a critical way of grasping how persons choose to present themselves, how 
they construct their identities, and, ultimately, how they embody, reflect, and construct 
their culture" (Drew,2002). In the following sections, we will see how the informants 
make use of songs to express themselves. 
Sara, a 25-year old secondary school teacher, frequently related her life experience 
to songs. 
Researcher: "Are you used to express yourself through music and 
lyrics?" 
Sara: "Yup.... I like to express through songs, either sing it out in 
karaoke or post the lyrics on my open diary. Usually they 
were about unhappy experiences and I would find a relevant 
song to voice my feeling. It may not be the entire lyric of a 
song that would be relevant As long as one or two phrases 
suitable for me would be OK." 
Researcher: "What about your most recent experience?" 
Sara: "Last week ...That was about trust on friendship. I was 
cheated by a friend. My friend abused my sympathy in 
order to preserve her image as a victim. There are lots of 
lyrics that would suit my feeling. Say: (Recite the lyrics) 
"Daan yuen ngoh tin jan mei bin, haai ji han ho pin, wai liu 
bat sei dik sun nim"(但願我天真未變孩子很好騙爲了不死 
的信念’ I hope that I can be as innocent as in the past. I am 
just like a kid who can be easily cheated for some eternal 
beliefs)." 
Researcher: "And I read a line from the song Gong Bat Chut Sing (Can't 
Voice it Out 講不出熟 in your OD (Online Diary)..." 
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Sara: "(Recite the lyrics) "Vue hoh chung wai kuk Jung joi seung 
sun yan? Ping faan yan sang, tin jan gwoh hau, yiu jam 
moh Jau?"(如何從委曲中再相信人平凡人生天真過後要怎 
麼走? How to trust someone when I'm stooping for 
compromise? After I've gone through an ordinary life 
naively, how should I go on?)" 
When talking about Sara's favorite lyric writer Wyman Wong, she continued to 
recall her association practice: 
Sara: "I like his works of "Ming Muk Jeung Daam"[明目張膽. 
Brazenly), and "Joi Gin Lo Sze Ma Lei" {再見露絲瑪莉, 
Goodbye... Rose, Mary)" 
Researcher: "Oh, are you in love with someone secretl/。？” 
Sara: "These aroused me to think of the feeling when loving 
someone implicitly. And I associate "Joi Gin Lo Sze Ma 
Lei"(再見露絲瑪莉,Goodbye... Rose, Mary)'' with the 
woman I admired... It recalls my past memory." 
Later in the interview, Sara concluded: 
Researcher: "Can I say once you are sad, you will associate a song to 
describe yourself?" 
Sara: "Almost But that's usually about disappointment in 
6�Basically, Ming Muk Jeung Daam (明目^MM Brazenly) and Joi Gin Lo Sze Ma Lei (再見露絲瑪莉， 
Goodbye Rose, Mary) are two songs about hidden love. Thus when Sara mentioned these two songs, I 
guessed she might love someone secretly immediately. 
Ming Muk Jeung Daam (明巨張膽’ Brazenly) talks about a person who loves someone secretly and is 




(If 丨 love brazenly one day, I'm afraid that you will be surprised. I wish my love can be diminished just like 
not ever existed. Even I'm the one who love you most; I hope it can be covered well, like a secret code 
that's sealed forever... I'm afraid it won't be fascinating if it is uncovered. When it's disclosed, I hope 
someone will care though it can't be as sweet as now anymore. If you can read my mind, please end this 
era of secret love.) 
61 JOI' Gin Lo Sze Ma Lei (再見露絲瑪莉,Goodbye Rose, Mary) implies more than secret love. This song 
describes the sorrow of a lesbian couple who can't love explicitly deal to the suppression on 
homosexuality in the society. The following lines reflect this regret explicitly: 
無人夜深’即使有過熱吻‘可惜永遠沒法開燈…塵世眼中你我未能合襯‘賜我壞名譽你仍然吸引。但面 
對身旁^逼得那樣近，徬徨像你還未夠信心。(Wong. 2002) 
(Even we kiss in the mid-night that there are just the two of us, I regret we can't switch on the lamp... In 
this world, we are not supposed to be pair; you are still attractive even our love is stigmatized. Being 
suppressed by the passerby, anxious like you are still not confident enough.) 
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friendship. Basically, I can think of songs to describe most 
of my feeling.“ 
Jane, a 22-year-old university music student, is interested in expressing herself 
through songs too. 
Jane: "I'm the kind of person who likes to meet friends with song (以歌會 
友�,and I like to express my emotion through songs too... 
Whenever there's something happened, I'd like to use song to 
describe it, no matter happiness, anger, sorrow or Joy fulness... I 
would choose a bundle of songs to match all my thoughts.... 
Sometimes I even haven't heard of that song before, but I would 
search the lyric one by one to match my feeling at that particular 
moment “ 
She suggested an example: 
Jane: "There's a song "Seung 0/ Han Naan"(相愛很難,Love is Really 
Difficult). In fact I was very passive in the time when I was asked 
by Francis [her ex-boyfriend] to sing /•�.er... yes. Moreover, I 
have once posted this lyric on my Xanga [her online diary尸.It's 
pretty obvious that I share the view of this lyric that I found love is 
really difficult. In fact, after we had broken up, we sang this song 
again, and he suddenly said to me "love is really difficult". By the 
time I can only answered hesitatingly 'ar... yes...."' 
Surrealist, a 20 year-old university student also has a special interest in linking 
people around him to a particular song. 
Surrealist: "I like to link person, or issue to songs ... probably one or a 
few songs.... There was a girl I hate her very much. I used 
to link her up with this song, and there are a few 
phrases....em..... 'Beauty is written on your face, but you are 
no grace to gain my respect... Flourish and complicated 
thing is a symbol in making yourself superior'. And the 
lyrics go on with criticizing a person who likes to 'talk 
rubbish'. She may employ a lot of Jargons, and then 
pretends to be an elite... interweaving her speech in 
®^More detail of this episode can be found in the following part of "Communicate through Songs - Jane 
and Francis: Who Wants to Let Go?" 
®^According to Wikipedia, Xanga is "a free Web-based sen/ice that hosts weblogs, photoblogs, videoblogs, 
audioblogs, and social networking profiles. Each site is officially called a 'Xanga Site', commonly referred 
to 'Xanga' (e.g. 'come visit my Xanga'). The sites are used largely by teenagers. Users are allowed to post 
any number of weblog entries per day, and may also customize how their Xanga looks using pre-made 
templates or custom HTML. Xanga sites are most commonly used as personal journals" (Wikipedia, 
http://en.wikipedia.Org/wiki/Xanga#Core_features. 21-6-2007). 
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Cantonese with English vocabularies. In fact if you 
translated the "bilingual" conversation in to mono Chinese, 
you will find these are only nonsense statements. She 
thought she was elegant, but I can hardly agree." 
Researcher: "So this is the soundtrack you make for her?" 
Surrealist: "Yeah- and I've been loving a boy who I met in a softball 
class. He made me think of [recite the lyric] "Van sin tin bat 
hei"(人善天不欺,Fate won't cheat generous people). It 
can be found on his character, he is such a simple guy. For 
my ex-lover, in different stages of our love, there were 
different songs, such as "Seung Yat Chi Lau Lui"(上一次流 
淚,The Last Weep) when I was upset "Sauna Man" [a 
friend he met at Sauna] is "Ming Wan Foo Ho"(命運符號, 
Symbols of Life) since he had once sang it in front of me with 
a guitar self-accompaniment. "Artist" [a man he met in gay 
bar] is "Yue Fung"(如風,Wind-Like) cause there's a phrase 
"Hoh sik ta bit sui yiu jau, sing ngoh gung san ying cheung 
ye lui yung po"(可惜他必須要走，剩我共身影長夜裡擁抱， 
It's a pity that he has to leave, leaving me and the shadow 
hugging all night long). He was going to leave Hong Kong 
in the time when I met him.“ 
Apart from this, Surrealist had a special practice he called "music therapy" in the 
time when he was anxious. Instead of pairing up the lyrics with his real life experience, 
he chose the ones with opposite meaning in order to balance his negative emotion. 
This gave him some kind of psychological relief. 
Surrealist: "For example, I'm a bit short-tempered these days, and 
then I'd choose some songs to balance my emotion... that's 
my 'music therapy', ha-ha...." 
Researcher: "You conduct 'music therapy' for yourself since you was 
small?" 
Surrealist: "Not exactly a therapy. In the past, I devoted myself into 
the music deliberately and made me cry... I did that when I 
was in F.7. But since I entered university, I'm not that 
'emotional'. I start to treat myself as an 'object' to 'manage'. 
Can you see my point? I didn't think myself need to be 
'managed'. I didn't have such kind of awareness. In the 
past, when I feel unbearable, I listened to many songs and 
let myself down for awhile. It was until the second 
semester of year 1; I knew how to 'heal' myself. Maybe 
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that's because I read more Buddhist books recently.... I 
care more about my "true self. I wanna keep some of my 
virtues, my real nature, not being worn away from the 
environment. I don't mean to reify ( ^ { t ) myself. 
'Manage' implies that I care myself more. That's why I 
want to arouse certain emotion when I keep balancing 
myself, something like that.“ 
For Sara, some songs could become her life motto as she talked about her "theme 
song": 
Sara: "Some [songs] would even become my 'theme songs', like 
"Joi Ching Long Dik Tin Hung Ha"(在晴朗的天空下,Under 
the Fine Skyf\ and "Ga Yi Gok Daap Dik [Tin Si] - Dak 
Laan Sau Nui"(加爾各答的[天使]-德蘭修女,Mother 
Teresa, [the Angel] From Calcutta^. These two songs 
remind my dream and belief on love." 
To Sara, Jane and Surrealist, music associates them with daily experience or a 
particular person. It can be seen in their habit of lyrics posting on their online diaries 
(Surrealist's practice will be further elaborated in the following part of "Music as 
Language'). To Jane and Sara, however, even posting on diary is not enough. They 
are always eager to sing it out and express the particular feeling. For them, the lyrics 
6"*The textual meaning of Joi Ching Long Dik Tin Hung Ha (在晴朗的天空下，Under the Fine Sky) is 







(Chik Lam, published year not known) 
躬Ga Yi Gok Daap Dik [Tin Si] — Dak Laan Sau Nu(加爾各答的[天使〕-德蘭修女,Mother Teresa, [the 
Angel] From Calcutta) was written after the death of Mother Teresa in praising her effort in spreading love 
and her contribution to the needy. In the chorus, the lyric writer highlights Mother Teresa's "true love" to 







M。我再次望她照片,看見萬千豪情的風采�Keung, Lam, 1998). 
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become part of their perception of a certain person or incident. More importantly, the 
particular song is arbitrarily paired up with the experiential moment. But that 
heightened moment is largely based on the informants' interpretation over the lyrics' 
"suitability". It was then the music would be empowered by the resonance to the 
situation, the social relationship, the setting, the music, and themselves as aesthetic 
agents with feelings, desires, and moods. In turn, the music expresses their mood. 
When music comes to penetrate the listeners' experience in this way, it becomes a 
signifier that carries important messages. 
Therefore, their consumption of the songs is not merely "listening" to it. The 
informants are active interpreters of the text and they relate it to their personal 
experiences. In the moment when they are singing those songs in karaoke, they are 
not simply singing songs but actually singing their selves out. In Goffman's term, this 
involves more of their "backstage" (Goffman, 1959), where you are supposed to find 
one's "real self. In this connection, it is not surprising to see how they disclose more of 
their "backstage" especially when doing karaoke with their closest k-mates. K is found 
that they would not do the same in front of unfamiliar persons. 
Sara: "I have discussed with my friends! There are two ways to 
do karaoke according to us. The first one is friends 
gathering. It's a kind of social activity aiming at 
accumulating some collective memories. Another one only 
consists of two to three people, who are doing karaoke 
because of their enthusiasm in singing. In this way, we 
may not do any duet or group singing because that's 
'disturbing'.... When there's a large group, even you are 
very expressive, others may not know. Surely I prefer the 
second type ....Even at school, I would sing in a small group 
with the music teachers and 2-3 students in music room." 
Researcher: "That's interesting! Then singing is more like letting off your 
emotion, right?" 
Sara: "Yup Yup Yup- ha-ha." 
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Here is how Surrealist sees his singing: 
Surrealist: "I had once done karaoke with my year I classmates... there 
were five persons altogether. I stopped singing after doing 
a few songs, but they kept passing me the microphone. I 
rejected, because I couldn't find any communication with 
them. My expectation of karaoke is not like this. Karaoke 
to me is a mean of self expression. That's why I'm quite 
resistant to do karaoke with a large group. Usually I do it 
with 2-3 persons, very seldom that I will sing karaoke with a 
group of more than 3 persons." 
K may result in embarrassment when the performer is being disturbed while singing 
devotedly. For example, in a karaoke gathering, Jane was doing her favorite song 
romantically. Yet, one of the audiences, Marco, who was not a close friend of Jane's, 
joined-in frequently and that upset her. Jane later recalled this "painful" memory 
agitatedly: 
Jane: "You know!? He joined in to sing while I'm doing my 'signature 
song'(飲勒.This was very unpleasant to me already. And the 
point is, I had been tolerating such behavior from him for over an 
hour. I couldn't stand anymore! So once he joined-in to sing a 
single phrase, I cut the song immediately. But then he kept on. 
When I was doing 'Ngoh Bat Wooi Cheung Goh'(我不會唱歌,I 
Don't Know Singing), he came in again. So once he started to 
sing, I asked him 'why don't you sing the same song in a male 
version? It is a Joey Yung's version, and you should sing the 
Hacken Lee's version右6. At that time I said to myself 'oh brother, 
I'm now warning you already, so please behave'. But he replied 
that he didn 't want to sing alone. Shit!! I couldn't stand anymore, 
so I said: 'Ok then I stop now, you go on please'. Then he replied 
•No! Please do it!' After that song, whenever he was doing solo, I 
occupied myself in either eating, chatting with others, or going to 
rest room. 
"Anyone who had done karaoke with me should know that 'Wai 
Duk Nei Si Bat Hoh Chui Tai'(唯獨你是不可取替,Only You is 
Irreplaceable) is my favorite signature song (飲歌and Marco 
knew it too. ... You know what? When I stood up and sang it 
expressively, he joined-in again!!! OH MY GOD!! Then I talked 
to him crudely: 'Hey! This is my signature song, would you 
mind?' Then he shut up his mouth immediately.... It was so 
painful!! What a painful experience!!!" 
66This song is available in both male (Hacken Lee) and female (Joey Yung) version in most karaoke. 
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The preference on singing the self with close friends can be explained by Goffman's 
"backstage" analysis. Generally speaking, if we regard the self expressive moment is 
invoking a "backstage style"®^ by which individuals are ''transforming any region into a 
backstage" (Goffman, 1959:112), then something "painstakingly fabricated" or 
something "beyond oneself (Goffman, 1959:97) may now be shown in front of others. 
Normally, a backstage is expected to be "a region where the performer can reliably 
expect that no member of audience will intrude" (Goffman, 1959: 98). Nevertheless, 
- . . 
due to the blurred boundary in the karaoke room setting, where there is no physical 
segregation between the audience and performer's area, participants can switch his role 
from audience to performer rapidly by singing with a switched-on microphone. Such 
intrusion can be unexpected. If the performer is doing in a backstage style, crisis can 
occur instantly: "When audience segregation fails and an outsider happens upon a 
performance that was not mean for him, difficult problems in impression management 
arise" (Goffman, 1959:121). Therefore, it is not surprising that "informal conduct" or 
something contradictory to the front stage decorum may then appear in the scene. The 
original practice of "idealization" in front stage may not be rigidly enforced. As seen in 
the case of Sara and Surrealist, any interruption to one's solo is found undesirable. 
Surrealist rejected another participant's invitation to do more songs when he found 
others did not sing as expressively as he did; Sara would only be expressive in front of a 
small group of closest K-mate. Jane's discontent was a typical example to illustrate 
how a "crisis" was triggered by a failure in keeping the front region away from 
®^The term "backstage style" is generated from Goffman's analysis on "backstage language of behavior". 
In general, backstage conduct allows minor act, such as "inconsiderateness" which might easily be seen 
as disrespect for others symbolically in the context (Goffman, 1959). Such conduct is surely disallowed 
in the front stage or else it may risk to any interruption to the performance's sustainability due to 
mismanagement of self presentation. In doing karaoke, "backstage style" here refers to any 
"true-self-expressive" acts which are not supposed to appear under the karaoke decorum. But because 
of the way they regard karaoke as an expressive tool, and the audience they faced is those "trust-worthy" 
audience in their sense, backstage style in invoked by the performers. 
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unwelcome audience. As any joint singing seemed impossible to resolve the sudden 
interruption, Jane, the original performer, chose to "exit" from the stage. She switched 
her role rapidly from performer to audience and tried to let the intruder feel that was a 
"proper" arrangement and, by doing so, finally avoided fierce quarrel. Of course, the 
performance as a whole could not go on smoothly from then onwards. Jane was 
unwilling to stay in the front stage and she tried to direct her attention away from the 
"stage". 
Earlier we discussed why some informants disliked the idea of imitating the original 
singer's performance. In their views, one of the distinctive features of karaoke is that 
the performers can transform their songs into something original to themselves. Not 
only the performers would not feel being hemmed by the texts, but also because they 
have implanted so much interpretation in it, such songs are made to be a vital resource 
for self-definition. This is what Surrealist, Sara and Jane did. However, for karaokists 
in an older age group, they have another view over text interpretation. This is not to 
say that they are strangers to the practice of associating lyrics to their life experiences, 
but only they did it only when they were young. So the way they associate with songs 
is a bit different from the practice of Sara, Jane and Surrealist. 
Kim, the administrative officer in her 30s shared: 
Kim: "Well, I think one's emphasis in life will change according to 
their age growth. Like when I was young. I use to express 
myself through lyrics. If you ask me, I'd say I was more 
used to it in the past “ 
Researcher: "Any example you can recall?" 
Kim: "Oh sorry! I can't remember any of them now. That i/i/as 
easier in the past. I think most people would have the 
same experience. For instance when you heard a song 
about love failure, then you may pop-up with some personal 
experience while you're singing it. Then you are 
expressing yourself through lyrics. But when you are 
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grown up, those pains won't be that significant in your 
memory, just like the conventional saying of "fa"[化，being 
able to understand thoroughly). Does it mean that you are 
not sentimental at all? Not really. But can you say the 
feeling is still as deep as before? I don't think so." 
Researcher: "So can I say because the songs you can hear nowadays are 
mostly love song, yet to your life the most important thing is 
no longer love anymore. That's why you don't think the 
lyrics are that precise in describing your daily life?" 
Kim: "That's also possible. And I see recently... these few years, 
the quality of the songs is worse than before. They are no 
longer good in setting a scenario and a mood for you ...it's 
my personal view. And maybe since I can see through 
more troubles now, my mindset has been changed, even the 
lyrics are good ....em..." 
Researcher:"... You are not touched by them?” 
Kim: "Yup, probably." 
Mr. J, the mid-40 university professor shared similarly view with Kim: 
Mr. J: "Now? Well for people in my age, we should have been 
gone through the pain of love failure already. When I see 
someone is hurt by love, that's no big deal. But it was real 
in a decade ago; we still have the mood in love at that time. 
So what are we caring now will be my children, or body 
health... 'Is my cholesterol too high?' Or 10 more years 
later, I will be getting 60, and I will concern about my 
retirement. So we won't be too engaged in love affair... 
Now when I sing such kind of songs, still I would have the 
feeling of 10 more years ago... for I will be excited and 
trembled when doing that kind of songs! This is often when 
I sang sad love song while the time I was broken up with my 
girlfriend! You would feel so hurt that you were not dare to 
sing it. But it's perfectly fine now, seeing it thoroughly, Just 
still have some memories.“ 
Researcher: "Most of the pop-songs are love songs now..." 
Mr. J: "Most of them are..." 
Researcher: "So you won't be too enthusiastic in expressing yourself 
through them?” 
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Mr. J: "Yes Yes Yes! But that's not because the song is hitting 
my heart. Not in this way. It recalls almost a decade 
ago.... the song reminds your hard feeling at that time. 
Now even if you look back to the past you would sigh about 
it... you still have that feeling. But the feeling is not as 
"sharp" as such. It was true in the past... kind of wondering 
if I could survive [at that time]... but not now. Now I look 
back to those memories in a different angle. That's what I 
feel at this moment." 
Researcher: "So did you come across such kind of feeling in that night 
[the night he did karaoke with his students]?" 
Mr. J: 7 didn't... not in that moment I chose songs in order to 
suit the crowd's taste, not because of any personal reason." 
The older informants like Kim and Mr. J hold a different view of expressing their 
feelings by singing karaoke. Due to the restricted contents pop-song (most of them are 
love songs), Kim and Mr. J saw them as reminders of their mood and feeling in the 
younger days. Surely music still has the ability to recall their memory and to allow them 
to reconstitute their past (Lury, 1998). Yet, this is no longer their current life experience. 
Instead of updating their "song database" to describe their current life situation and 
experience, they are rather passive in this matter. Some songs may remind them of 
their memories but this would no longer be a planned effort. 
However, there are also some informants who do not get emotionally involved when 
they sing. Ah Lok, the 25-year-old postgraduate student, presents his case: 
Ah Lok: "The problem is, I seldom involve any emotion into karaoke, 
that's true... Though I'm singing the lyrics; unless I know the 
lyrics very well beforehand, otherwise I'm in fact doing 
sight-reading, but can hardly catch the meaning at all, not to 
say being expressive. This is my case.“ 
Researcher: "Can I say you are not used to express yourself through 
songs?" 
Ah Lok: "Use to or not".? I'm not, not always... In the past I would 
quote lyrics to express the characters' thought in writing 
novel; or I would mention a few phrases of lyrics when 
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chatting with friends. But the purpose was to make the 
conversation interesting only, not for expressing any 
sentiment Still I would express the large part of myself in 
my own word.“ 
Researcher: "So when you are quoting the lyrics, are you expecting 
others to see your point more instantly since the meaning of 
lyrics is supposed to be shared?" 
Ah Lok: "Er... This is one point. The second point is lyric itself is 
concise. Once you're saying some concise phrases that 
can yield to a better atmosphere, something interesting. 
Also the wordings can put the point forward and clearly.“ 
It can be seen that Ah Lok is someone who does not use music for self expression. 
This is not due to music illiteracy. In fact, Ah Lok likes to play pop-songs with his guitar 
in leisure time at home. He is only not aesthetically reflexive all the time, thus music 
and lyrics are not the main channels for him to express his emotion. He does like 
singing. You can probably hear him murmuring or whistling at work, traveling on bus, 
and during showering as he claimed. So in his case, only when he is facilitated with 
karaoke's singer-friendly design, he would get himself involved into music. Karaoke 
provides a convenient environment for him to concentrate on singing. 
Why Karaoke? 
Researcher: "Are you more self-expressive when singing with your guitar 
at home when comparing with doing karaoke?" 
Ah Lok... "It's the opposite! When I play guitar, I have to look after 
both sides, I can't put myself into it whole-heartedly, ha-ha: 
Researcher: "You mean hindered by your playing technique?" 
Ah Lok: "I have to sit down while I'm playing the guitar, then it 
affects my breath; I have to tie the guitar band well, bend 
down and click the mouse [since he has to watch the 
computer monitor for lyrics and chords]…it's difficult to 
handle so many tasks at once! Er..... In fact I sing badly 
when playing guitar... I got to sit down and bend my neck. 
I can only manage everything well if I'm familiar to the tune. 
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Otherwise it would be very messy. But doing karaoke is 
much more convenient. I need not to handle so many 
tasks, and I can stand while singing. That's better for my 
breath control." 
Ah Lok explains his appreciation of the functional strength of karaoke. But for Sara 
and Jane, who are more used to express themselves through songs, have further 
explain their preference of karaoke over singing alone. 
Researcher: "If you keep recalling a certain song in a period, then will 
you be very eager to sing it out in karaoke? Or simply 
posting it on your online diary, or murmuring the songs in 
daily life will do?" 
Sara: "I will be very eager to sing it out in karaoke. Of course I 
keep murmuring most of the time; you know my mouth 
keeps humming all the time. Ha-ha.“ 
Researcher: "So what's the difference between doing it in karaoke and 
sing in peacetime?" 
Sara: "There's no music [accompaniment], and I can only sing an 
excerpt I can't finish the complete song at one go!” 
Researcher: "Because you may forget the lyrics?" 
Sara: "That's one reason. And it is worse to sing without music.“ 
Researcher: "How worse? You mean the mood is different?" 
Sara: "Right... I can sing it loud in karaoke room, but I have to 
care others' feeling. Without music accompaniment in 
building the mood is one problem, and the point is, it is 
unpleasant to listen without music accompaniment" 
Researcher: "Do you think karaoke is a place specialized for singing?" 
Sara. "Yup... You know some friends still feel that I'm odd when I 
keep humming in a restaurant..." 
Researcher: "I see. So is that you like doing karaoke because it gives 
you the feeling to be a star?" 
Sara: "No. I like karaoke because I like singing, and I like to sing 
out my feeling�" 
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To both Ah Lok and Sara, karaoke is a place specialized in singing. Singing there 
means to them doing the right thing in the right place. 丁hanks to the well equipped 
setting in the karaoke boxes, this allows the consumers to enjoy themselves thoroughly. 
In the following case, Jane provides another reason for singing in karaoke. 
Researcher: "Which one do you prefer? Singing alone or singing in 
karaoke?" 
Jane: "Well, singing alone is for practice, whereas singing the 
same song again in karaoke is "show time". 
Researcher: "You mean "performance?" 
Jane: "Yup." 
Researcher: "Then to be frank, if you got the lyrics, you can either sing at 
home, or post it on Xanga. Why bother to sing or 'act' it 
out?" 
Jane: "In fact, there are many lyrics that I've posted on Xanga but 
never sung before. This may due to the 'wrong timing', or 
there are someone related to the issue I imply.“ 
Researcher: "But still you'd like to sing it out someday?” 
Jane: "Yes... In fact, I'm the kind of person who.... I won't tell 
others what I'm thinking easily. Yet in some moments I'd 
like to open my heart to others, it's quite ambivalent 
People around me said so; they do think I'm not someone 
who likes to let others to understand. Even I tell them, I 
would present in a rather light way, won't be too heavy or 
cry to others despite that maybe a sad matter. But... I 
don't need to do that, to hide my sorrow if I express through 
song. 
A bit different from Sara, Jane treats si门ging alone as a kind of practice. 
Sometimes she would also express herself thoroughly in front of others. It just like 
Sara and Surrealist singing in front of their closest K-mates, Jane can be very devoted 
too. The only hindrance for her is, in her perception, whether the situation is 
appropriate or not. In chapter 5, we have discussed Jane's reflection that she would be 
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more relaxed and be in a kind of back-stage condition in her performance only when the 
participants had come closer to each other. 
In short, karaoke is paradoxically stubbornly individualistic and at the same time 
starved for attention (Drew, 1994). Performance in a karaoke scene is a kind of social 
interaction with instant response. My field observations suggest that informants like 
Sara and Surrealist, who treat karaoke as a means of expression of personal feelings, 
prefer doing karaoke with a few close K-mates to a large group. Thus it is not 
surprising to have statement made by the performers like: "don't sing while I'm singing: 
As it happens, the songs being sung are most likely to be the ones that the performers 
most passionate about. The performers can be so individualistic that they cannot 
accept any interruption to their singing. To put in the informants' own words, that is 
hindering them to "hear their own voice". So here the performer is not simply expecting 
audiencesi appreciation, s/he is listening to his/her own performance too. Again, this 
shows how the karaoke context is critical to the consumers' behavior in karaoke singing. 
To be self expressive or not depends largely on a balance between the consumer's 
desire and the accommodation to others' expectation. 
According to Willis, music is not only a cultural form, it is also a kind of cultural 
materials "in action" (Willis, 1978). Being an active and reflexive agent, songs are far 
more than static texts to most of my informants. Instead, songs are used as a source 
for their memories and identities. Karaoke appears to be an ideal way for people to 
express their selves in an aesthetic manner in their own voice, like translating the mood 
of the music and the meaning of the lyrics into a highly individualized discourse. In this 
sense, karaokists are all active actors. They are given the opportunity to move 
between different emotional states and between the reality and the dream world 
portrayed in songs according to their own interpretations. 
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We can further elaborate the notion of "singing the self with Goffman's concept on 
"performing in a backstage style" (Goffman, 1959). But by now it should be clear that 
the boundary between backstage and front stage in a karaoke box is not a physical 
boundary. It is, in a sense, a state of mind. But how the performer can get into such a 
state of mind depends on other participants' cooperation. An intrusion into the 
backstage by interrupting the singing process or upsetting the atmosphere may spoil the 
situation. 
The Pre-packaged Self 
Yet, a few questions remain. Expressing oneself in a song that is written by others 
is one of karaoke's enabling function 一 the actors borrow the concept, the mood, the 
scenario that the song portrays, and the phrases to describe their own thoughts. Yet, 
the performers are also constrained by the selected songs in the sense that these are 
not really their own words. So why and how are they able to link the mass cultural text 
with their personal experience? To answer these questions, it should take a closer look 
on how the informants conceptualize the lyrics (signs) into signifier (Baudhllard, 
[1970]1998) to signify their sentiment. 
Music as Language 
As a language, or musical semiotic, each song contains its own meaning. In a 
communication process, both the sender and recipient are supposed to share well the 
meaning of the songs. Otherwise it is impossible to proceed any communication 
process without such "standardized expressive equipment". In this sense, music, 
especially the lyrics, are in fact a set of pre-packaged vocabularies. By referring to its 
textual meaning, the consumers of that song can share the same understanding of the 
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message. So to those who would like to express themselves through lyrics, they are in 
fact treating the songs as signifier to convey their meaning by singing to a target 
audience. Here is an example on how music is manipulated as a medium of 
communication: 
Surrealist: "It is painful if you can 't find someone who understands you 
to do karaoke..." 
Researcher: "Why?" 
Surrealist: "...I like to do karaoke with my K-mate. She is excellent in 
singing, and the songs she chose are always relevant to 
her current personal experience... em.... This is our 
communication medium. Sometimes we find words are 
insufficient to put forward our feeling. So she chooses 
some songs, like... "Goo Daan Bat Boon Kau"[孤單北半球, 
The Lonely North Hemisphere).... Then I can see what 
happen to her according to the songs. This is a kind of 
having symbolic understanding between us. We don't 
need to discuss the same issue again after the song..." 
Researcher: "You got her point already?" 
Surrealist: "At least we are "tuned". This is how I "interact" 
[communicate] with friends. If I'm accompanied with my 
'drama friend' [who is a stage lighting designer], we talk 
about drama. I share his point of view through his works. 
I don't agree if someone who sees me as turning my face 
all the time. I'm not 'transforming' myself; I just try to 
understand others by stepping into their world, using their 
language to communicate. Even I'm not the expertise in it, 
but if I know nothing about that genre, I can hardly go on 
with the discussion. Song is the medium for 
communication between this friend and I.“ 
Surrealist's example shows how the two communicate with their shared 
understanding of the same song. However, a shared interpretation of a selected song 
between the sender and the receiver is not guaranteed. As mentioned previously, 
individuals' interpretation of a song is always related to their personal experience, which 
should be unique by nature. If their "selves" are represented by the lyrics as they claim, 
then it is intriguing to find out how do the individuals manipulate the signifier into a 
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message with intended meaning with a given text with "pre-packaged" meaning? 
The extent to which the pre-packaged meaning is adopted by the performer 
depends on how much s/he knows about the meaning of the song itself. For instance, 
whether the consumer knows the motif of the song writers, lyrics writers, the music 
arranger and the singer should be significant to the consumer's understanding about the 
song. However, this is not always in case in the consumption of pop songs. 
Sometimes, consumer can use the sign to signify their own message, which is different 
from the pre-packaged meaning. Yet, misunderstanding may arouse as it cannot be 
guaranteed that the recipient is able to decode the sender's message. The following 
example shows how Surrealist carries out his interpretation through a signification 
process between a) music as the sign; b) the song with the message he delivered as the 
signifier, and c) his feeling as being signified. 
Like Jane and Sara, Surrealist is a habitual online diary writer. Apart from posting 
lyrics that is related to his experience, he customizes his online diary's background 
music from time to time. The signifier is in fact representing his emotion flow in a certain 
period. 
Surrealist: "There's musical element in my Xanga [his online diary]. 
Can't you see I often set music at the background?^\.. 
Xanga allows me to change the music from time to time. I 
like to merge different elements together. Now I try to link 
the music with the word content. If you read the content 
alone, you may see it is very dull. Or if you only look at the 
wallpaper, it can be just an ordinary picture, blue in tone. 
But after integrating everything, it generates a feeling for 
you. That feeling is my perception towards my emotion 
world, can you see my point? There is the dimension I 
created in my own." 
®®Apart from designing the "Skins" and "Layout" of a Xanga site with the templates it provides (Wikipedia, 
http://en.wikipedia.0rg/wiki/Xanga#C0re_features. 21/6/2007), users can also customize the wall paper 
and background music for their own site. Please refer to footnote #64 for further information about 
Xanga. 
Similar to Jane and Sara's case, I was permitted by Surrealist to read his Xanga site for research purpose 
as well. 
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Researcher: "Then would you regard the picture and the music as a sign, 
which symbolize some features, and you put these different 
features together to form a meaning? And are you 
expecting others can catch the implication from your 
collage?" 
Surrealist: "Yes! I think that's interesting. There may not be any 
conventionally represented [signified]... for there won't be a 
fixed meaning. Blue is not necessarily symbolizing 
melancholy; the song 'When He Sings' can be symbolizing 
something totally irrelevant to love." 
Researcher: "So you are not choosing the song because of its content?” 
Surrealist: "Urn. That's why I like to choose English song (as 
background). In fact you seldom pay attention to English 
song's content." 
Researcher: "Why? Because of you low English proficiency?" 
Surrealist: “A-ha�it is because you won't be that sensitive to its content. 
I focus on the music of English song more, but focus on 
lyrics when listening Chinese song.“ 
To him, the association of When He Sings is a different experience when compare 
with his perception to the previous examples. Because of the language matter (he 
used to listen Chinese song than English song), Surrealist this time melts himself into 
the music properties. When He Sings has a mellow and tranquil melody, with a male 
vocal solo accompanied by a piano and cello. The tempo is in walking pace, and the 
range is rather close to a tenor's speaking voice. Though it is in major key, the singer's 
tone color and the way he expresses does not give any bright or cheerful feeling. Any 
reader of his diary who does not share Surrealist's history would not get what he means. 
Especially when the signifier to him does not carry its conventional meaning: "blue" does 
not mean "melancholy", and the lyric of When He Sings^^ is in fact irrelevant to any of 
®®Original lyrics of When He Sings: 
He walks on the thin line between light and the darkness. Not decent, but beautiful. Where lights in the 
late night always brighter than the candles on the dining table. 
But something they'll never know the way I love him. And I guess he loved me so. 
All his lovers say he's selfish, but they don't know what he'd been through. His heart is somewhere out 
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his intended meanings. He is interested in the melody only. This is not supposed to 
be the common way to consume a pop song. If the reader combines the meaning of 
the lyrics to Surrealist's diary, he is likely to guess if Surrealist is touched by a person 
who is always misunderstood by others. 
Surrealist's practice provides us with an example of how the active interpreter treats 
the original object into signs and then uses them as signifier to signify a certain mood. 
The interesting point is that he ignored the originally pre-packaged meaning made by 
the composer, the lyric writer, and the artist of the drawing. Instead, he manipulated 
these signs subjectively and decoded it by interpreting these signs in his own way. 
Although it is not exactly a case of karaoke singing, Surrealist's example does illustrate 
how an individual can actively use a song for his own purpose with his interpretation. 
When asked "do you see it is important to understand the song writers' idea before you 
make your own interpretation?" Kim concludes that she would appreciate the lyric 
independently without caring much to the writer's idea. 
Kim: "Urn... I won't try to understand the lyric writer's mind. 
When I listen to a song, let say if the lyric is very appealing, 
I will imagine how the singer manages to sing it. Also I'll 
see the lyric writer a genius to elaborate such a topic. The 
content the writer wrote may not be his real experience, it 
can be er….something he associates with the book he read 
or movie he watched... For instance, "Lok Fa Lau Sui"(落 
花流水 Fallen Flower and Flowing Watery° is the work that 
there, though I never had a clue. Sometimes in a funny mood, and he's always out of tune. But I know 
that when he sings he can, break my heart in two. 
There's a place in time where the river runs so peaceful, where his mind meets my soul. We could 
simply forget all the sorrows and the troubles of desire that we chose. (Chet Lam, 2006) 
^°The lyric writer used "Lok Fa Lau Sui"(落花流水 Fallen Flower and Flowing Water) as the metaphor of 
love between two persons. One day, the "fallen flower" meets the "flowing water" unexpectedly. Since 
then, the "flowing water" carries the "fallen flower" on the journey. The "flowing water" falls in love with 
the "fallen flower" gradually. However, it's a pity that the two have to be apart finally, just like the water 
has to be evaporated eventually, and the fallen flower will be settled on its root. From this metaphor, the 
lyric writer highlights that life is ever-changing, and there won't be any ever-lasting union in life (天下無不 
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I'm most impressed lately. The lyric symbolizes the love 
between man and woman; it can be the writer's real 
experience, but I see he is excellent to elaborate such a 
simple and common experience into a set of lyric. Indeed 
this work is brilliant! The writer elaborates it to its broadest 
extent... and the vocabularies he used are delicate. I know 
it's difficult to fit the vocabularies into the melody and 
rhythm well. The music is constraining the word limit... 
So I won't read it with understanding on the writer's mind. 
Rather I read the work in an angle of literature 
appreciation.“ 
"The Author is Dead" 
Sara further accounts that the writer's original meaning is not as important as the 
listener's self interpretation. 
Sara: "Since I was young, I used to plunge into the music, 
standing on the singer's feet to feel and sing.... When you 
sing in this way, you are likely to have certain 
understanding to the singer's feeling. Of course at this 
moment, the author [lyric and song writer] is "dead" 
definitely.“ 
As a language system, every word refers to a pre-packaged meaning or else people 
are not able to communicate without any shared meaning. Remember in the interview 
done with Sara, she has once mentioned two songs, namely Ming Muk Jeung Daam (明 
目張膽.Brazenly), and Joi Gin Lo Sze Ma Lei (再見露絲瑪莉,Goodbye Rose, Mary) as 
examples to express herself. At that time, my first response is guessing if she was in 
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the lyrics, I could make sense on Sara's feeling of admiring someone secretly. In 
another words, whether or not the consumer can understand the lyric writer's motive is 
not important. What is important is how people make sense of the signs and share the 
m㊀3门i门g. 
Along with the concept of singing the self, the following is going to examine other 
possibilities in communicating each others' selves through songs. Here, the 
Goffmanique approach will be employed again to analyze the communication structure 
and how different actors play their role accordingly and constitute the episodes in 
karaoke consumption. 
Unofficial Communication through Songs 
Communicate through songs is rather unconventional in everyday life. Like Ah 
Lok, to many people, spoken or speaking word is almost their only mean of expression. 
But any unofficial communication sometimes can achieve a change in social distance, 
by means of statements that are made ambiguous or having a hidden meaning 
(Goffman, 1959). 
Three Crucial Roles in the Unofficial Communication 
Apart from the special role of "ice-breaker", in the "unofficial communication", three 
crucial roles can be distinguished in terms of their function (Goffman, 1959: 127). They 
are: 
• Performer who is aware of the impression they foster. This role appears in the 
front and back regions. 
• Informed audience^^ who knows what s/he has been allowed to listen to a 
7iOriginally Goffman employs this definition to a more specific role "shill". In order to suit the tone in the 
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performance. S/he can see the definition of the situation that the performance 
given by the performer both deliberately and implicitly. In this sense, the informed 
audience would act as though s/he is an ordinary member of the audience, though 
s/he is working with the performer furtively. S/He is functional in either providing "a 
visible model for the audience of the kind of response the performer is seeking", or 
providing "the kind of audience response that is necessary at the moment for the 
development of the performance" (Goffman, 1959:127). The informed audience 
appears in the front region. 
• Outsider refers to the ordinary audience who knows neither the secrets of the 
performance or reality built up by it. 
The following are examples to show how these roles play their parts in an unofficial 
commu 门 ic3tio 门. 
Jane and Francis: "Who Wants to Let Go"? 
In a karaoke scene that consists of Jane and her friends William, Gladys, Francis, 
Alpha etc.72’ it was 00:00am already and most of the participants had left the gathering. 
But Jane and Francis were still in an uplifting mood and did not plan to leave in the next 
few hours. In fact, Francis and Jane were ex-lovers who had been dating for three 
months. But they had separated for over half a year before meet again in this gathering. 
"I still have feeling on Francis", said Jane in a casual chat with me the day before, which 
set the background for that scene. 
I was a new friend of Jane, and it was the first time for me to meet Francis. 
Basically, I knew very little about Francis except he was Jane's ex-boyfriend. They 
knew each other in a Christmas gathering and soon became lovers. Both of them were 
karaoke setting, here I translate it into "informed audience" with similar role definition. 
72For the background of this gathering please refer to Chapter 4 the section "Voice and Face". 
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21 years old and university students in UK. They were enjoying their summer vacation. 
During the past few hours, everyone in the gathering agreed that Francis sang like Leo 
Ku (a Hong Kong singer). 
Shortly after their departure, Jane selected a fast medley to sing with me. She 
was rather hyperactive as she was standing on the sofa and kept skipping throughout 
the medley. After that, Jane appointed Francis to sing a few songs of Leo Ku. 
According to Jane, these were her favorites of Francis's singing. Francis made two 
solos and then Jane chose a number of songs, including Sui Yuen Fong Sau (誰願放手, 
"Who Wants to Let Go?"), To Bei Nei (逃避你,"Escape From You"), Jung San Mei Lai 
(終身美麗,All-Body Beauty) and Wai Duk Nei Si Bat Hoh Chui Tai (唯獨你是不可取替 
"Only You is Irreplaceable"), Seung Oi Han Naan (相愛很難,"Love is Very Difficult") etc. 
As told by Jane in the interview afterwards, these were not only Jane's karaoke favorites 
but were also the means for conveying some secret messages to Francis inside the 
karaoke box. For instance, when doing Sui Yuen Fong Sau 賺願放手’ "Who Wants to 
Let Go?"), she had been standing up, stretching her arms in the accented notes, and 
swinging her body along the dynamics in music. She sang intently, seldom looked up 
from the lyric monitor, and even closed her eyes during the chorus session without 
singing the lyric wrong. Obviously, she was so familiar with the song as frenetic 
recitations of texts implies her passion about it. Francis as an audience member 
appraised immediately after each song by saying "It's really pleasant to hear!", "You 
really sing well!", "You sing even better than the singer!", "Singer can't sing as well as 
you!"... Undeniably, Jane was really doing great, and I could see that Francis was 
heartfelt and serious in giving such comments. Though I was entertained by them, I 
felt excluded. 
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Two days later, Jane was interviewed: 
Jane: "I'm someone who used to express my feeling through lyrics, 
that's more implicit. For the song "Seung Oi Han Naan"(相 
愛很難,Love is Really Difficult), it's not really saying that 
'Jane' and Francis's love' is really difficult... I just borrow the 
superficial meaning from the lyrics. You may get my point, 
or you may not know. That's perfectly fine! Just like in the 
last time when there were only 3 of us left, in fact I had sung a 
lot of our past favorites...." 
Researcher: "Like "Sui Yuen Fong Sau"(誰願放手,Who Wants to Let 
Go?)?" 
Jane: "I'm not daring to sing such song in front of him!" 
Researcher: "Why? Too shy?" 
Jane: "Cause he must know!!" 
Researcher: "Knowing what?" 
Jane: "That I'm implying our relation 
Researcher: "Oh, you think that's too explicit But why dare you sing that 
night? 
Jane: "Cause you were here!" 
Researcher: "Oh I see, so he was not the only audience." 
Jane: (Showing agreement) "And also "Jung San Mei Lai"(終身美 
麗,All-Body Beauty)... I have been singing it with him, but 
that's very rare too. I seldom sing those songs that are 
related to the time when we were in love. Except "Muk Hak" 
(目黑,Dark Eyes), that's a duet, we would do it anyway. It's 
just a duet that we both sing quite well.. .simply as a 
performance." 
Researcher:".. .1 can't believe that you're not daring to sing those songs in 
front of Francis!” 
Jane: "That's too obvious!! And those songs were our songs in the 
past!" 
Researcher:"... OK, so what were you thinking at that moment? Do you 
wish that he can read your mind?" 
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Jane: "I hope so only in that moment.“ 
Researcher: "So did you read his face?" 
Jane: (Blushed) "I didn't!!! I wasn't daring to peep!!!!" 
Researcher: "Ha-ha, I saw you were closing your eyes all the time!" 
Jane: "I was even not daring to see his face!!" 
In this example, Jane is the performer. Her doubt lies whether Francis could really 
get her secret message. It is a pity I could not verify it with Francis since I’ as the 
researcher, was "supposed" to be an outsider in knowing their relationship. By the way, 
I was perceived as a total outsider, though I was briefed by Jane right before this 
gathering about her feeling and relationship with Francis. With reference to the shared 
textual meaning of her "past favorites", these were all "clues" sowed by Jane for reading 
her message. Therefore, I can hardly regard myself as a "perfect outsider". Just 
because of my presence, Jane dared to express her hidden self in the front stage, right 
in front of Francis. Francis in turn kept praising Jane's performance sincerely song 
after song. Myself being an "outsider", it seemed that Jane and Francis were the only 
performer and audience at that moment. They were "talking" to each other with hidden 
messages and I was a门"outsider". 
Gladys and Desmond: "In Love with Your Blog" 
Another unofficial communication happened in the re-union of the group of hobby 
class classmates^l There were seven of them, namely Chris, Zenith, Peggy, Fanny, 
Gladys, Desmond and Michael. Except Michael, who was Desmond's friend, the rest 
met in a hobby class and had known each other for over a year. Among them, 
73|t was the same night where the informants Chris and Zenith showing how to use "improvisation" to 
avoid any embarrassment in chapter five under the part of "Embarrassment Management -
Improvisation". 
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Desmond and Gladys had been sending email to each other, sharing their daily lives 
and offering emotional support since joining the hobby class. Chris, Gladys and 
Desmond were becoming close friends as they had been keeping in touch through 
MSN74 in leisure time. Chris, who often chatted with both Gladys and Desmond, 
shared their secrets, they had been admiring each other for almost half a year. Yet, 
except Gladys had discussed with Chris about this issue, Desmond and Gladys had 
never talked about their feeling to each other directly. 
I knew Gladys since our days in secondary school. As a friend of hers,丨 had been 
reading Gladys's Xanga^^ from time to time, where she talked about her daily life. As 
told by Gladys, this group of her friends, especially Chris and Desmond, were all 
frequent visitors of her Xanga. 
The gathering was so smooth that every participant was enjoying him/herself. 
They were all quite active in selecting songs for themselves. Occasionally, Gladys 
would assist different performers to sing when they were a bit off-tempo or off-lyric. 
This gave an impression that Gladys was a big K-fan who could do a wide range of 
songs. 
K had been almost two hours since the gathering had started. The monitor 
showed a song called "Luen Seung Nei Dik Blog"(戀上你的已丨og, "In Love with Your 
Blog"), which was a rather new song at that time. Surprisingly, no one picked up any 
microphone during the long prelude. It was until the on-screen lyrics appeared, 
meaning that the performer should begin, Desmond said to Gladys with a microphone in 
a rather provocative tone: 
Desmond: "Gladys, do you know how to sing this song?" 
MSN (Microsoft Network) is software for instantly communication on Web. 
75p|ease refer to foot note #64 for the meaning of "Xanga". 
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Though a bit like being challenged, Gladys, who had not heard the song before, 
answered: 
"No, I haven't heard of it before". 
Then Desmond continued: 
"A-Ha, finally I've found a song that Gladys doesn't know. Let me 
sing it to you!" 
Gladys: "OK" 
So it was Desmond's show time. More surprisingly, he was doing gender-shifting 
as it was a girl song. Unlike Jane's performance style, Desmond did not stand up but 
just did the song casually in the audience area. During his performance, Gladys 
focused on reading the on-screen lyrics, and rumbled so lightly that only I, who was 
sitting right next to her, can listen: "well... how come the lyric is written such way....?" 
Desmond: (singing) "Mong neije tin jam moh siu moh do yat" 
[望你這天怎麼消磨度曰) 
I wonder how you would spend your time. 
"Yuen loijoi wong gok hak faan joi hon ying wa" 
(原來在旺角吃飯再看映面 
(You were watching movie after dining at Mong Kok) 
"Ying wooi tau kwai nei mong seung yat gei huiji do 
(仍會偷窺你網上日記去知m 
still I peep into your blog to know 
"Waak Je moot hoi din no nang moot moi foo lo" 
(或者沒開電腦能抹開苦m) 
Maybe I can wipe away my worries if I don't switch on the computer 
"Chi Jung yah hot mongjip nei din wa 
(始終也渴望接你電識 
I still long to receive your call 
At the meantime, Peggy and Zenith were finishing their food; Fanny was choosing 
song from the computer system, just as usual as what a门 ordinary audience should 
behave. Chris, Michael and Gladys were focusing on the monitor, seemed like paying 
attention to the performance. No one joined Desmond to sing together. After the 
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song, Fanny and Peggy jointly sang "Yeuk Ding"(約定’ A Promise), and there were not 
any immediate follow up action taken by Desmond, Gladys and Chris, not even a 
comment or applause from the audience. Everything passed unusually quick and 
smooth that seemed to me, the related persons were quite intentionally bypassing this 
episode as it had never occurred. However, in the next day, Gladys asked Chris if he 
also thought Desmond was implying anything to her, and Chris thought so. 
Though it may be Gladys's subjective view only, this episode provides an excellent 
illustration on unofficial communication happened in karaoke through song. This time, 
Desmond played the role of a performer. He fostered the episode by dedicating the 
song to Gladys. This could be seen when he said "let me sing to you" before he did the 
song. It was the only song started in this way throughout the evening. Gladys was 
the "appointed" audience of that particular performance, and Chris was the only 
"informed audience" since he was the only person who knew the ambiguous relationship 
between Desmond and Gladys among the group. Knowing that the song might imply 
any potential feeling of Desmond to Gladys, their possible responses were then limited 
to be a concentrated audience 一 sitting still, doing nothing except from starring the 
monitor, digesting and interpreting the lyrics, and listening to Desmond's performance. 
K was very different from Fanny, Peggy and Michael who could return to their own 
businesses and it was sure that both of them could not leave the scene casually. 
Fanny, Peggy, and Zenith, who did not share this secret, were outsiders to the scene. 
What they did was merely karaoke participants doing the karaoke routines without any 
constraints resuK from the engagement in the unofficial communication. 
Jane and Desmond's expression through songs transformed a pure performance 
into a "double-talk" (Goffman, 1959). The songs they chose and the pre-packaged 
meaning of lyrics was about courtship. These vocabularies are inconsistent with their 
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original relationship as friend or classmate. Moreover, by employing the double-talk 
technique, the involved parties expressed their messages without giving any open 
recognition. Seen from the second example, Chris did not point out any of Desmond's 
possible intention, so did Gladys who only responded to the episode with a light rumble. 
It was only after the incident, Gladys discussed with Chris initially, and Chris talked 
about his opinion afterwards. Their reaction did not put the performance into jeopardy. 
More importantly, these two double-talks appear to be "a safe means of making and 
refusing requests that could not be openly made or openly refused without altering the 
relationship" (Goffman, 1959: 171-2). Coincided with the ambiguity; karaoke 
consumption can be a perilous courtship ritual that consumer-performers can convey 
secret message to the targeted audience within a particular context. 
Yet, such kind of self presentation is still linked with the participants' daily lives 
outside the box to a certain extent. Therefore, there are numerous examples showing 
how the informants link the songs up with their personal association, and use the song 
to communicate thus construct part of the reality. However, such symbolic 
communication ends once the consumers leave the room. They can return to the 
reality with the memories happened in the karaoke room. However, the self 
presentation there can be partially denied. Like in the episodes of "Who Wants to Let 
Go?" and "In Love with Your Blog", these two songs could be treated as a mere 
performance if it rules out the possibility of the "double-talk" trick employed by Jane and 
Desmond. If they did not follow-up after the scenes, surely these episodes would be 
closed and separated from their lives outside the karaoke box, and they can surely deny 
about their intention at that episode too. It is this ambiguity yields to the hybrid and 
unique consumption experience inside a karaoke room. 
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Displaying Relation In Front Of Others 
The previous section assumes all participants are all outsiders except for the 
performers and the informed audiences. Nevertheless, there are also ways for the 
performers to communicate with those "ordinary audience". In the case of joint-singing, 
the partnership between the performers can be a public presentation already. For 
instance, it is common to see couples to do love song duet in front of friends. But more 
than singing, ordinary audience can recognize their intimacy through their tacit 
understanding in cooperation. Kara and Dao is a pair of just married young couple. 
Both of them were in their mid-20s. In a field observation consisting of the couple and 
their friends, Kara and Dao was doing a love song "Joi Gin Yik Si Pang Yau"(再見亦是 
朋友,Departed Lovers but Still Friends), which was chose by Dao to sing with Kara. 
There was nobody intruding their joint-performance, and I was impressed by the tacit 
understanding between them. In a medium size karaoke room which can 
accommodate around 10-15 people, they were sitting 5-person apart, not close at all. 
Under the twilit light, still I can see.the couple looking straight to each other and sing the 
tender lines with utter sincerity (though the lyrics about a broken-up relationship may not 
suit their situation). Besides, they were very cooperative that whenever after music 
break, they would show each other an eye cue and did not lag behind the tempo at all. 
Even it casts aside their "couple" relationship, still they displayed an excellent 
partnership in that particular episode. 
Another example can be found between William and Jane's ensembleship. These 
two are very good friends since they were in university for several years. In the 
Christmas Eve gathering last year, William has once insisted to invite Jane for doing a 
duet: "With our relationship, how can we sing karaoke without doing any duet?" The 
asking of "how can" implies that doing a duet was symbolizing their friendship. William 
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suggested that was impossible for the two of them not to show others their partnership in 
karaoke. 
Even there were not any backstage style expression involved in Ah Lok and 
Charlotte's program about co-imitating the singers Cheng Siu Chau and Liza Wong, 
their regularity of such entertaining program still illustrates how consumer-performers 
present their relationship through performance. At the same time, any performance 
like this allows audience to reveal and validate their relationship too. Like after Kara 
and Dao's performance, you could hear comment out of envy like "How sweet are you!" 
from the audience. In this case, they perform their relationships to obtain recognition 
and support, to celebrate and enhance their intimacy. In this sense, karaoke 
performances can work as testimonial to cherished bonds. 
However, to perform ones' relationship publicly carries risks. How do the partners 
enact their relationships before others, and how do the audiences respond to their 
enactments? On display, ones' relationships are no longer wholly their own. 
Performers run the risk of betraying secrets, violating expectations discovering hidden 
discontents (Drew, 1994). Sometimes in close relationships, performers often for 
various reasons change the words of the songs deliberately so as to tease their close 
friends. It is in fact showing intimacy not only to communicate their affection for one 
another, but to perform it for others outside the relationship. There was an episode that 
Charlotte; the postgraduate student teased her friend Bing Bing by changing the lyrics. 
All the while, Bing Bing was escaping to this karaoke gathering from her research about 
a local author Yik Sue (亦舒 ) .When doing Jade Kwan's "Nei Yau Sam"(你有心，You're 
Mindful), Gladys changed the line "Jung si do chue saan sam, ya mong jeuk din wa Jo 
yan"(仲使到處散心,也望著電言舌做人,Even hanging around, I still concern if I will receive 
his 'phone call) to "Jung si do chue saan sam, ya mong jeuk Yik Sue Jo ym"�仲使到處散 
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心,也望著亦舒做人'’ Even hanging around, I still concern about 'my study on Yik Sue). 
This led to great laughter from everyone, and thus boosted up the atmosphere for the 
scene. 
Later Charlotte explained: 
"I won't change the words all the time... I'd only do this to my close 
friends cause I'm not sure if others would appreciate or not. I don't 
want to let others feel that I'm insulting them. My close friends 
understand me, and they won't treat it as an insult. Rather, that's fun!!" 
Drew concluded: "Relationship gives shape to performances, and performance 
helps make relationship intelligible to partners as well as outsides.. .showing a self larger 
than even those closest to you can recognize" (Drew, 1994). In another word, there is 
no telling prior to the performance how the pre-packaged music will eventually sound 
when it is mixed with live vocals, as well as the audience' response to the final outcome. 
In a larger matter, karaoke's ambiguity provides a setting for self presentation and 
communic3tio 门. 
While the previous two chapters emphasized on how the consumer behavior is 
acting out of the balance between individual desire and group expectation, this chapter 
focuses o门 the signification process of a subject's presentation of self in singing and 
interpretation to the text. Once again, the empirical findings show that communication 
through songs is not simple. Instead of purely employing poise for concealing 
embarrass scene, how can the consumer-performers convey their implicit message 
effectively depends much more on the grouping and the social context. The calculation 
on the circumstances is more since the cultural project of karaoke is by nature dynamic, 
hybrid, and intensely contextual. The countless ties among the participants' 
relationship, their personal experience, their personal biography, their presentation of 
selves, and the every micro interaction taken place all affect the consumers' 
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presentation of self, which thus their various presentations interweave a very dynamic 
behavioral pattern in karaoke consumption. Therefore, the traditional approach in the 
consumption or karaoke study over a single focus on either the object, the subject, the 
site, or as a communication is still inadequate in capturing the essence of such kind of 
consumption behavior. Rather, the process about the actual consumption behavior in 
terms of social performance and self presentation deserved more attention, especially 
for the kind of participant-oriented consumption like karaoke does. 
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This paper begins with a discussion of consumption and then moves on to the 
development of my argument about karaoke consumption. Despite the fact that the 
popular songs to be sung in a karaoke scene are "standardized" cultural texts, they 
function as a set of musical semiotics and the karaoke consumer (i.e., the performer) 
has an active role to play in interpreting such cultural texts and using them for 
communication and other purposes. In this paper, karaoke consumption is defined as 
a social performance and the consumption process is context specific, meaning that the 
actor/consumer has to interact with other people in the same interactive environment. 
To highlight the importance of "context", the first empirical chapter introduces the 
general structure of the dramaturgical site of karaoke consumption. Unlike Goffman's 
concept of a clearly defined divide between the "front region" and "back region" in most 
social encounters，karaoke box has its blurred boundary between the "performance 
stage area" and the "audience area". Such setting allows a constantly shifting role of 
the karaoke consumers. Instead of separating the performer and audience by a 
physical location，it is observed that such role distant is distinguished by microphone 
holding. With the microphone in hand, the consumers can participate in karaoke 
singing and the amplified voice is heard by everyone in the room. This is how the 
consumers make sense of the karaoke setting, with a performance, a performer and the 
audiences. Of course, consumers can sing without a microphone or only lip-sing in 
the audience area. But this demonstrates the role difference in any joint-singing 
between performers and audience. For informants like Jane and Doris, both of them 
explain that they sing without microphones represents that they are paying attention to 
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the performers' performance but not intending to cover the performance. They may 
either bring the performer back from the astray key or filling their gap in case of 
off-tempo-performance. In these situations, they would not sing with much emotion as 
they do not regard themselves as performers at all. 
Karaoke has its own decorum. For instance, since the shifting role implies a rapid 
turn-taking in performance, any serious criticism of the performance is undesirable as 
the commenter may sooner or later take his/her turn and become the target of criticism. 
Moreover, for most of the karaoke consumers, they are only amateur singers. 
Informant Leslie has once stated that it is meaningless to "criticize" others in such a 
serious way. At the same time, because it is not any formal performance, consumers 
always go on with their own conversation while the performer is singing. While criticism 
is not assumed under such decorum, any "heartfelt" applause is also not expected. If 
anyone takes these overly serious, they would mis-present themselves in a karaoke 
CO 门 text. 
Apart from this, by the shared anticipatory socialization, karaoke room has other 
decorum practices in regulating the appropriate impression management, especially the 
first impression. As mentioned, karaoke is all about singing, hence choosing an 
appropriate song is the most important task for a proper self presentation. This was the 
function of warm-up tune to the impression management to Mr. J and Gladys. 
Furthermore, the conventional wisdom of karaoke performance is not expecting 
something very individually expressive. After all, song choosing practice should care 
more about the group's feeling than personal interest. So there suggests "don't repeat 
the song list", be "crowd specific in choosing the crowd favorite song", and avoid doing 
something extraordinary like "gender-shifting" or "showing-off". Also, as a group, 
monopolizing the microphone is always unappreciated. At last, any social norms in 
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daily lives regarding the relationship between the consumers apply too. In short, all 
these guide the consumers to behave for a group interest. The obedience to these 
norms helps the actor to foster a proper impression and social self to enter a certain 
situation. Therefore, as a setting of a scene, there is not only a physical entrance. 
Entering a situation also requires certain responsibility in guaranteeing the continuity of 
a social performance with acceptable behavior. 
The following chapter describes various forms of group dynamics in a karaoke 
scene. In order to ensure that the scene can go on smoothly, there are some "ice 
breakers" like Kim, Charlotte, Gladys and Jane to take care the new guests. Helping 
others to be familiar with the routine, bringing someone into the mood or the situation 
were what the ice breakers did to help saving the show by providing the relevant 
information of a scene to the consumers. Without their efforts, the consumers might 
have done something odd, inappropriate, unacceptable, or disruptive to the whole scene. 
Thus they are essential in minimizing any face-losing act, which may somehow hinder 
the performance. 
Goffman considers embarrassment the most disruptive element in the interpersonal 
interactive level. In the face of an embarrassing scene situation, provided that every 
actor is morally responsible to uphold the show, different poises are applied accordingly. 
For instance, while Chris sang out of tune that it is perhaps the most embarrassing 
incident in the context of karaoke, he chose to improvise with some nonsense syllables 
quickly so that he hided his mistake and pretended that the performance was still 
running smoothly. Sometimes, consumers like Christina, who has long been enjoying 
the respect from her colleagues, she could sing rather freely according to her personality 
without any fear of being teased or unwelcome. Maybe her personality itself already 
explained her popularity among the group. Thus, she was always accepted by she 
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continues her style in singing. In her experience, there is not only any embarrassment, 
but her relaxing strategy make the original incident into a joke for the group. The 
atmosphere is then enhanced because of her act. Her self presentation surely 
demonstrates how actors in a performance influence others with their every single act. 
Songs as a set of musical semiotics can be seen as a language that enables the 
singers to communicate through. In the last empirical chapter, it illustrates the 
triangulation between the object, subject and the context with greater detail in the form 
of karaoke communication. If the song text is treated as sign; coincide with the blurring 
boundary between the front and back stage; the ever shifting role of the consumers; and 
the never-the-same context, then karaoke is a space full of ambiguity. It is not simply a 
space for imitating stars; it is also a setting that the presentation of self can be made 
sophisticated when the consumers try to convey any message from the songs to the 
audience. As mentioned in the literature review, Adorno highlights the 
pseudo-individuality offered by popular songs so that consumers can devote a part of 
their selves through it, and share their assorted lives to others with common 
understanding on those pre-packaged lyrics, rhythm, harmonies, music arrangement, 
and emotion. 
As a text interpreter, karaoke performers borrow as well as insert symbolic meaning 
to the songs. For example, karaoke attracts Sara and Surrealist by allowing them to 
manipulate any signified piece in describing their personal feeling， associate with a 
certain person or incident. When such act occurs in a certain setting, coincide with a 
particular context, performers' intention often "react chemically" with the audience's 
response. Recalling Jane's complaint over Marco, it was obvious that Jane performed 
with her very "backstage style" at the moment when she was singing her signature song 
and allowing nobody to interrupt. Yet, Marco's intrusion led to a fatal rupture among 
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their relations. Besides, when talking about the playing with thrilling ambiguity of 
karaoke singing, the cases of Jane and Francis as well as Desmond and Gladys show 
that how karaoke communication can be used as a "safe" courtship ritual. Instead of 
saying someone's sentiment explicitly, singing a song to someone with specific lyrics 
already enables the performer to express to the target audience implicitly. It is true that 
singing a certain song can be very normal in the karaoke context, but it can be much 
more than a song to be sung too. The nominated tune to perform can impress and 
appraise one another. And as Jane and Desmond performed, they voiced intensely 
personal sentiments under the cover of song. However, the ambiguity protected both 
sides. Somehow Francis and Gladys might not get exactly what Jane and Desmond 
meant to them, or there can be discrepancies in interpretation over the same text, or 
Francis and Gladys has no interest over Jane and Desmond at all... All these make the 
performers even being rejected; they could still treat it as a "simple song" only that 
carries no signified meaning at all. Both the performer and audience need not to be 
embarrassed since none of them ought to feel obliged to catch the meaning or feel guilty 
to proclaim their innocence (Drew, 1994:85). What's more, different actors play their 
part in such unofficial communication so as to facilitate the performance. The 
gathering could go on without any disruption from others, direct reject or discontent 
between the two sides, and finally, the performance went on. 
In short, all the empirical chapters are trying to describe how each episode emerges, 
and how the consumption process is constructed through the triangulation of the 
consumption object, subject and the context. In fact, the consumption site, the 
decorum, consumers' relationship, as- well as the consumers' interpretation to the 
musical semiotics are all essential in shaping a particular consumption behavior, which 
is always contextual and unique. By using karaoke this highly participant-oriented kind 
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of consumption, this research argues that only through examining the process itself can 
understand what the consumption is really about. Therefore, what the previous 
chapters want to achieve is to reveal the significance of looking into consumption 
process to the study of consumption. 
Limitations 
On Case Selection 
As mentioned in chapter 3，I have explained the reason and method in recruiting the 
informants. In fact, in order to obtain the very personal experience and true feeling 
from the informants, it is impossible to have informant whose background is totally 
foreign to the researcher. Therefore, snow sampling is the only best way to recruit 
informants. As a result, the overlapping social background between the researcher 
and informants is unavoidable, and this may lead to bias in case selection. When the 
informants' experience is confined to a certain group of people who share similar 
background, their stories can hardly represent the karaoke consumers' experience in 
general. However, once I adopted Goffman's concept in the analysis, it is necessary to 
have the informants who are so willing to share their motivation or truer feeling with the 
researcher since it is the key that determines every self-presentation act. In turn, it 
would be also an advantage for the researcher who has similar background or 
understanding towards the topic mentioned during the interview so as to gain rapport as 
well as more accurate interpretation. This is especially useful in analyzing the abstract 
interpretation of musical semiotics. Without this overlapping background, analysis over 
the elements as such would be made impossible. 
What's more, this research also argues that every consumption behavior should be 
context specific, in a sense that each group combination should have developed its own 
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subculture and unique decorum during the interaction. Therefore, instead of 
questioning the representativeness of the cases revealed, a more appropriate approach 
should be looking at how the participants interact according to their unique experience in 
each scene, and how this forms the specific consumption process at last. 
Besides, all the scenes selected happened in karaoke box, but not other places like 
karaoke lounge. It may not be convincing to conclude the overall karaoke consumption 
practice with the findings in this research. Nevertheless, the unique setting of karaoke 
box allows very close and instant interaction between the performer and audience; 
whereas in any karaoke lounge, the on-stage performers are performing distant apart 
from the audience. As a result, the performer can ignore the audience response, which 
will yield to a rather different performer-audience interaction, and thus forming a different 
consumption process. Following the pre-assumption of this research, it is believed that 
a different set of decorum should be developed at in the case of karaoke consumption in 
the karaoke lounge，which is definitely worthwhile to look into too. But considering the 
limited space and scale of this research, the case of karaoke lounge or any karaoke 
consumption that is taken place in other settings have to be filtered out this time. In the 
contrary, the cases of karaoke box strongly reflected the highly interactive nature of 
karaoke consumption, and thus highlighted the relationship between the consumption 
subject, object and the context. Karaoke consumption in karaoke box hence serves as 
an excellent illustration to show the formation of consumption process, and how can we 
make use of it in the study of consumption. It highlights the significance of this 
research effectively, which is something that the case of karaoke lounge may not 
achieve. 
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The Exclusion of Silent or Absent-Minded Audience 
I once met two silent participants in the scene in the sense that, they did not give 
any performance at all, not even any lip-singing. What they did is reading magazine, 
dinning and chatting with others. In a rigid sense, they can not be regarded as 
consuming karaoke that by definition the consumption is made through participating any 
music-relevant activities happened in that context. However, this research did not 
spend any paragraph for their reasoning. I did once ask Marian, one of the silent 
participants, for her reason of "sitting-all-night" long. Her answer was: "I did listen to 
others performance. Just I like to listen more than sing". Ah Lok has shared an 
experience of facing absent-minded audience too. When he was doing karaoke with 
his primary school classmates, who had not been contacted for over 10 years, seemed 
did not pay attention to any performance at all but concentrate in exchanging current 
situation. Without any response made by the audience, karaoke singing suddenly 
became meaningless to Ah Lok, the major performer of the night, as he did not see any 
audience of his performance. So the point is, even though there are participants doing 
inactively in singing, they may be also consuming karaoke, but it is so inconspicuous 
that makes analysis difficult especially in such "participant-oriented" consumption genre. 
For the performer cannot act accord to their instant response; these consumers are 
consuming the space for social gathering only. Since they can be hardly defined as 
consuming karaoke in this sense, these groups of "consumers" is excluded in this 
research. For future study on karaoke, these diversified consumer behavior may 
deserver more attention. 
Being Cultural and Context Specific 
Last but not least, this research argues the group dynamics and meaning derived 
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from a specific context shape much of the consumers' behavior. When the texts in a 
cultural system，and social actors' performance are always fixed by social convention，it 
should be noted that the findings of this research is also cultural and context specific 
also. After all, it can hardly justify as a universal phenomenon as in different culture, or 
different scene, there can be slightly different decorum and norm in doing karaoke 
consumption already. So instead of generalizing any hidden rule in karaoke 
consumption, this research aims at highlighting the importance of the triangulation 
between the object, subject and context of consumption, in particular raise the attention 
to group dynamic and the meaning derived from any context in shaping any 
consumption behavior. It does not attempt to represent every karaoke consumption 
experience in the world. 
On Goffman's Approach 
Lastly, one may criticize that the Goffman approach has its limitation in 
overemphasizing the accurate intersubjectivity in understanding one's impression 
management. As Scheff argues, Goffman's impression management is basically built 
on anticipations (Scheff, 2006:44). When facing embarrassment, Goffman sees the 
actor actively deny it, attempting to save face, avoid pain... All these gestures assume a 
clear and constant awareness of the actors to sustain his impression management with 
full information possessed about the current situation. Nevertheless, Goffman does not 
consider to what extent are the actors really aware of all these. Furthermore, it is 
always hard to define one's "front stage" and "back stage". Even for the actor him/self, 
s/he cannot be sure if they are always "sincere" or only "acting accordingly" under 
certain situation. In other words, the analysis in this research is highly based on the 
assumption of relative stability of the karaoke participants' psychic and motive, which is 
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something doubtful fundamentally. As a result, the weakness of Goffman's analytical 
approach perhaps discredits the validity of the findings in this research. 
Yet, Goffman sees acting on sincerity or cynicism is the two extremes of a 
continuum respectively (Goffman, 1969:15). In social interaction, actors always move 
swiftly and unconsciously between the two ends, and also the viewpoints of themselves 
and others, as a pendulum swings back and forth. Such "pendulation", as Levine 
names it (Levine, 1997 in Scheff, 2006:45), is what Cooley's idea that individuals live in 
the minds of others without knowing it, but it finally determines one's presentation of self. 
In fact, it is how the notion of role playing comes into practice. So, no matter the roles 
are played out of sincerity or cynicism, "it is in these roles that individuals know each 
other and know themselves" (Park, 1950:249 in Goffman, 1969: 15). On the one hand, 
the presented self can be one's truer self; on the other hand, it can be the self s/he 
would like to be. The presented self of an individual, (i.e., his/her conception of role) is 
just "the second nature and an integral part of personality" (Park, 1950:249 in Goffman, 
1969: 15). This is particularly applicable when we come to know the role of 
"ice-breaker". Even though we cannot fully sure if Kim and Charlotte were doing "face 
work" out of their "truer selves", being an ice-breaker was the social front they chose to 
present in front of others, which became a factual episode forming that particular scene, 
and thus making effect to the whole consumption process. In the end, it w川 be cynical 
when we look for a clear boundary between one's front stage and back stage, and thus 
doubting the "validity" or "awareness" of one's claim. Despite the possibility of 
"deception" remains, the repeated field observations over certain key informants were 
looking for reliability of the findings. As long as the informants were showing a 
consistent way of self presentation, or able to tell what makes the difference in their 
behavior under various contexts in the follow-up interviews, the reliability and validity of 
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findings are supposed to be guaranteed already. 
Consumption Context and the Development of Consumption Theory 
This research offers a theoretical contribution by tracing the concept of social 
performance and applying it to an understanding of the relationship between 
consumption behavior and the context. It posits that the previous researches on 
consumer behavior may better be termed consumer self-presentation, especially in the 
consumption pattern which is as interactive as karaoke does. In fact, consumption is a 
complicated and fluid process. Illustrated in karaoke consumption, it can see that the 
consumption process itself is already part of the consumption. As the process involves 
a group of consumers, consumers cannot behave in accordance to their individual 
desire. Refer to Giddens, if the heart of sociology lies in the interaction between 
structure and agent (Giddens, 1991), then any agent's expression is always conditioned 
by the structure of meaning generated through the group dynamic (Alexander, 2006). 
Agent's behavior, though it is somehow "pre-scripted" in the social performance，at the 
same time it is always taking into account of others' reaction and the site of significance. 
Coincide with the discussion in chapter 6， where self expression is embodied in 
consumption activity, then the meaning derived from consumption process as well as 
the group dynamic would be even more complicated. Thus, the theory of consumption 
should neither concern about materiality (not even only talking about commodity-sign 
symbolic value), nor individual desire. The case of karaoke consumption tells that 
attention should be paid to the triangulation among these two together with the group 
dynamic takes place in the consumption context (not just mention about "context" 
without focusing the micro symbolic interaction taking place). Hence, it can see that 
all the previous chapters are attempting to explore the different group dynamic occur 
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and the meaning generated during the triangulation process and finally explains why the 
consumers consume in such a particular way. 
As a final note，consumption can be regarded as a kind of cultural actions. Apart 
from studying the superficial consumer culture in the contemporary society, I suggest 
more attention is deserved in looking at the specific culture developed in each 
consumption behavior. As mentioned, consumption behavior is always context specific. 
And by borrowing the viewpoint of cultural pragmatics, when the cultural character of 
activities is highlighted, "social action is expressive rather [than] instrumental... more like 
theatrical performance than economic exchange" (Alexander, 2006:4). Especially 
when consumption nowadays involves group level interaction, it is no longer a simple 
purchase action, but rather, it has its meaning generated during the consumption 
dynamic that shapes the consumption behavior. Though the "meaning" derived from 
commodity signs or interaction is always arbitrary, the inter-signs relation situate in a 
cultural system, which is ''fixed by social convention" and "social actors experience as 
natural, and unreflexively depend on to constitute their daily lives" (Alexander, 2006:4). 
Consequently, like the cultural pragmatists insist on cultural study, culture can only be 
captured with performative intelligibility, meaningful interpretation in the context that the 
performance is enacted as "cultures theorized as embodied and experiential" (Alexander, 
2006:14). Therefore, in terms of consumption, future studies should focus on the 
dynamic in consumption process; the meaning derived with the contextual referent, and 
thus shapes the consumption behavior. Surely this new concept will be useful in 
rethinking the consumers' behavior in any participant-oriented and possible group-level 
consumptions like shopping, traveling etc. At last，this research hopes to bring insight 
to the development of consumption theories by emphasizing the weaknesses of 
focusing on either single aspects of object, subject or the context of consumption. 
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Instead, consumption behavior is shaped by the triangulation of these three, and the 
consumption process of consumers' interaction should not be neglected. 
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